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Abstract

Chronicling one woman’s coming-of-age in the Kennicott Valley of the Wrangell-St. Elias
National Park and Preserve, Siltwater spans twelve years (1992-2002), and includes elements of
memoir, reportage, personal profile, literary criticism, philosophical essay, prose poetry and a
pair of formal poems. Stucturally the text is divided into three sections: Finding Home, Neighbors
and Reckoning, with each section including full-length essays interwoven with more poetic
shorts. As a whole, the text challenges the notion of Alaska as a Last Frontier, and instead
presents an inhabited wilderness complete with blue tarps, wolf trappers, booming tourist towns,
and large bureaucracies. The Alaska physical geography—with glaciers, rivers, and grizzlies—is
presented alongside a unique human geography—with Park Rangers, Ahtna Athabascans, young
adventurers, and seasoned renegades. Thematically, the text examines issues of human aesthetics
and geographic determinism. The National Park Service emerges as an antagonist in a rural
community’s struggle to retain individual freedom and small town values during a period of rapid
tourism growth. The prose poems allow a more emotional examination of place, and, as a group,
suggest analogies between romantic love and an intimate sense of place.
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SECTION I

Finding Home

Think you're escaping and run into yourself.
Longest way round is the shortest way home.
James Joyce
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Towards the Pond

There is a place on the trail where the world disappears. On my evening runs I speed up for fear
of the anonymity I feel there. By day, walking towards the pond, I stare into the aspens that mark
the place.
An open forest covers the rolling forms of old glacial moraines, low-lying lines of rocky
earth, mostly nondescript, at least for my ability to observe. This is a topography I know to be
shaped and reshaped by ice, by tens of millennia of time, and some vaguely periodic cycle of
climatic change. Rocks deposited in moments of sub-glacial time—rocks lain for centuries
beneath four thousand feet of ice—then exposed again to air. Stone turning to dust, turning to
seedling, turning to forest.
I like to think of the toughness of aspen roots, the infinite networks running down through
the sharp rocks of till and clay, through time. They say two-thirds of an aspen tree lives
underground. Two thirds of an aspen that is not just one tree, but a whole grove, the whole
hillside sometimes, one genetic aspen interconnected underground. I have dug an outhouse hole
into the thick underlife of it, used pick and axe as much as shovel to pry at rocks and slash
through the wet, slick fibers of the runners. Complete and total toughness, and also grace. That
is aspen: tree trunks that sway, leaf stems that quake, a morphology formed in slowly evolved
agreement with the whims of wind. Aspens are an invincibility of huge size and vegetative
reproduction. So when a girl cuts down trees with her chainsaw to let in sun for a tiny home, she
really does no more than snip a chunk off the forest’s hair. A chunk gone from this forest’s time.
Forest time between ice age time—life blown in on a periglacial wind—new seeds, which are old
seeds, settling into silts.

My running route through the aspen forest is also my walking route, also my skiing route, also
my neighbor’s occasional trapping route. It follows an old wood-chopping trail that cuts off from
the Nizina Road and ends in the dwarf birch and potentilla shrubs that skirt ten acres of an aged
kettle pond. At the pond, are beaver dens, and in some years, beavers den there. Wolves run
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round the edges in November, and moose come for them to kill, or else be kicked by. I have seen
the tracks, all of them and more, disappear into the grasses that form the pond’s slowly shrinking
shore.
From the frozen middle of the pond is a view to all directions. I have called that place the
center of my universe. In early winter, before much snow, I have ice skated there, sped myself in
long frictionless glides and sometimes stood still, wind slicing the air, to sing as the last of
alpenglow dissolves into the lilac-gray of absent light. I have sung to the long, longing lines of
avalanche slope on Porphyry Mountain. I have sung to the night coming on.
Tonight, running away from the openness of frozen pond, I enter the forest and stop
suddenly in the place that is not a place, the place of anonymous aspen. In the place where the
world disappears time stretches, and space refuses the confines of familiarity. Tonight, in this
place I cannot grasp, my eye catches a blood flash of feather—possibly grosbeak, probably
crossbill. A bird’s pure flight—maybe real, maybe from morning memory—pulls me out of
myself then disappears between the gray bodies of aspen. Gone, gone, out into.
There is nothing to do, nothing to think, and so I move on. Subtle, irregular divots of my
sneakers print out behind me on the snow machine’s patterned path. I do not run anymore. Instead
I walk, slow and quiet, except for the crunching.
Eventually my path emerges the forest to cross into my own tiny clearing of pond. My
pond—familiar, and yet, amazing and strange—my pond, no more than a bog really, a bog circled
by black spruce and one queer, lone birch. A bog at the base of a long slope of drumlin. A
drumlin which is the fancy name for the spoon-shaped glacial deposit on the almost-flat top of
which I live. I look up to see the eye-like windows of my tiny house, noting again this placement
of my home on the well-drained hilltop in the now-naked aspens of winter, the willow in
between, and the few white spruces. Sourdough Peak behind, making a ghostly frame.

Even my house—my red metal roof and T-l 11 walls—my house built with such self
doubt and misery, and joy too. Dumb fights with my dad and small victories of carpentry.
Windows, perfect windows, and first dinners with friends. Campfire dinners with friends, and
then black bears—black bears ripping at visqueen, black bears ripping at Suzuki seat leather.
Black bears between me and my door, claws ripping and the stench of slop buckets, the stench of
plywood in a winter outhouse. Black bears and mosquitoes—mosquitoes all over you,
mosquitoes all over everywhere while you’re trying to swing a frigging hammer.
Black bears, mosquitoes, slop buckets. All this I know so well and yet, even my house,
here, from the distance, looks not quite real. Too perfect, for what I know of me, to be true. Like
how the shrub zone of the summer slope looks smooth and inviting when one knows in fact there
is a sea of alder that slaps at thighs and grabs at ankles. Alders and high bushes of cranberry.
Cow parsnip that bums skin in the sun. A stumbly mess that only grizzlies flow through, but
which looks from the distance to be somehow perfect, somehow true. I stare.
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McCarthy, AK

Buddhism is a dialogue and what it states at the beginning is not necessarily
what it would state at the end. The Middle Way does not mean moderation.
It means the bringing together o f opposites. Alan Watts

Now for the facts. Facts are the one thing needful. Facts alone are wanted. This is nonfiction,
after all. This is not a Dickens novel. This is not impressionism. My words should paint a real
Alaska. Like my father demanded that first winter I spent at the Spruce Point cabin: “More facts
please!” His letter arrived at a mail shack thirteen miles from nowhere by Nordic ski.
“What kind of Cessna airplane?”
“How many flights, and how much did each one cost?”
“How far, exactly from the cabin to McCarthy?”
“How far from McCarthy to the highway?”
He sent two whole pages of scripted questions; he even numbered his inquiries #1 thru #23.
At the time I’d never received so much as a paragraph of his handwritten script. But that winter
my father wanted facts, and it was worth it to write a letter asking for them.
I guess there’s something about Alaska that makes us all a little long on curiosity.

McCarthy, AK—I first saw the place name in a handwritten return address on a plump envelope
stuffed in my mailbox on 12th Avenue in the University District of Seattle. I remember thinking
AK stood for Arkansas. That there should be handwriting at all struck me as unusual. Who
would be writing me from Arkansas? I asked myself, before opening to read the Alaska Wildlands

Studies brochure. At that point, I too was eager for facts:

We will base our studies from the tiny town of McCarthy. Located in the
drainage basin of the Kennicott Glacier and just a few meters away from the now
receding ice face, the glacial valley is rimmed to the north by the icy summit of
16,390’ Mt. Blackburn, an ancient shield volcano that now stands as the tallest of
the Wrangell Mountains. To the south, the landscape broadens as the Kennicott
River drops into the forested Chitina Valley. Beneath the heights of the
continent’s largest icefields, sure-footed Dali sheep and mountain goats inhabit
the steep rock faces while bear, moose and wolves share the more habitable
country with a few human residents.
That Wildland Studies description of the Kennicott Valley arrived in my mailbox in 1991. A few
months later, I would turn twenty-one. At the time, I considered myself to be fairly mountain
savvy.
The Kennicott Valley offers dynamic exhibitions of natural forces one might
only read about elsewhere: erosion, uplift, succession and volcanism.
Geologically, three different fragments of the earth’s crust continue to collide.
Ice age events that have shaped this mountain region are still operative today. In
many ways, the landscape is still recovering from the Wisconsonian ice age.
New forests take root on barren glacial foreland while old growth, just meters
away, suffers infestation by spruce bark beetle.
Compared to anyone I knew, I had savoir-faire when it came to mountains. I’d worked my
college summers at a Forest Service resort in the high Sierras. In high school, I’d lived for a year
at ten thousand feet in Ecuador. I’d made myself dizzy on volcanos named Chimborazo,
Pinchincha and Cotopaxi. I’d even walked on a glacier down there. In Alaska, I might find a
place exotic without being ex-patriotic, but still, it was going to take a lot of facts to impress me.
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13.2 million acres, the size of seven Yellowstones. This is a land of superlatives.
You have to see Wrangell - St. Elias National Park & Preserve to believe it. And
even then you are not too sure. The number and scale of everything is so
enormous. Four major mountain ranges meet within the park.. .nine of the sixteen
highest peaks in the United States.
“And all that blue down there is ice,” exclaimed my friend Leah Lupinski, as she shared her copy
of the Wrangell-St.Elias Official Map and Guide.
Leah had done the Wildlands Studies program in McCarthy the year before. When she told
me about her adventures, I remember feeling surprised that I’d never heard about our nation’s
largest park. In Seattle, Alaska is no strange terrain. One of our buddies had been to Valdez for
the oil spill; another had worked the canneries in St. Petersberg; a third was buying a seiner for
salmon fishing out of Ketchikan. Lots of my friends had been to Alaska, but only Leah had been
to McCarthy.
Looking through her photographs of valley glaciers and mining ruins, I wasn’t quite sure
what to think. I’d always thought that Leah was a bit peculiar, but the way she spoke about the
Wrangells was compelling. When she said McCarthy, she made it sound more like a movie than
a place name. Wildlands Studies was plain-simply the program, and she talked about her
instructors as if they were newfound celebrities.
Like I said, Leah was a little strange, and at first, I was skeptical of her enthusiasm. I was
also chagrined that she had found McCarthy first. Judging by the Map & Guide the location was
remarkable with the green-hued Wrangell-St. Elias parklands filled the whole southeastern comer
of Alaska map, and the road to McCarthy was sliced right through the middle of the wilderness
like a keyhole turned on its side.
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‘There’s only two roads into the Park,” said Leah, “and McCarthy sits at the end of the
longest. There’s no car bridge into town. You have to tram yourself across the Kennicott River
on a crazy cable. McCarthy is the real Alaska!” In addition to praising the place for its
remoteness and oddity, Leah couldn’t say enough about the locals. “You’d fall in love with Jenny
and Howard. Dan, the botanist, is scribing his own log cabin way up on the mountain, and Ben
Shaine is like a guru. You’ve got to meet the Miller family! They’ve got chickens and pigs and a
three-story treehouse.”
Not all Leah’s stories about the Wrangells were positive. At one point she had suffered a
horrid sunburn from glare off the glacier ice. In the photos her face was red and blistered, her
glacier glasses like eyeballs on a ladybug. Later she froze solid with fear along a backcountry
ridgeline. It wasn’t a technical traverse, but the sheer exposure paralyzed Leah until Howard, the
heroic instructor, came to the embarrassing rescue. “The mosquitoes are outrageous,” she said
repeatedly.
Leah also told about the 1983 McCarthy massacre: “A crazy guy named Lou lost his mind
in March. He wanted to hijack the mailplane and blow up the pipeline. In the end, he murdered
six people at at time when the population of the town was only fifteen total. Chris Richards, who
still lives there, survived two head shot wounds and ran through the woods to warn his neighbors.
It’s a creepy story, but it’s way in the past. McCarthy of today is wonderful! Just wait till you
meet Jenny!”
It was Jenny Carroll’s pen that scrawled McCarthy, AK in the return address across of
first envelope from Arkansas, Alaska. Inside the brochure was her bio: “Jenny Carroll, MA
Anthropology from Stanford University, now makes her fulltime home in the remote Wrangell
Mountains. Her thesis, The Resilience o f Freedom, is based on ethnographic interviews of rural
residents from the Wrangell-St. Elias Park. She will serve as Academic Director throughout the
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six-week program.” It was Jenny Carroll’s careful brochure that invited me to the Wrangells, and
it was Jenny Carroll who trammed me across the Kennicott River my first time in June of 1991.
Using an interdisciplinary approach of rigorous natural history observation and
experimental field investigation, we will unite our diverse studies with a single
theme: the nature and pace of change.
“It will be the adventure of a lifetime,” claimed Jenny in bold closure. And I remember scoffing
with well-bred Seattle skepticism. It will be a good way to finish up my Environmental Science
degree. I'll get some bonafide field experience. Wildland Studies is cheaper than Outward
Bound, and you earn upper level credits. I did have a chunk of inheritance from my

grandmother, and I’d never slept on a glacier, I thought, as Leah’s ice axe beckoned from the
comer.

That first tattered Wildlands Studies brochure still claims a plastic-covered page in the Letters
from Alaska scrapbook my mother has compiled during the past decade. Situated among the

various postcards, letters and other memorabilia, that program description looks markedly
different than the ones mailed out today. The new brochures are glossier and include more digital
photos. Many of the words have changed as well. It was a few years later when I’d joined Jenny
on the Wildlands staff, that we edited the old brochure because it had become misleading.
The Alaska Wildlands Studies program makes its headquarters in the small, quiet
town of McCarthy. A remnant from the mining days and a National Historic
Site, the Hardware Store base camp looks more like part on an old Western
movie set than a classroom.
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That was all true in 1991. And even a decade later, the old Hardware Store still looks like a
western set despite new solar panels and a refurbished kitchen. But we decided it was more
honest to describe McCarthy as small and bustling—not small and quiet.
The town of McCarthy sits at the end of a sixty-mile, bumpy, dirt road that
travels along the old Copper River and Northwest Railroad Right-of-Way. A
small parking overlooks the terminus of the glacier and a hand-powered cable
tram serves as the only summer access across the Kennicott River and into town.
In the year 2003, the McCarthy Road is still bumpy, but the sprawl at the end-of-the-road
can hardly be described as small. There are at least a dozen structures within the half-mile radius
that used to be empty forest—and another dozen signs. “Pay for Parking Here!” is my personal
favorite public service announcement. It’s five feet tall and brighter than a blue tarp—just in case
you thought America’s largest National Park was in the middle of nowhere.
The construction of a pedestrian footbridge to replace the tram access across the Kennicott
was an obvious edit to the promotional brochure, but we don’t advertise the “footbridge warfare”
that has been waging for the past three summers. Should McCarthy allow motorized vehicles into
town? Does using an acetylene torch to cut Department of Transportation bollard qualify as
vandalism or freedom fighting? Students will hear about the bullshit soon enough. In the
meantime, conflicts of that type can fall under the category of “small town bustle.”
Once a week, a small plane brings mail to the forty or so residents who make
their home here. There is no electrical grid and no TV or telephones. Two ten
room lodges offer meals and transportation to the adventuresome traveler who
makes it out to the end of the road.
There’s no sense announcing to wilderness enthusiasts that the McCarthy Lodge has expanded
threefold since 1991. Next year they’ll have a rock-n-roll saloon open just meters from the
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Hardware Store library. Nowadays the mail comes twice weekly, delivered by a ten-seater jet
that also provides essential passenger service. And how long ago did we get our first Telular
phone units? When did the satellite tv arrive at the Nugget Bar? Population forty? Try 140 now,
during summer months, and sixty-five at Thanksgiving dinner. And that doesn’t count the family
of seventeen year-round Pilgrims who showed up in the parking lot and proceeded to bulldoze
their own road through the nation’s largest wilderness.
Up the road five miles from McCarthy are the ruins of the old Kennicott mill
complex. What was a thriving industrial complex is now a dusty ghost town.
Official papers still scatter the floors inviting the explorer to discover the story of
copper mining history.
With locks on all the doors, and the third phase of the fifty-room Glacier Lodge now underway,
that 1991 description of Kennicott is decidedly out of date. Of course, there’s no sense
advertising to history students that the red-and-white concentration mill is currently closed to the
public in the interest of visitor safety. There’s no sense announcing that the ghost town vibe is a
winter-only opportunity. The last historic papers walked long ago, or else got locked up in the
National Park archives.
Following federal acquisition in 1998, the Kennecott Mill Town is better described as “a
National Historic Landmark that attracts increasing interest as a major tourist destination.” The
NPS even changed the spelling of the town: the feds spell Kennecott with an “E” because that’s
the way it was recorded on the official incorporation documents. The USGS maps spell their
Kennicott town with an “I,” like the original Kennicott Glacier. And that’s what most locals opt
for.
Even the voices that write those Wildland Studies brochures have shifted dramatically in
the past decade. Jenny divorced Howard six years ago; nowadays she lives with a new husband
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and two little boys in Homer; we’re lucky if they make it up for a week or two come summer.
Howard himself teaches school in Anchorage. And yes, the new Wildlands Studies director is
nice enough, but he definitely reads different on the page.
Jenny Carroll’s comment about the nature and pace o f change was certainly on target.
During my own tenure as a National Park Ranger we even edited the Official Map and Guide. For
a while there, Wrangell-St. Elias encompassed 13.6 million acres—not 13.2.1 never did figure
out if they acquired more property, or if they calculated wrong the first time around.
So much for facts. I may as well back up to the beginning. McCarthy, AK—and no,
we’re not in any kind of Kansas anymore. Maybe I’d better head back before the name even—
those tangled shrubs and aspen forest, that pond where I make prayer, and the glacier that melts
away.
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The Alpinist’s Wife

You are on me like the snow on the mountain—a still blanket, creased by ski trail thrown on my
curves. You are on me that close, and you are in me like the water in spring mud, the messy
meltout, the wet bog sinking beneath my step. Thunder of avalanche pounding onto me; that
much anger, the gravity of passion, my high-pitched slopes causing your collapse. You are on me
and my shrubbery is in you; all summer the dense and dirty snow drips tear-shaped meltponds at
my base. July August, the blossoming, and still, you are on me—patches in the places the sun
can’t reach, the yellowness of buttercup, the wetness in the hellebore’s leaf. You are on me even
when you are gone. And then September, the termination dustings. You are on me like the snow
on the mountain. Now bathed in alpenglow’s peach light, now lost in gray of cloud.
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First Winter

Hearing the crunch beneath his farther-reaching feet,
watching him disappear behind a bend o f frozen riverbar,
I learn how small I would have been. I learn how small I have been.
March 1992

It was December 15th when George Pinney picked me up at the Alaska Airlines terminal of the
Anchorage International Airport. He was driving an 482 Toyota pickup he’d purchased from the
newspaper for $250. The truck had two-wheel drive and two tones of yellow paint. Three days
after he bought it, we sold the thing to Chris Richards, the legendary mayor of Kennicott. The
resale price ($225) included what was left of a case of engine oil, and we put the money towards
our winter flight bills. After we sold it, that Toyota pickup seemed like a good deal, but when
George drove up to the baggage claim I wasn’t so sure.
Remembering our travels in such a vehicle on empty highways so near the Solstice still
tightens the muscles of my neck and shoulders. We did not have studded tires nor chains until we
borrowed them in Chitina, and there was no seatbelt on the passenger side of the bench. Due to
the excessive body rust, you could see the icy road through a hole in the driver side floor. The
hours of sunlight on those December days were absurdly short, the nights ludicrous in length, but
for some reason I don’t recall bemoaning the absence of daylight on that road trip. I suppose our
sense of time was warped by the excitement. In those days everything was an adventure. I was
too stupid to recognize the dangers, too proud to admit to fears.
At first, spending a winter in Alaska is all about the Experience—the planning, the
purchasing. A first winter is about proving yourself to the neighbors, to the universe. It’s about
proving yourself to yourself. Later you learn things that are frightening: how frostbite turns a
nose and cheeks bright white, then later bums red with warming. How toenails, too, can turn jet
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black, with weeks of painful healing. Later you learn things, but first comes the exhilaration of
pressing against fears that include an element of obscurity and seeming infinitude. That first
winter at the Spruce Point cabin we saw no human tracks beyond our own for four months
consecutive. We were the last souls till Canada, and back then Canada might as well have been
Colombia. The expanse of Alaska mountain mystery was that wide in my imagination.
At twenty-two and just graduated from the Evergreen State College, I don’t recall
consciously trying to prove anything to anybody. I wasn’t aware yet of the pull (and the drag) of
my own ego. I had never been truly humbled. I did know how it feels in your spine and skull to
do something scary and unusual. Spruce Point was thirty miles beyond the end of the McCarthy
Road even. You had to fly for fifteen minutes in a bush plane; no one had lived in the Spruce
Point cabin for fifteen years. People spend first winters in Alaska all the time, but to spend a
winter at the Spruce Point was special. It was ballsy. It was radical. And after a few telephone
calls, it was ours.

When we told McCarthyites about our plans to overwinter at Spruce Point, a few were hesitantly
supportive. Others smiled half-heartedly with eyes that communicated a different message:
“We’ll believe it when we see your tracks in the snow come March,” said Betty Hickling, who
owned McCarthy Lodge back then. Gary Green, the flight service operator, launched right into a
story about the last couple who tried to make a go of it at “way over there.”
“Eighteen flights in a Cessna 185. They even took a tv/vcr with their giant generator. Too
bad they only lasted seven days. She plain didn’t like it. Or else he ran out of cigarettes.
Eighteen flights! And then they turned around and flew that crap back out before the month was
over.”
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Before we made our own three flights, we’d heard four or five different versions of that
greenhorn legend. At the time it seemed cruel how certain neighbors thrived on offering their
pessimistic outlooks. Today I’m sure I, too, would shake my head watching any other newcomer
attempt to do what we did, when we did, how we did it. Nobody moves into a broken-down
cabin in mid-December, but that was how it worked for us. I had a bird-counting job to finish
with Fish and Wildlife Service on the Alaska Peninsula that autumn. George’s sister had been
married at Thanksgiving.
We did manage to squeeze in a few days of fixer-upping in early October. Driving a rented
sedan, we arrived in McCarthy and immediately commissioned Loy Green to torch-cut holes in
the thirty-gallon barrel he had promised back in August. We bolted the barrel to a stove kit
manufactured by the prison inmates at the Palmer Correctional Facility. Howard Mozen, my boss
at Wildlands Studies and my first real friend in Alaska, loaned us a two-burner propane unit with
a twenty-gallon tank. Tom and Catie from Fireweed Mountain offered an airtight Coleman oven
for cooking our Christmas cookies. Gary Green threw the whole mess of supplies in the back of
his Supercub, landing that time on the riverbar, right in front of our Spruce Point hermitage.
As hoar frost set its crystals on the leftover leaves of autumn, George and I figured out how
to install our new barrel stove into the existing pipe. Using rudimentary carpentry skills, he
replaced a broken window with two pieces of plexiglass epoxied to a two-by-four. I rescrewed
the door to its hinges. With bow saw and maul, we put up a few weeks’ worth of wood
“A chainsaw would be nice,” George said.
“And way too expensive,” I replied.
Neither of us had a vehicle in the state yet.
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George Pinney nicknamed that pickup “Puke” in honor of the bi-tone mustard body paint that
covered what was left of the bed and tiny cab. At the airport, he was so proud of his purchase.
Our first ride was for a romantic supper at the Greek restaurant across from REI. Afterwards, we
headed to a cheap B&B above the Harley Davidson shop on Spenard Road. Next morning I took
the GRE exam at University of Alaska Anchorage while George boxed up the last of our food
from Costco. By two p.m.—in time for a solstice sunset—we were driving the Glenn Highway
through the Chugach Mountains. Two hundred thirty miles in that first stretch past Palmer,
Sutton, Chickaloon and Nelchina. Two hundred miles and Puke ran like a champ except for the
heater which blew anywhere from lukewarm to frigid cold, turning on and off spontaneously.
Both of us were bundled to the max when we pulled into the Caribou Cafe in Glennallen. “Minus
thirty degrees,” announced the waitress as she poured two cups of translucent coffee.
They call Glennallen the “Hub” of Alaska, but back then it was more like a hubcap, as in
the mudcovered kind that falls off alongside the highway. A decade later, there’s a new bank, a
bigger hotel, and a second store to brighten what is still a dingy sprawl just west of where the
Glenn Highway intersects with the Richardson. I still can’t figure out who we were kidding
camping behind the Wrangell-St. Elias headquarters in mid-December. I know we had an
appointment to meet with the Park biologist the next morning. I know we stopped at the church
on the Copper Center Loop Road. An Athabascan man opened the front door, gave us a funny
look, and we were headed back to the pickup. Why we didn’t rent a room at the Caribou is
beyond me. Presumably we were short on cash, but to be honest, I don’t remember how the two
of us made decisions then.
I do remember the challenge of erecting George’s tent with fingers quickly immobilized by
the frigid temperatures. If it had been up to me, we would have piled back into that crummy
pickup and crammed ourselves behind the steering wheel. Minus thirty degrees Fahrenheit. It’s
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not until people attempt to function at such temperatures that they actually do the math. I could
tell someone who’s never been here the story about how coffee vaporizes when you toss it
through the air at minus fifty. I could tell you about that, but I’ve never actually tested it. Instead
I tell them, “Do the math.”
What’s the difference between 80F tank-top sunshine and 32F freezing? That same amount
colder than the melting point is -20F. What’s the difference between 80 above and 100 above
when it comes to summer sweat? Forty degrees below zero is the same amount colder than
freezing as one hundred degrees is hotter than frozen ice. “You do the math.” Mostly I feel that
kind of cold in my fingers, toes and nose hairs.
That first winter, thirty below zero was a temperature I associated with the image of George
Pinney’s nose emerging from the opening of his expedition-weight sleeping bag. George Palmer
Pinney, the budding alpinist, had quite the schnocker, and he did not believe romance had any
place in winter camping. That first night near “Glennalien” he established his game rules clearly:
there would be no cuddles, no sleeping bags zipped together. With utmost efficiency and a robocamper speed I had not yet realized was necessary, he would burrow in to his bag and fall asleep
immediately. I, meanwhile, lay awake in my makeshift double-synthetic that never did quite cut
the frozen mustard. In all the nights we slept out, I don’t remember sleeping much, but I do
remember watching the steam rising from George’s steadily snoring nose.

It was George Pinney who spotted that green roof of the Spruce Point cabin while backpacking
along the Nikolai Ridgelme the previous July. As the youngest of five boys and one sister,
George had been raised in the pine barrens of New Jersey. He’d been a surf rat on Long Island, a
bike messenger in Manhattan. He also loved the woods, and anything to do with mountains.
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Spending a winter in Alaska had been a goal of George’s for as long as he could remember. I, too,
was set on overwintering somewhere, but had it been up to me, I probably would have lived in
McCarthy. Maybe I would have tutored one of the local kids. Or stayed at the Edwards
homestead. But George Pinney was a go-for-the-gusto guy, 100% mountain-junkie. If we were
going for the real winter experience we would want our own scene: no assistance, no obligations.
When twenty-one-year-old George Palmer Pinney arrived in McCarthy as a Wildlands
student, I was still on intern status with the program staff. Since I was not paid, it did not seem
inappropriate when we kissed the first time beneath some aspen trees on the outskirts of
McCarthy. That would have been June: wind quaking through a milieu of leaves, skies warm
against the mountainous horizon. It was his Irish cheeks and grin that attracted me from the start.
George Pinney was a mountain elf—part fey, part comical. At Prescott College he’d learned to
climb—first on rocks and then the alpine. His mountaineering skills surpassed my own, and his
humor seemed rock solid. George Pinney could push me, and a summer’s worth of backpacking
had proven that we could also walk well together. In my bunk one night in early August we
decided that in addition to being decent lovers, we were close enough friends to spend a winter in
a cabin—no matter what. At the time we’d known each other less than seven weeks.
It was George Pinney—alone—who scoped down from the backcountry ridgeline and
across the braids of the impassable Nizina River to see the tiny postage stamp of a roof within a
point of spruce that juts into the glacial floodplain. George Pinney was alone, because I had
walked out from that Wildlands Studies research trek early. I came down with a bladder infection
two days into the twelve-day backpack. We were eight miles up the Kennicott Glacier when a
103 degree fever left me tent-bound. George walked with me back to town, and then headed out
with another guide to catch the others.
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In hindsight, I suspect I was suffering my first undiagnosed kidney infection during that
rainy week up the glacier. Back in town, neighbors urged me fly out to the clinic in Glennallen.
But I hated doctors; going to the doctor was a sign of weakness then. I took some antibiotics left
over from my Central American travels. The fever and the backache went away. In a few weeks
time the kidney infection was just a memory—a July memory. And this is a winter essay.

Whether or not we realized it, those December days on the Glenn Highway were damn short,
which is why, after chatting with the Park biologist, we only made it as far as Chitina by the
following nightfall. It’s a mere sixty miles from the Wrangell-St. Elias headquarters down to the
Copper River bridge at Chitina, but once you hit the Edgerton Cutoff it feels like you’re two
hundred miles from nowhere. The two-lane highway is sandwiched between the Wrangell
Mountains and the Chugach with the Copper River carving its broad riverbar below. We didn’t
see one other car past Kenny Lake, and when we arrived at the Chitina Trading Post to hear about
“fourteen inches of new snow and no known traffic along the McCarthy Road,” we decided we’d
better wait till daylight before braving the remaining sixty miles of unmaintained dirt road with
our two-wheel drive.
I was feeling gloomy about the prospects of another winter campout when Michael Moody
opened the door to the Chitina Trading Post.
“Well, look who’s here!” he said, pulling back his ruff to reveal a frosted beard and
dreadlocks. “You made it for winter after all!”
“Well, we’re trying to make it anyway,” I said with a grin.
I’d only met Moody on a few occasions, but in the dank aisles of that mid-December
quikmart his smile was familiar as my own kissing cousin’s. That year was his first winter in the
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Wrangells also, and thanks to our mutual friend, Art Koenninger, he’d secured dibs on the
volunteer firehall. When he extended his squatter’s rights, I felt like Christmas had arrived a
week early. We settled into the warmth of the garage, busted into a box of slushy Chablis and
made a feast from our Costco supplies. Moody even loaned us a pair of tire chains, and to this
day he remains one of my all time favorite neighbors. In fact, I’m not sure we would have made it
to Spruce Point at all, were it not for his generous send-off.

McCarthy Road in December. Even oldtimers avoid driving when they can help it, or at least
they wait until someone else plows a trail. Nowadays when I travel the McCarthy Road in my
four-wheel-drive with four chains, a shovel and come-a-long, I try to let someone know I’m out
there (just in case). Today I can I divide the sixty-mile right-of-way into sections of relative
familiarity. If I get stuck at the Kuskalana Bridge, it will be a four-mile ski for help from Tim
Nelson at Strelna. If I go off the road at the Gilahina, it will be ten miles to reach the Morrisons at
Crystal Creek. The Lohses are almost always home at their Lakina cabin, milepost 15. I don’t
know the family well, but I know them well enough to show up at their door in an emergency.
Today I also know the whereabouts of most of the bad road glaciers—the places where
spring-fed water oozes down to build up on the winter road. If you make it without breaking
through the potholes on Jurgen’s Glacier, there’s still the treacherous hump of Victoria Glacier.
There’s usually another glacier just past the Gilahina, but that one’s not so bad since the DOT dug
a pit to receive the water upstream from where it flows across the winter road. Sometimes the
beavers at Chokosna will damn up their pond so it puddles over the road, but usually you can get
across as long as you drive slow and don’t splash slush water onto your distributor cap.
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That first winter with George Pinney and our Puke pickup, the McCarthy Road was an
unfamiliar sixty miles that might as well have been 160 miles. I didn’t know where the
driveways were, let alone who lived on them. I didn’t know there was such a thing a road glacier
existed, and there was so much new snow that day we never did figure out why the corridor got
rutted and precipitously slanted in certain parts. As far as telephoning ahead—it would be three
years before McCarthy installed its first Telular phone lines. And anyway, our buddy Howard
was gone for the holiday. That day we weren’t too sure who would want to help us on the
McCarthy end.
That day, we left the last point of contact at the telephone booth back in Chitina. There
would be no more chances to talk with family until the following spring, and I remember
bemoaning that I’d forgotten to make my final call. A few miles out, I wanted to turn back, but
George said no. There weren’t enough hours in the day for any more last-minute errands. “If
we’re going to go for it, we’ve got to go for it.”

As we crossed the Copper River Bridge on our third day of sub-zero travel, even fearless George
was getting a little edgy. Later we would say (with varying conviction) that getting to McCarthy
was the biggest challenge of that first winter. Moody’s loaner tire chains had been generous;
unfortunately they were also way too large for the bald tires on that tiny Toyota pickup. I can still
hear the dreaded whack, whack, whack of chainlink on rusted wheel hub. We must have
tightened those chains ten times within the first ten miles. After each of us had burned our
fingers on the frigid links repeatedly, George finally decided to let just them whack for a while.
I’ll never forget jumping from my passenger’s seat to see and smell a stream of gasoline pissing
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from the bed of that Puke-yellow pickup. “You whacked a hole in the goddamned gas tank.” I
yelled to George back in the cab. “We’re really screwed now.”
At times like that, George was always “y°u>” and we were never “we.”
Surveying the gaping hose that was left when the little door and rubber cap to the fuel tank
fell off, I approximated the miles of road between our truck and Chitina. How long would it take
to get back to Moody’s on our skis? How cold was it when we left the fire station?
Meanwhile the steady piss of gas relented to a dribble. A drip. Then nothing. The tank was
empty, but the Toyota engine was still running? How could that be? How long could a pickup
run on only fumes?
There were a few small miracles that winter, and thirteen-or-so miles out the McCarthy
Road was the first of them. By some amendment to Murphy’s law, those excess chain links had
whacked a hole right through the rusted bed and into a two-gallon can of white gas for camp
stoves. That’s what the piss had been. That’s why the piss had stopped. Within minutes, George
bungied an old work glove onto the gas pipe, we jettisoned the chains altogether, and headed
on—with me singing prayers loudly for the remaining forty-odd miles.
Goddess bless Toyotas, and Goddess bless the sight of MarkVail mushing dogs nine miles
from McCarthy on a road that finally had tracks besides our own. We’d made it to the Kennicott
Valley. Spruce Point was just a hop, skip and a thirty-mile Cessna flight away.

Dear family,

December 22nd

Good Morning and Happy New Year (by the time the mail plane delivers this).
I’m thinking of your holiday together while I sit alone next to our sizzling barrel
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stove. It’s 9:30 a.m. on the second shortest day of the year. Enough light has
crept over the Chugach to our south that we can blow the kerosene lamp out.

Today is Tuesday, and we flew in to the cabin on Friday afternoon. Gary Green,
our pilot, didn’t like the lighting well enough to land us at the riverbar next to the
cabin. Instead he dropped down at the old Spearstead airstrip—a long mile-anda-half away.

I arrived on the third of three flights. I’m not sure exactly what the temperature
was but it was certainly minus something. Probably closer to thirty than ten. I
do know after waiting at the McCarthy Airstrip for nearly an hour, my feet were
already cold in their bunny boots when we touched down. And at three o’clock
the skies were dimmed to gray. Gary unloaded the gear, took my photo next to
the pile of boxes and propane tanks, and immediately flew away. George was
nowhere to be seen—breaking trail to the cabin already, at least that’s what Gary
said.

I spent the first minute marveling at the dream mist that floats above the stillflowing Nizina River. I spent the next fifteen minutes figuring out how to strap
on my new giant snowshoes with semi-frozen fingers. The snowshoes were a
perfect deal—free—from the 6’2”chopper pilot who flew me in from seabird
camp last October. A perfect deal, but not a perfect fit. Suffice it to say, getting
to the cabin was total hell George managed to take our trail over every downed
spruce in the forest, and I managed to end up on my butt (backpack beneath me)
beside every other blown-over tree.
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At one point the trail dropped to a seemingly clear path that skirts the edge of a
beaver pond. Not! This proved to be ultimate disaster, snowshoes filling with
slush, slush that froze immediately leaving hundred pound weights strapped to
my feet. A little ways further I spotted a hole in the ice—a dead end in the trail.

By the time I hauled me, my pack, and those leaden snowshoes to the main trail
I’d cussed every word in the book and eventually resorted to very satisfying roars
directed at George, “Where the hell are you?!?”

When he did finally show up around the comer he found me, (quote) “crouched
over, pack off to the side, with wool pants below my knees, and Swiss army knife
open in one hand, other hand clenched to my underwear.” Trying to remember
how to handle a knife attack, he murmured. “What’s happening here?”

Between laughter and tears, I yelled back, “I pissed my pants, you idiot. I’m
slashing off my frozen underwear.” I guess life in the Alaskan bush breeds
infinite humility. At least I couldn’t get my layers down fast enough. With
underwear jettisoned, and George Pinney in the lead, I did make it to the cabin
before total darkness. With the stove already roaring, Spuce Point was quite
charming, though significantly smaller-looking buried in twelve inches of fresh
snow. (But should I be telling my mother all of this?)

Gary Green still has that photo with me and our pile of boxes on his flight service counter
in McCarthy. By the way the river is steaming, I can see how cold it must have been that
December afternoon. Now I know we waited till late because Gary wanted the engine on his
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Cessna to warm up some. Now I know it’s cruel to leave anyone standing around for an hour at
those temperatures. Now I know not to wear that kind of snowshoe, and regardless of footwear, to
never break trail (if you can help it) at twenty-five below zero. At the very least, I should have
left my sled load until the trail had hardened for a night or two.
Ten years later, I also shudder to think about the warning signs my bladder sent that day.
Urgency of urination plagued me throughout that first and subsequent winters, particularly in sub
zero temperatures. Unfortunately my symptoms went ignored until the infection once again rose
into my kidneys. But that’s a different nightmare.

December 22nd—letter home cont.
The crux of our gray-light arrival is we get to spend the holidays hauling our pile
of provisions before a coyote or a wolverine can get them. For sleds we have the
neon orange, slip & slide, flip-over variety. And yes, those extra books and art
supplies are beginning to seem a bit extravagant.

On our first day of hauling we met the famous Trapper Fred. He was walking on
water, with a coil of beaver snares around his forearm. We thought he was a
wolverine at first. But then he spotted us, and slowly made his way towards our
path. When he took off his giant ruff to expose a beard adorned with two-inch
icicles, I likened him to Jesus. Amazing grace. I’ve never seen such a human
critter. His eyes are the color of alder leaves left frozen on the twig. His smile is
full. His breath sounds like he spent all morning doing Buddhist meditation.

To his credit, Fred did not make fun of our ridiculous trail. To our hysterical
sleds he said, “Like the China man, little, by little.” From his own hand-hewn
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birch sled, he pulled a bag of mail out from under a rigormortis marten. “I guess
it’s about time you two pilgrims got here.”

After the mail we spoke of wolves. He’s trapped two of them already—thinks
there are at least nine in the valley. But he never knows. He can follow them in
and out. They sneak away without his knowing. Mostly they walk around his
traps. As we said goodbye, Fred offered to haul our stuff behind his sled if we
built a better trail into the cabin. George said, “Thanks, we’ll think about it.”

In retrospect, the opportunity to know Fred Denner as neighbor was probably the greatest
blessing of that first Alaska winter. As a private person, Fred would no doubt cringe to read that;
his partner, Irene, would recoil completely.
I picture Irene like a badger, her gray-blond braids framing a Norwegian scowl that stays
present even when she’s chuckling. After spending so many years out there with only Fred to
keep her company, I know Irene can’t help her skittishness, but at first, her demeanor definitely
intimidated me. Once, in March, after she gave us ten pounds of moose wrapped in a piece of
muslin, I asked what we might do to return the favor. Irene just laughed: “Tell people we’re
mean. Tell them we have lots of guns.”
Fred and Irene live way out across the Nizina for a reason. Fred snowmachines across the
river to haul fuel barrels when the trails are good in March, but otherwise the couple stays away
from McCarthy. Fred Denner grew up in the part of Eastern Montana that no hippies or yuppies
have ever bothered to populate. Fred came to the Wrangells to cook at the Dan Creek gold mine,
and he stayed because he loved the country; trapping is the way he supports his subsistence
lifestyle. He also sells dog sleds made of local birch. A few springs back when he helped Gary
Green scribe the log cabin that now serves as the McCarthy Air office, Fred’s face looked strange
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on that side of the river; his grin was familiar, but something else was missing when he ventured
away from his own territory.
I’ve never seen Irene Koivu on the McCarthy side of the Nizina River. McCarthy is like a
bad joke to Irene; speaking of the place she laughs disgustedly. Her first husband, Tim Nash, was
murdered in the 1983 Lou Hastings massacre. Before he was killed, they lived together in the
little house that’s now the Millers’chicken coop. Tim told Irene he was going to build a bigger
place, but Irene told me she doubted it would have happened in her lifetime.
Fred took Irene across the river not long before the March 1st date of the horrible Lou
Hasting murders. That’s how she said it: “When Fred came and got me...when he brought me
across the river.” Nothing more, and even that information slipped out when she was talking
about something else. She was commiserating with me about her own battles with bladder
infections. “You have to drink gallons and gallons to pass the bacteria through. The worst one I
had was when Fred came and got me, when he brought me across the river.”
I still don’t know if Fred and Irene were ever legally married. I do know Tim Nash
brought a new wife back from Minnesota sometime after Irene moved in with Fred at Dan Creek.
The new wife’s name was Amy, and she too was murdered by Hastings within her first year in
the Kennicott Valley. It could easily have been Irene. Or maybe not. Maybe her skeptical nature
would have saved them both. A decade later I feel inordinately lucky to have known Fred and
Irene as my first Wrangell Mountain winter neighbors, but that first week at the cabin we weren’t
quite sure what we ought to think.

Dec. 22nd—letter home cont.
The second morning on our hauling way we ogled at giant wolf prints carved
perfectly on our sled-smooth trail. We followed the bi-clawed divots of moose
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he might have been chasing after. Walking in silence through the spruce forest, I
wondered where the wolf had gone to, wondered where she had wandered during
the day. Then I saw her. Then I heard her. Rattling a chain with one leg trapped
to a tree.

It’s two days later and she’s still there. The first wolf I saw up close. I did not
set her free. I don’t know how to write of this. I don’t know how to think of this.

Fred would later tell us that she was indeed a she. As an older animal, he didn’t think she would
have made it through the winter. To me she was just black, smaller than I might have thought,
and decidedly feral looking. She was an ugly dog, but still, I walked at least a dozen times
through that forest to watch her in that trap. Once, I entered the clearing just as a second wolf—
rust-colored—scared nervously away. What was the other wolf doing? Was it consoling her, or
grieving? Was it trying to set her free?
Our first fight in that cabin arrived due to my obsession with that she-wolf. George thought
we should leave her alone or else go shoot her. It was my gun—a 12 gauge, scatter-shot variety
that my dad had used for duck hunting back East. Trappers sell their pelts; they don’t want them
full of bullets. Fred was our nearest neighbor, not to mention one of our only neighbors. I didn’t
want to piss him off. I thought we should leave the wolf well-enough alone, and George
eventually agreed.
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Dec. 22nd—letter home cont.
In my all-night nightmare I cut the wolfs leg bone with garden clippers and hid
the paw away. Then I fretted for days that I would be discovered by my tracks
around the trap. When I got the nerve to return to the scene of my crime the
snow (in my dream) had miraculously melted away. Trapper Fred would never
know he had one.

But that is not reality. In this winter, every move is revealed until the next snow
falls. Our skies are clear again today. This is Alaska and freeing a wolf is not an
option. This is the last frontier; where a man can take all he wants even on
National Park land. At least it feels that way today.

Calculating from the calendar of memory, it feels uncanny to realize I watched that she-wolf die
during my first Alaskan winter solstice. At solstice the world is hanging on a string. Solstice is
the still point when the sun turns ‘round. I know that now. Solstice is a time to be still. To be
aware.
Dec. 23rd—letter home cont.
George is headed to Fred’s to tell him about the wolf and deliver our outgoing
mail. I need to send this letter with him if you will receive it in time for New
Year’s. And yet, my account is incomplete. Yesterday the wolf was shivering.
Last night (the longest one I’ve known) she probably passed away. Frozen to
death. Reality in your face. Bam. The weirdest part is how her face failed to
reflect one ounce of the concern I felt. Her face revealed complete indifference.
And I know I cannot read the expressions in a she-wolf s face, but she seemed,
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indeed, indifferent. She seemed more concerned about our own intruding eyes
than the trap around her leg or the death that slowly entered her body.

When I think about it now, it seems like a strange, situational irony that we pursued
volunteer positions with the National Park while living down the road from subsistence guru Fred
Denner. We were just well-meaning kids. We didn’t know that volunteering for the Park was
synonymous to announcing yourself as idiot and enemy, at least in Fred and Irene’s book.
Presumably we were thinking of our resumes. I wanted to be a wildlife biologist back then.
George was studying alpine ecology as a means to support his mountain-junky habit. It would be
good experience, and the Park biologist had been receptive to our queries. He also made it clear
that he was not responsible for us in any way. He did have a project—an attempt to better
understand how furbearer tracks accumulate over time—and if we wanted to keep track of
snowfall and accumulation rates for various species it might assist him in making better estimates
from aerial population surveys. But we should be careful to stay away from Fred’s traplines. By
no means should our study pose a nuisance to the rural residents.

December 23rd, letter home continued
Anyway, I’m sorry about the holiday horror. Needless to say the wolf scene has
been haunting. Otherwise, we’re the bliss kids of winter! The days are
spectacularly beautiful, short enough that you hurry to fill them, but not so short
to be depressing. The cabin looks great with most of our stuff hauled in now.
(We opted to refuse Fred’s offer for help with hauling since we figured any trail
we broke might also become a trapping trail.) I do miss the holiday cheer, but
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still it’s good to be here. Every time I step outside my heart is lifted to the
ridgeline.

Every time I stepped outside? Happy, happy, all the way to the ridgeline? I don’t entirely trust my
words in those early-day letters home. Certainly my sentiments towards that whole Spruce Point
adventure must have wavered during those first days. Certainly that first week was hard. Did I
want to believe those mountains could lift my heart in any instant? Or did they really possess
such miraculous powers?

Christmas Morning
Dear Papa, Mama, John, and little Laura,

I miss you very much today. I even had to let myself cry when I told George so
much about you this morning—how Papa would have his roller pin out to finish
the last of the fresh berry pies, how his face would turn rosy come dinnertime,
and how he would make sure the wine glasses stayed full. I told him about you,
little La, running around, handing out presents and dancing with Christmas
morning excitement. Big brother John will no doubt be negotiating his sleep by
telephone this year. “Can I come over at noon?” he’ll ask. Mom’s only
insistence is that we all sit down for a family breakfast before any gifts are given.
Here at the cabin we are just only two. George did bring a mailbag of Christmas
cards and packages from Fred’s. Mom’s letter was the best; we opened the big
package while still lying on our plywood bed. The earth flag has already found a
place to hang above the south door alongside some angels Mr. Pinney sent our
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way. At 3:30 p.m., after a twilight ski, we have a mini-turkey (minus the legs)
browning in the Coleman oven. I just stuffed it with Wonder Bread squares and
some herbs from George’s big brother’s garden. I have my fingers crossed, but
the temperature gauge has probably been broken for a decade. Yesterday my
attempt at Christmas cookies was pretty much of a flop.

My biggest sadness of the season comes in realizing that you won’t get my other
letter I sent in time to read it together at the New Year’s Eve party. I did my part,
but the weather didn’t cooperate. The mail plane didn’t make it in. It hurts to
think you might think I did not care enough to send a greeting.

Christmas Eve (12p.m.-5a.m.) was an absolute nightmare—someday, when I can
laugh about it, I’ll have to share the gory details. In summary: I suffered my
worst, worst, worst-ever menstrual cramps. And in my moment of bowel
movement crisis, wouldn’t you know the door to the cabin froze shut. I couldn’t
even get out to the outhouse. At first I couldn’t find a flashlight even. It was
nuts! I swear, the simplest bodily functions can become the greatest challenge out
here.

My solace came when I finally made it to our little open-air outhouse and felt, for
the first time in weeks, warm air on my face. A Chinook has blown in: thus the
frozen doorjamb. Once George woke up, he was wonderful. And when the
ibuprofen finally kicked in, I slept to be awoken by an unknown bush pilot
circling the cabin to give a Christmas morning wing-wave. Just now we made
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popcom-cranberry strings for the chickadees. George is printing his hand-block
Christmas cards at the little table as I write.

It’s harder than I imagined to be away from home for all the Christmas cheer, but
still, it’s good to be here. We do wish we had someone to share the dinner with,
but even last night, in the thick of my misery, nature’s magic managed to draw
me out of myself. The snow crystals were like stars of David in my headlamp.
Submerging myself in the fresh snow was not unlike the hot baths I retreat to
when feminine discomfort barrels my way.

But enough on that topic already. George Palmer Pinney, the ultimate piece of
Alaskan winter gear, is performing beyond all expectations. He just gave me a
holiday spin across the lamplit floor. Ella Fitzgerald is in the boom box. We
even have some carols to help us feel the Christmas spirit. It certainly is a Bing
Cosby Christmas—even if I never dreamed one white like this.

I’m thinking of you around the Christmas table, Nancy

I did a damn good job guarding my mother from the bodily horror and huge loneliness of that first
Christmas at the cabin. A Chinook on Christmas Eve? What a time for the door to freeze shut!
Today, I can laugh about the gory details of my ill-timed feminine crisis, but not without
gagging a bit. Ever since I was twelve years old, I’ve spent the first day of my cycle on the toilet,
and that night was no different—except there was no toilet. Feces, blood and urine all piled
together in the little Maxwell House chamber-pot. And then.. .the 800 milligram ibuprofen made
me vomit on top of the whole mess. I should have known better than to take a horsepill on an
empty stomach.
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We had a joke about our little coffee-can chamberpot: “We aim to please, you aim too
please,” but I can’t imagine I hit the mark that night. It was probably a good thing George Pinney
was an ultra-sound sleeper. As I recall, it was not until after I puked that he finally woke up and
ice-axed the door open. What a nightmare is right! I swear, mother nature did not cut me a single
break that whole first winter. Nor did my own body. Of course, to read the letters you might
think everything was just dandy; few rough moments, surrounded by bliss. Stars of David
sparkling in the outhouse? Was I trying to ease my mother’s heart, or did I pull a few fast ones
on myself as well?
My first instinct is to say Spruce Point was so beautiful it made up for the dank little cave
of a cabin we were living in. But when I think of Spruce Point today, beautiful isn’t exactly the
right word. Fred used to call that upper Nizina the high desert because of its exposure to the wind
and because nothing much in the way of critters roamed there. Spruce Point was just spruce,
more spruce and the ten thousand rocks of the windblown riverbar. A better adjective to describe
that Spruce Point comer of the Wrangells is stark, but I never wrote that one in my letters home to
Mom.

PS: Christmas dinner was delicious. Turkey turned out; stuffing too. Also yams,
mashed potatoes, fresh cranberries and green beans with cheese! Just like home
except the dishes were plastic and the gravy came out of a Campbell’s soup can.
Holiday cheers whenever you get this!

And cheers to the hostess with the mostest. And it’s a damn good thing my mother never saw
that holiday table. The turkey was edible, but the table itself was two steps down from your
average picnic variety. A particularly large frostheave in the tarpaper floor made it so that the
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splintery bench never did sit down with proper manners. And the whole place retained its
essence of porcupine despite my incessant sweeping and burning of incense.
The ceiling of that cabin had never been finished beyond the old-style, batting insulation.
We looked up to silver like tinfoil, except for the place above the bed where a bear had clawed
five stripes where the pink fiberglass poked through. At one point, we stapled Visqueen to the
lower logs to keep the drafts away from the bed. Christmas dinner would have been more
aesthetically pleasing if we’d eaten it out on some frozen riverbar. And, had it been up to George,
we probably would have. It was only a few days later that he decided the cabin was getting too
tame. It was only a few days later that we headed up the Nizina on skis.

The Nizina—for four months I filled five gallon buckets with clear water that bubbled through
gravels just thirty meters from our cockeyed door. I’ll never find a finer waterhole. Ten years
later I still use the name Nizina as my email password. I still call the river my all-time favorite.
In its upper channels, the Nizina River marks the boundary between the Wrangell and the St.
Elias Mountains. Spruce Point itself is just like it sounds: a point of trees jutting into the
floodplain that forms the extended confluence between the Chitistone and Nizina Rivers. Like all
glacial rivers, the Nizina is braided, and the acreage beneath our cabin included forest that grew
up on old river channels, and channels that later flooded through the trees.
Skiing up between the spruce trees, I likened those abandoned Nizina channels to nerve
networks in cerebral gray matter. Breaking trail through that river-forest was like following an
idea. You didn’t know where the path would end or when it would break from the trees into the
open floodplain. Spruce Point was essentially an island. Impermanence was its motto. Later
when we investigated real estate, we decided buying Spruce Point would be a ridiculous
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investment. It would have been like paying mortgage to the river landlord who ultimately owned
and could spontaneously evict his tenants in any given highwater episode.
The Spruce Point log cabin was built because the point of trees sits along the travel route
provided by the Nizina River. In the days of the Chisana gold rush, 1916-1917, hundreds of
placer miners traveled the Copper River Northwest Railroad to McCarthy and then continued by
foot or horseback towards the White River gold country of the Yukon. In a land of big rivers,
winter was the preferred time for travel, and most of the trail followed the frozen Nizina. Even
the mail traveled regularly across miles and miles of river ice, and then glacier ice. There’s no
good written history of the Spruce Point site, but apparently the place served as the last real
roadhouse along the mail route to the gold country. Next to our cabin, the remains of a horse
bam were rotting back into the spruce forest.
That part of the Nizina had also served as seasonal hunting grounds for the Athabascans of
Chief Nicolai. For centuries before the arrival of white men, Ahtna people spent winters down in
Chitina where the salmon ran, but came to the Nizina to hunt sheep and goat. They gathered
copper nuggets from tributary creeks for use in trade and tool making. The human history of the
Nizina River was long, eventful, and ultimately, always impermanent. In that winter of 1992-93,
there was no sign of human presence beyond our own. With nothing but rock, ice, and riverbar
all the way to Canada, the Spruce Point cabin did have a phenomenal backyard, and George
Pinney was determined to know each mile as his own.

On our first big winter camping trip we headed north to the Nizina Glacier. To arrive there we
had to ski beyond the Chitistone confluence and into a canyon of 5,000 foot limestones known
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locally as the Mile High Cliffs. For us pilgrims, the Mile High Cliffs meant a choked-down river
with open water throughout the winter; the cliffs also formed a formidable wind tunnel.
Fred Denner quit trapping wolves in the upper Nizina because it was too much hassle to be
worth his while. When we mentioned our plans, he warned us that there would be open water.
“Not deep enough to drown you necessarily, but it sure can make for troublesome travel.” He also
told us how the wind used to blow out his trail on a regular basis. “Be careful up there.”
In hindsight, it seems like Fred might have told us that not many people go winter camping
in early January. The days are too short; the nights too cold. The weather is too unpredictable.
Even he tries to make it home from his trapline good and early that time of year. March is the
month for extended travel in the Wrangells, but until I put my foot down, we were sleeping out
somewhere every other week. I suppose George still had hopes I would climb Mt. Blackburn
with him come April. I suppose he thought of those trips as training.
The retreating toe of the Nizina Glacier ends eleven miles up-valley from the Spruce Point
cabin. On clear days I could look from my waterhole to see the skyline of 14,000-foot peaks like
ghosts on the blue horizon. Breaking trail by ski on the 10th of January, we took two travel days
before setting camp within a mile of the face of glacial ice. George dragged our little orange sled
with the heavier gear wrapped inside with a blue tarp. I carried all my stuff in my backpack.
To avoid trudging through deep snow, we tried to keep our trail to places on the riverbar
where the snow had been blown to a slab, or else bared completely to reveal the yellow-blue tinge
of overflow ice. Heading up the days were partly cloudy, warm enough to be comfortable, but
sufficiently clear to reveal the mountain scenery. George gawked at the many frozen waterfalls
clinging to Mile High Cliffs. He cursed his inadvertence, traveling without ice climbing gear.
We would have to return. I would have to belay him.
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I, meanwhile, kept my eyes to the frozen river ice. Skiing near to openings in the overflow,
the sheer drop-off terrified me. No, the winter river wasn’t deep, but still, the eight, nine, twelve
foot drop ice shelf to riverbar was terrifying. If you fell through one of the holes, you could
easily break a leg, not to mention freeze while trying to find a way out of the thirty-two-degree
meltwater. Heading up towards the glacier we circumnavigated several drop-offs. At one point
we took off our ski boots to wade a tributary and then warmed out toes on each other’s bellies.
Those days going up the Nizina were intimidating, but also pleasant with reasonable
temperatures. Many of the details are vague, but I clearly recall the way dryas plants (Alaska’s
version of hardy, wild dandelions) stuck through the windblown snow. Little Einsteins, we called
them, their tiny stems emerging from the slab to support eccentric hair-dos of frozen seed hairs. I
liked those tiny dryas because they reassured me that the land beneath the snow was solid. The
fact that we saw the prostrate plants through the snow was also an Einsteinesque clue to the
conditions in that upper Nizina Canyon. At the foot of a glacier, winds blow the snow right off a
riverbar.
That January trip up the Nizina was also when I discovered my first inverted wolf tracks.
Tracks that were not tracks, but rather perfect moldings of compacted snow raised in relief above
the overflow ice. Those inverted wolf tracks were another clue to wind that blows away all
everything except what’s been packed down by a passing animal.
By the end of our second day, we were breaking trail through fresh blowing snow, and that
second night we pitched our tent in the lee of a dry cutbank surrounded by a few willows because
there weren’t any large trees that close to the glacier. We built a fire from Nizina driftwood and
watched it melt into the snow while we ate Top Ramen mixed with potato flakes, tuna and dried
vegetables from the Pinney farm back in New Jersey. When the Big Dipper and Orion showed
their faces through the clouds, we felt lucky.
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“We’ll have a clear day to explore the glacier,” said George.
And, that third day up the Nizina was spectacularly clear. The icefalls were right there,
slicing the cobalt skyline. There wasn’t a single cloud to block the view, and already, by midmorning, the air temperature had dropped severely. As we melted margarine into hot cocoa, I
hopped around camp trying to keep warm. Later I yelped for five minutes shoving semi-warm
toes into solidly-frozen ski boots, and eventually I skied off well ahead of George just to get the
blood flowing.
Our day at the foot of the Nizina Glacier was stunningly clear, and it was also the day I
learned the harsh irony of Interior Alaska—how clear days are beautiful, but unapproachably
cold. How gray skies bring gloom and the welcome of warmth. My journal says we explored the
toe of that Nizina Glacier for several hours on the 12th of January, but I don’t remember anything
except cobalt skies against the ghotly aretes of that 14,000-foot ridgeline. I was too cold to enjoy
that glacier in a way that forges it into memory, too cold to stop moving for more than a minute
of mountainous admiration. All I wanted to do that day was ski back to my sleeping bag—that
crummy, makeshift double which never did deliver the warmth that I desired.
“You need to eat. You need to drink,” said George. “In winter your body is like a stove.
You have to stoke it. You have to have wood and water to stay warm.” From my huddled stance
inside the tent vestibule I marveled as his bare fingers attempted stoked the tiny camp stove.
Even with glove liners, I couldn’t handle that sub-zero metal for more than seconds before
shoving my hands to the warmth of my belly.
When the little REI thermometer on George’s parka bottomed out, we knew it thirty
below—possibly lower. A day so cold our cook stove refused to vaporize its white gas. A stove
so cold that no amount of heat paste would resurrect it, no amount of cursing. Even George gave
up eventually. For dinner, we stuffed down the remains of our gorp while chipping away at rock-
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cheese and frozen tuna, then we relit the fire long enough to melt smoky snow for our insulated
water bottles.
That night was so cold, not even the fire warmed our bodies, and early in the long darkness,
we crammed into our bags. We’d sleep with our boots next to our bodies this time. We’d get an
early start. Skiing hard, we’d make it back to the cabin in one long day. If the stove didn’t start,
there was no other option.
We agreed to to rise early, and like always, George Pinney fell asleep promptly—his rosy
nose steaming from the hole at the top of his mummy bag. I, meanwhile, got up three times to
pee with an urgency that seemed irrational given my limited hydration. I got up three times, and
afterwards, three times, I recouped what heat there was inside my sucky sleeping bag. I don’t
remember ever feeling warm.

Ten years later I know enough to expect a down-glacier windstorm when air temperatures drop
that fast, that quickly. Cold air plus a glacier leads to wind. I know now how the glacier acts like
a lake compared to the surrounding air; how the ice steams and the temperature differential
creates convective currents. A decade later, I know how glacial microclimates work, but that
morning, when I poked my head out of the tent vestibule to see the daylight of a white-out, my
first impulse was to celebrate. White-out meant snow; snow meant clouds; clouds bring warmth.
It wasn’t until we were out of the tent, screwing with the busted stove, that I noticed the blue sky
above the blowing maelstrom.
Our January white-out was a windstorm blowing the riverbar bare. Our cutbank was a
feeble shelter. Our cook stove was still on strike.
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The letter home about our ski back from the Nizina Glacier is short and sweet. Laura, my little
sister, would have been eleven then. She worried about me on my adventures, and because I
worried about her worries, I always looked for opportunities to make her laugh.

Dear little La,

Jan. 14, 1993

I’d planned to write first-hand, on-the-spot coverage of the great Nizina
expedition. In particular, I’d hoped to detail the pleasures of putting semi-warm
toes into ice-block ski boots; the peculiar joy of watching your fire melt into the
snow. Unfortunately my hands never warmed up long enough to hold a pencil.

We returned by moonlight last night from a four-day, three-night adventure to the
north. We traveled approximately thirty miles round trip. On a blue-sky day we
gazed onto the Nizina glacier. We stared at the rock-and-ice-end-of-the-worldmega-ridgeline which feeds the glacier that carved the valley which today is our
home sweet home.

Today, back at the cabin, it is windy and snowy. None of the landmarks which
usually offer perspective are visible this morning. Today, by all accounts, would
be another un-travelable day, so I suppose it’s lucky we made our return trip
when we did.

Yesterday was quite the adventure, with clear skies but high winds that whited
out the entire lower elevation of the river bar at times. About one mile into the
chaos, with ten miles left to go, I yelled, “This is crazy!” And George indulged
me. We crept to the side of the riverbar to take cover in a cave of limestone; we
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built a fire inside the mountain even—a classic survival scene. An hour later, it
seemed to have calmed some so we went back out.

Basically, the whole trip back was like being stuck for eight hours at the top of a
ski lift. You know those ridgeline conditions that you get off the chairlift and
scoot swiftly away from. It was like that, except there was no scooting away
from the wind. Now that I think of it, the whole day was a lot like downhill
skiing. With the wind at our back, we hardly had to move our skis at all. Flying
along we could see more or less where we were by looking high to the ridgeline,
but the riverbar itself was total chaosl We could only see twenty yards in front
of us. Just George, me and the sled we named Chuckee.

On the packed snow, little Chuckee had a mind of his own. At one point he
flipped a 360 and ripped George’s ski right off the boot. The two of them were
lying there in a pile leaving me to fight against the wind while they got
themselves recombobulated.

“A complete experience,” says George from his post at the warm cabin table this
morning. Yesterday, in the worst moments, I looked down at Chuckee the sled
and told myself, “If he can do it, I can do it too!” Suffice it to say, you would
have hated the upper Nizina. As for me, I’m glad I went, but I’m also glad to be
home. A trip like that offers a new appreciation for the concept of cabin, and I
think I might stick to our side of the river from here on out. My toes are a bit
numb this morning—wind chill through leather boots seems to have caused
superficial frostbite. But I survived.
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Horrifyingly yours—and getting tougher every minute
Love from your big Sis (aka: Nanc-zina)

The envelope on that one contains a scribble:

ote—Sloppy penmanship indicates fatigue not
N

insanity. Given the sparing details of my big-sister adventure, I suspect the penmanship indicated
the vodka with Tang and codeine I drank while my foot thawed out in a pail of ninety-nine degree
river water. Superficial frostbite was a nice name for it, but the superficiality did not diminish the
severity of throbbing that came along with the rewarming. A few days later, when three of my
toenails turned black and peeled off entirely, I doubted George’s diagnosis. And today, a decade
later, that foot still suffers the “cold toe syndrome” that indicates permanent cellular damage.
By the time we made it back from our “complete experience” up the Nizina, I had not felt
my right foot for four hours. I lost sensation during the ten minutes I spent standing against the
wind chill waiting for George to get his ski back on after his tumble on the ice with Chuckee.
Standing sideways, right foot to the windchill, I don’t recall thinking about the cold; I was more
concerned that one or the other of us would be swept away into the blowing white-out.
Later George would tell me that the temperatures made that trip up the Nizina equally crazy
to anything he faced on 16,000-foot Mt. Blackburn. And yes, little sister, that adventure was like
downhill skiing except I never downhill skied into a blindness that includes ten-foot drop-offs and
leads of open water. It was like downhill skiing until we had to trudge against and then across
the Chitistone Canyon’s own gales.

The vodka that eased the throbbing of my thawing toes after that Nizina Glacier trip was a gift
from the musher Malcolm Vance, and the fact that I made it home at all is a miracle I attribute to
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the dog tracks and snow shoe tracks we followed when we finally reached the forest on our side
of the river with only three more miles of trudging left to travel.
Malcolm and my dear friend Howard had mushed to the Spruce Point cabin while George
and I were up the Nizina. Seeing their unfamiliar tracks at the end of that long and terrifying day
left me confused at first, and then elated. Eight hours of blown Nizina nothing, and then,
suddenly there were tracks—tracks that were not our own.
Howard had written in a letter that such a trip was a possibility, but at nine p.m., a good
four hours after nightfall, the presence of those tracks felt more miraculous than possible. I
pushed the remaining numb-toed miles with the image of Howard’s light in our cabin window.
Howard would have the kerosene lamps glowing; he’d have the barrel stove stoked and bear
hugs; surely he’d know a remedy for frozen toes.
I remember skiing those fmal-after-dark miles with the magnetic image of my friend
Howard pulling me forward, and I remember the disappointment when I hauled myself up the
final cutbank to see the still-blackened cabin. There was no kerosene flame in the window, no
Howard; there was just a mess of dog tracks in the yard, a lingering of coals in the belly of the
barrel, and the half-gallon of vodka with a note by our pillow. Malcolm figured maybe we’d be in
the mood for a party.
We missed Howard and Malcolm on the night I froze my toes, but we did have visitors on
the day after our harrowing Nizina adventure. Wouldn’t you know Fred and Irene would make
their one and only visit when the cabin was strewn with a hurricane debris of camping gear and
Malcolm’s vodka was displayed proudly on the picnic table, their hostess still in long underwear
at 1p.m.
It’s possible Fred and Irene came that day because they were eager to show off the new
sled-dog pup they’d traded for with Malcolm. Or maybe they came because they were worried
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about us. Certainly they’d seen the thermometer; certainly they’d heard the wind. Surely
Howard would have reported our absence on his way through. I’d like to think Fred and Irene
made their only visit on that particular day because if we hadn ’t been home Fred would have
snow machined upstream to search for us.
I wanted to think that; I still want to think that, but I don’t really know for sure.
George and I had an unspoken agreement with Fred and Irene that winter: we were friendly
neighbors, but we were also entirely on our own. We were the silly pilgrims, and they were the
wise oldtimers. They were the ones who moved across the river in part to not have anything to do
with neighbors.
Once in March, when Fred was busy log building, we offered up a day of our labor in
assistance. They’d done so much for us: the mail each week, the pounds of moose meat. I never
asked how old they were, but they must have been near to, if not already, in their fifties. Certainly
our youthful brawn would have been welcome on such a project, and they were gracious about
our offer, but Fred also made himself clear: “Thanks, but no thanks. We don’t operate like that.
If we can’t do something ourselves, we don’t do it at all.” His words communicated a bush
philosophy that George and I were expected to comply with. We “pilgrims” were out there on
our own, and I knew it. But in the back of my mind I also hoped Fred would save us in a pinch.

There is no letter home to describe my second undiagnosed kidney infection that came on in the
days following that dehydrated Nizina nightmare, but I remember my toes were still black when it
happened. At first I thought the ache in my back was muscle soreness from the epic ski, but by
the time the thermometer in George’s first aid kit shot up to 103F, I could hardly make it back
and forth to the outhouse. We decided if the mercury hit 104F before mail day, George would go
to Fred’s and ask him to drag me to the airstrip behind his snow machine.
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There was no letter home about that horribly high fever, but in my journal there is a dream
entry:
I dreamed of skiing thru black night
blood clots within my leg hairs
and my body too near dead for screaming
I dreamed of skiing to Dan Creek through black night
and a creek too high to cross, no bridge
between me and the people who might save me.

I dreamed about that medical evacuation, and I must have imagined the outing, because my
memory includes a clear picture of me wrapped inside George’s giant bag and stuffed into our
little orange sled. I dreamed it; I envisioned it, but lucky for me I have not been evacuated yet.
George had the antibiotics that time—prescribed for a mountaineering expedition. On the second
day my fever dropped to 101. Then 99. Then normal.

Dear Ma, Pa, John, and LaLa,
Yesterday I skied from 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. with only an hour out to chat with our
neighbor Fred and his wise wife, Irene. I came home with a great bundle of mail
including the forwarded Christmas cards and Mom’s typed version of the wolf
letter I wrote after being here just two days. Rereading my words made me
realize how much things have changed in the short time we’ve been here.
Already I feel accustomed to making my way through deep snow, and I’ve come
to truly value the friendship with our trapping neighbors four miles away.
Amongst other things they shuttle our mail from May Creek (thirteen miles to the
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south). When we arrive, unannounced, to retrieve it they always have time to
chat for an hour over black tea and chocolate chip cookies.

By the end of January those weekly visits to pick up mail had become a highlight of our
winter routine. Irene’s cookies were made with her own blend of hand-ground wheat berries; the
tea was always loose leaf, poured from the same porcelain pot. When we arrived at their little
cabin, Fred and George would chat in the yard while she showed off her week’s worth of beading
efforts. The bright glass patterns of bird and flower necklaces were an anomaly in the otherwise
austere trapper’s cabin. Irene always had a set of mittens underway, and once her handiwork
included a new parka for Fred—the antique sewing machine was stowed next to the quilt-covered
bed.
Later, when the men joined us inside, George and I would sit on the edge of that bed, and
Fred and Irene would sit next to the paned windows that Fred had pieced himself. Wolf pelts
hung in the comer and a pair of lynx paws brushed your face each time you entered the door.
Underneath the bookshelf was a pinned-up photograph of Dali sheep, seven in a herd, each one
bloodying the snow in death. Fred called the photo testimony to the wanton waste of wild
predators.
On one of those trips to Fred and Irene’s we came home with a pile of literature about the
issue of aerial hunting for wolves on state-managed land. On another trip George borrowed Ed
Abbey’s Monkey Wrench Gang. Not available for loaning was the thick bound volume of the
ANILCA legislation (Alaska National Interest Land Claims Act) that stood like a writer’s
dictionary on the comer of their kitchen table. It’s safe to say that Fred hated the Wrangell-St.
Elias Park which overnight turned his end-of-the-world into a slough of paperwork and
privileges. And we were sure to let him know when we gave up on our tracking transect. It didn’t
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seem worth while to ski the same trail day after day when all we ever counted were chickoree
squirrels and snowshoe hares. Plus, it was clear we’d learn more from Fred than from any Park
Service biologist. We might learn more from Fred if we quit the Park altogether.

Skiing home today I kept thinking that my wolf letter needed an update. After a
twilight tour on the local loop trail this is what I came up with. I guess you could
call it a poem:

I want to write a letter, a dear everyone that anyone could read then throw away.
I want to justify my life by a frozen river, next to a mountain whose face fell
away in Alaska. It’s more than trails leading to holes in the pond ice. I don’t trip
over trees anymore very often. Most days I ski smooth. I have found clearings
between the spruce, generous with space, never fighting for silence against the
wind.

I want to share what I’ve learned of the ways of winter: how clear is beautiful
but also bitterly cold; clouds bring warmth and the freshness of snow. Trails
always get buried, but breaking new ones is not necessarily a chore. You have to
keep moving to keep toes from turning dangerously cold.

I want to share the simple glory of knowing exactly where my body’s water
springs from, of visiting that stream each morning and seeing how the same and
different it can be: diversity of emotion, diversity of the weather. How I accept
the presence or the absence of the water ouzel’s melody and haul my full bucket
regardless.
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I want to explain how my horror for chain-trapped critters has also become a
curiosity. Death happens whether or not I watch when the she-wolf shivers. And
her death is no better and no worse than the bombed-out Iraqi. Petroleum
synthetics serve the same purpose as fur, at the same cost.

I want to tell everyone to ski to their neighbors once a week. Or walk across the
asphalt street. Pick the one most different from you; spend an hour and listen
carefully to what they say. Take the whole way home trying to learn just what
they meant. Love them for it, no matter what. If there was no one else for thirty
miles, I promise that you would.

I don’t want to capture the unsayable beauty of this river-mountain-sky place.
When winter melts, I will be gone, and most of you will never come here. I want
to remember to know where my body’s fluids flow from, or find a different ritual
to fill the morning. I want to love my neighbors even when there’s too many. I
want to keep moving even when my toes are plenty warm.

PS: Sweet Mama at the Cook Clearinghouse Ltd.
Can you send a copy of this to the folks who read that other wolf letter. I don’t
want friends and relatives thinking of me out here with my pants down. By the
way, George just read a passage out loud from his climbing book. The guy in the
expedition peed himself at 18,000 feet on Everest. Couldn’t get the layers down
fast enough. I guess I’m in good company. ©

A decade later, I wish I could bounce back from high fevers and frozen toes as quickly as I
did back then, and I wish I could say I had Alaska figured out in six nostalgic stanzas. Fred and
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Irene live on the far side of the Nizina River for a reason. It’s easier to keep your mind clean
when there’s no one to distract you from your chores. Loving Fred and Irene is a whole lot easier
than loving the squabbling melodramas that plague McCarthy in mid-winter. And even then,
loving Fred and Irene was a whole lot easier than loving the man I shared those four log walls
with.

Journal, Feb. 6th
We sleep with our heads at the foot of the bed now. It allows a better view of the
full moon out the window. Icicles sculpted against a bright night sky cast
shadows on my lover’s cheek. The moon is full, but I have no interest in making
love within its light.
Journal, Feb. 8th
All I want is chores/ purpose in a pie crust/ and wood for chopping into kindling.

My journal doesn’t say what day it was when I slammed its pages against the wall in
frustration turned to rage. My journal doesn’t say what phase the moon was in when George
went to the river and lit his hair on fire just to release some steam. I remember the stink in the
room when he returned. He thought it was funny; burning his hair was something he’d always
wanted to do. I thought it was just plain crazy.
When Howard and our young friend Gaia mushed out for a mid-February visit we were
happy to see them, butthey also spent some hours wandering the front yard so George and I could
fight inside alone. When Howard offered to loan me a dog, I happily ski-joured the twenty-four
miles to McCarthy behind them.
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Dear Mom,

Feb. 18, letter home, from McCarthy this time

I’m at Howard’s yurt in McCarthy today. The snow-covered Kennicott Glacier
keeps catching my eyes and holding them. The glamour of this valley contrasted
with our own anonymous Nizina is mind boggling—a little exhausting really.

Before leaving Spruce Point I had an ugly fight with George. He released anger
that’s been building in him for months. He says I make him feel guilty about his
life. He says he screams sometimes inside, “Screw you, Nancy Cook. I’m
happy!” Apparently we’ve had too many talks about social responsibility vs.
frivolity. Too many discussions about whether being a mountaineering junkie
makes for a respectful life. I don’t think I have referred to his life directly, but he
says he feels his love for mountains has been attacked.

At one point George attacked my journal as a form of mental masturbation.
“Why is writing any less frivolous than rock-climbing?” he asked. I had no
answer, except that writing is esteemed in my family whereas frivolity of body
experience is not. “Stop being so frivolous. You’re frittering your life away!”
Those are the voices that resound inside my childhood memories.

I told George I cannot make him feel guilty. Only he can make himself feel
guilty, but today, I’m not so sure. Am I spreading my dis-ease for this world
onto his happy soul? The whole fight was just plain horrible. Today I fear he’s
right: I am overly judgmental of him and others. I’m overly judgmental of
myself. As I push his sweet mountain elf away I wonder, will I ever be content
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on a long term basis? Will I ever do enough to feel I deserve to be happy? Will I
ever allow myself just to be?

That February trip to McCarthy was a good thing, not only because it gave me the time and
space to appreciate George’s companionship, but also because the trip renewed the confidence in
ski-legs that had become timid after the January trials. After a day in McCarthy, Howard mushed
me the first eight miles back towards Spruce Point, and then I skied the next sixteen solo. I
crossed the lower Nizina all by my lonesome, but I still kept my foot down about winter camping
until the thermometer hit the twenties in early March. While George continued with his mountain
training, I cultivated appreciation for what I called alone time.

Dear Cooks,

February 28th, letter home

I have filled the wood box with kindling three times over, and now I realize I’ve
been writing a letter in my head for the past ten minutes. I might as well get out
the pen. Yesterday the skies were blue—as if God spent all day scribbling with
his Crayola. Today the world is gray. Or actually, the light is lilac. The
thermometer reads 34F—snow falling lightly. The ridgelines have disappeared. I
am alone in the anonymous spruceland.

George skied away into a blown Nizina nothing. Today is his 4th day gone.
The plan was to do a controlled solo trip of my own. I was going to head to a
place called Chititu Camp where Fred and Irene maintain an old mining cabin.
Each morning I thought I would leave. My pack is ready; my skis are waxed.
But the gray weather makes the scenery boring. And I feel greedy with this alone
time. Skiing the local loop trail I told myself there is nowhere more beautiful
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than the circle of spruce right near our home. I’ve explored enough. I want to
know this place from stillness. Last week, Irene taught me to bead a bracelet on
a loom. But right now I don’t want to bead. Right now I don’t want to do
anything. Empty time: I let myself overdose on it without judgment.

I realize it takes several days to work into aloneness. The silence comes at me
like a many sided wind. The sizzle from the teapot startles. The sound of my
pen makes a maelstrom on the page. Not even the trees are swaying outside the
window. Now that my mind is quiet; the solitude begins to speak.

During those solo days at the Spruce Point cabin, I developed devotion for what I called the
Goddess Who Shares the Word. Sitting in the chair George built beside the barrel stove, I had the
experience of actually conversing with my bookshelf. The books provided the perfect answers
for the questions I asked. The books provided the answers for questions I didn’t know to ask.
For example, just now, in the gray day sluggishness, I was reading Henry Miller.
Big Sur & the Oranges o f Heironymous Bosch is not the sleeze you think of
when you think of Miller. This one is sincere: a late life story about his own
faraway paradise of Big Sur, California:

There is a type of individual who, after finding what he considers a
paradise, proceeds to pick flaws in it. Eventually this (man’s) paradise
becomes even worse than the hell from which he had escaped. Certainly
paradise, whatever, wherever contains flaws. The windows of the soul
are infinite, we are told. And it is thru the eyes of the soul that paradise
is visioned. If there are flaws in your paradise, open more windows.
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So there I am, reading Henry Miller and then, just a minute ago, I walked outside
to pee, and the warm air carried me back to last week, all the tears I shed skiing
those miles to McCarthy and back. I returned to my chair feeling sheepish about
my sadness. I too can make a nightmare of my paradise. I feel bad about
exposing Howard to my negativity when he is in the middle of his own trials.
Jenny will divorce him soon, or so it seems. I was feeling real bad, and then I
“randomly” picked Rilke’s Letters to a Young Poet off the shelf. I’ve owned the
book for a year now, but never before could I enter its story. Today I opened by
chance to a page near the end—his eighth letter and these words:

Were it possible for us to see further than our knowledge reaches, and yet
a little way beyond the outworks of our divining, perhaps we would
endure our sadnesses with greater confidence than our joys. For they are
moments when something new has entered into us, something unknown;
our feelings grow mute in shy perplexity, everything in us withdraws, a
stillness comes, and the new, which no one knows, stands in the midst of
it and is silent.

Out in the yard, I worried about the void I felt while skiing all those teary-eyed
miles to McCarthy and back. I worried that the lesson of my tears was lost. But
maybe the lesson is in me deeply. Sadnesses, says Rilke,

are moments of tension that we find paralyzing because we no longer
hear our surprised feelings living... We stand in the middle of a
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transition where we cannot remain standing. For this reason, the sadness
too passes; the new thing in us is already in our blood.

The Goddess delivered those words to me, and it makes me wonder, has a piece
of the judgment that pushes me from myself and others possibly been pushed
out? On the shelf with Rilke, is also Rumi.

My worst habit is that I get so tired of winter
I become a torture to those I’m with.
How to cure bad water? Send it back to the river.
How to cure bad habits? Send me back to You.
When water gets caught in habitual whirlpools,
dig a way out through the bottom to the ocean.
There is a secret medicine given only to those
who hurt so hard they can't hope.
The hopers would feel slighted if they knew.

Seven hundred years ago Rumi wrote to a You who is Beloved, Lover and
Loving all in one. Rumi wrote to a You he let himself dissolve into. Seven
hundred years ago, Rumi wrote and today it helps me lose my own harsh
boundaries. Maybe Rumi’s words mean nothing to you today. And that’s okay.
Put this letter on the shelf till a day when you too need medicine. In the
meantime, please don’t worry about me.

I love you always and in all kinds of ways, Nancy
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That was the end of that letter home, and I’m sure my mother did worry when she read my
words down in Washington. I avoided trips beyond the cabin until the warmer days of March, but
I remained extremist in my approach to living. Refusing the romance of winter danger, I adopted
instead a notion of mythic solitude. My journal is full of “alone time” reveries.

I am three days hungry and my shelves are full. Outside the fox is also fasting.
At the river I follow to where his tracks head into a hole in the bank. Was he
hiding from the wind? Was he looking for old salmon morsels? At mail last
week, Fred said that everything is starving. No rabbits in the snare, the coyote in
his trap skinny to the bone.

The fox’s fast is not a game he plays against himself. His religion is the will to
live—no less, no more.

In the middle of the night George stumbles home, and only with his arrival do I
recognize my altered state. Alone, the inner silence is no contrast to the outer
world. Alone the time-space expands. Despite his noises I am glad to have
George back. On the mattress, I etch poems into his weary shoulders. Later we
make love like worship, the feast following my fast. He says my womb is like a
warm winter.

Even my own journal opts always for the happy ending. A warm winter—the hope of love
despite incompatibilities? The story of my letters and my journal was a winter romance, and we
were alone that first winter. My emergency evacuation was a dream, but the creek between
Spruce Point and Dan Creek was real. The fox’s fast is not a game he plays against himself; you
can dig a way out through habitual whirlpools, but cold water also kills.
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Fred Denner maintained a makeshift trapper’s bridge across a stream that was four feet
deep and choked with alders along its steep and muddy bank. Once I watched a pair of green
winged teal lift from the shrubbery to startle me. Ducks in February—how unlikely!
Coming near to the open water that separated us from our nearest neighbors was an enticing
mystery in the middle of that first winter, but crossing Fred’s bridge also terrified me. When
George was in the lead, he never hesitated, but I had to fight my intuitions every time I inched my
way across it. Rationally I knew the logs that supported Fred’s big machine could not collapse
beneath me and my little sled. Structurally the footbridge would support me; the problem was the
gaps that could catch a ski and send the body tumbling.
This morning our tarpaper roof is melting. Yellow drip holes are forming
beneath each overwintered poplar bud. Spring is coming. I can feel it in my
tired skin.
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Yellow Poplar

1.

In April, poplar buds drip yellow in old snow, and smells of spring emerge out from the thaw.
For you and me, April is always our most ugly—the yellow between us like dog pee this year,
like saccharin in citrus soda, like bile spit out across the aging crystals. In April, I remember
all the awkwardness I’ve led you into. Sometimes this April light just comes too quickly, like sex
beneath fluorescents, with no caresses, no kisses even. I would walk alone back into winter if the
world would work that way, but poplar buds drip yellow in old snow and smells of spring emerge
despite ourselves.
2

.

If you chew the buds of April poplar an aspirin is released onto the tongue—a salycilate, as in a
salycilic acid. Poplar serves as antiseptic, a strong astringent. Poplar extract makes a good a
gargle for laryngitis. Populus balsamifera, Populus negra, Populus tremuloides with leaf stems
that quake in even the tiniest of winds. That one is the aspen poplar that grows in groves around
our home. “Poplar trees absorb metals up from the ground and transform them into airborne
solvents.” The bitterness on tongue or skin contains a healing essence. That’s what the herb book
says. My mother says never to believe in wisdom based on bitterness.
3.
Yellow poplar is not poplar at all. Leriodendron tulip if era is a flowering tulip tree that grows
back east. The yellow poplar wood is hard; it holds screws and nails efficiently. “Yellow poplar
suffers only moderate tendencies to warp.” Yellow poplar (tulip) is resistant to heartwood
decay—a good wood for musical instruments and toys—its flowers unfurl “lilylike” in spring.
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Yellow poplar is not poplar at all, but there is a yellow poplar weevil, a bug that chews on leaves
and buds to cause unsightly damage. The acids in real poplar protect them from such attacks.
4.
In April, six months of overwintered garbage collects or blows about. Ravens of the
neighborhood sky dive in violent pairs—a mating ritual based on brazenness and daring. Inside
our stove is full of poplar. Yellow logs hiss the wetness in their hearts. You save this softer
wood for warmer days. I save this smell of poplar burning, store it beside the memories of
bitterness and sadness. Beneath the dirty snow calypso orchids warm within a dank and earthy
humus. Sometimes the fuschia blooms open before the winter releases them with its melt. In
April, poplar buds drip yellow in old snow, and smells of spring emerge despite ourselves.
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No Room for Bears
People live in a world that watches, in a forest o f eyes. A person moving through
nature ... is never truly alone. The surroundings are aware, sens ate, personified.
They feel. They can be offended. And they must, at every moment, be treated
with proper respect. Each animal knows way more than you do. Richard Nelson

In Alaska, just about everybody who’s somebody has written about bears. Even dispassionate
McPhee waxed poetic about his “sheer luck” at sighting a Brooks Range grizzly in his “Encircled
River” essay. In “Walking with Bears,” Sherry Simpson admits to her lifelong fear for the brown
bears she knew as neighbors throughout her childhood in Southeast Alaska. Richard Nelson
writes about the spirit of bears; Bill Sherwonit writes of backyard bears. My friend Judith Minty
wrote a book full of poems about dream bears. Certainly I’ve seen my share of bears, with some
of the sightings quite remarkable. Browsing my bookshelf I begin to wonder, why haven’t I
written a bear essay? Has a decade-plus made me complacent towards what’s wild? Is it possible
I’ve seen too many bears, that there’s no room for bears in my memory?
The other night, after reading a particularly bad bear poem, I found myself making a
headcount of my own encounters. It was like tallying sexual partners at a grown-up women’s
slumber party. Our Wrangell-St. Elias region of Alaska is no Denali National Park when it comes
to wildlife. Bear sightings are rare enough; I ought to be able to make an accurate accounting.
So there I was, counting on my fingers.
There was the spring griz I watched digging roots along McCarthy Road with Lilly, and the
one my father clocked on the Jeep’s speedometer up near Nabesna—thirty-three miles per hour
before his dust disappeared into the tundra leaving only my father’s broad grin. On the Alaska
Peninsula near Katmai, I lived with three adolescent brown bears during every day of a month
long seabird research survey. We named those bears Good, Bad, and Ugly. We watched them
fish; we watched them frolic. We watched them tip over our bum barrel, and once, during an
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afternoon-off for coho fishing, we watched a large sow, presumably their mother, emerge from
the brush to put all of us—Good, Bad, Ugly and the human runts—into our properly humble
places.
I became so accustomed to those three coastal brown bears they malaffected my end-of-theseason evaluation. Our team leader scored me satisfactory in all categories except firearm/bear
safety. “You walked away from the shotgun in the field,” he justified.
“I never walked off without being aware of their whereabouts,” I argued back. “Plus, in
my book it doesn’t take a gun to keep yourself safe in bear country.”
The supervisor did not change my scoring, and a decade later, I wonder, is it sacrilege to
not exactly fear bears? Is that why I never dream about the creatures? At that same seabird camp,
we watched first by naked eye, then binoculars, then telescope a bear encounter we later termed
the Meeting o f the Mighty Mammals. One griz, one wolf, and one mangy old moose moving
together through the windblown tundra. Towards the end, the threesome approached within one
hundred meters of our wimpy weatherport kitchen. That Alaskan dinner theater was better than
Wild Kingdom, an episode I’d boast about countless times in years to come, a moment that surely
warrants the attentive eye of an essayist’s careful description. Except, in my memory, it’s just a
moment.. .then the threesome ambled over the next ridge, and we went back to our canned soup
and Triscuits without witnessing the outcome of the predatory pursuit.

Speaking of soup, I’m reminded of the black bear that went down my outhouse hole the night
after I’d dumped my slop bucket into the stinky darkness. It was the rancid Thai soup, I decided,
that attracted that bear’s sensitive sniffer. How she squeezed herself into the twelve-inch gap
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between the dirt and plywood of the outhouse I can’t quite imagine, but I do still gag at the
thought of her down in there.
As far as I know, I never saw that shit-eating bear, nor did I see the cub that tipped a can of
white paint over on my porch and then proceeded to prance across the wooden planking. With a
bonafide bear trail heading right through the middle of my property, my homestead has certainly
hosted more bears than the ones I’ve seen. The prints of that rare white-footed bear remind me of
his unseen visit each time I walk up to my front door. Other bears have bitten holes in my jerry
cans and tipped over my rain barrels. They’ve dragged off feedbags of chicken manure before I
had a chance to work them into garden soils. Bears have also clawed markings into the various
trees that provide views into the windows of my cabin. Hardly an aspen in the yard remains
unscratched; the one that holds my solar panel displays more scars than virgin bark.

Trying to account for my abundance of bear memories, I resort eventually to a chronological
approach. Like my sexual chronicle itself, there are adolescent sojourns that don’t, I hope, quite
count. I’m pretty sure I saw a black bear in a trap at the Smokey Mountain campground where
my family overnighted enroute to our Tennessee farm each August, but I can’t guarantee that bear
sighting, and I no longer trust my parents’ tendencies towards senior exaggerations. We certainly
watched pandas at the Smithsonian Zoo outside our hometown of Washington D.C. We even
named our Siamese kitten after one: Chi-Chi meant mischievous little girl when translated from
Chinese, a fact we learned from a hardback zoobook that was a family favorite.
My first verifiable wild bear would have to be the grizzly I saw in Glacier National Park
the summer I turned fifteen. Through binoculars, three hundred meters off and with a crowd of
hiking tourists all around, that sighting was a letdown. What I recall more vividly from that trip to
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Glacier Park are the skin-curling, true stories from the paperback Night of the Grizzlies thriller we
read aloud in the backseat of Jerry Nichols’ big Oldsmobile sedan.
That Glacier Park tour was one of several wild-west vacations my family took with our east
coast friends, the Nichols family. The Nichols had moved to California just a year before we
Cooks moved to Eastern Washington. By the time we went to Glacier, the Nichols weren’t a
family anymore. Joyce had divorced Jerry to return to her journalism career back in D.C. She
also had good doctors at the Johns Hopkins Hospital back East, and that was important since she
would soon become the first mother we knew to die an early death from cancer.
As far as the Glacier trip went, I’m sure my own mother must have been worried for the
motherless Nichols girls, because she never had been a big fan of Jerry Nichols himself. Mr.
Nichols was one of several type-A engineers that befriended my father during his early days back
in D.C. Like many of those early-day friends, Jerry Nichols drank too many highballs. He also
killed large animals for sport, served the wild meat up at family dinners. As a big-game hunter,
Jerry Nichols was also the first man we’d known to travel to Alaska.
What I remember most about that vacation with the Nichols into grizzly country was how
Jerry Nichols seemed to feed on our girlish fear of the Glacier Park wild bears. Reading Night of
the Grizzlies aloud, he would linger on the gory parts. Later as we hiked not once, but twice along
the same Skyline Trail where two teenaged girls had been mauled in their sleeping bags, Jerry
would hide around bends in the trails, then startle us with his own big grizzly roars followed by
guffaws of human laughter.
Twenty years later, I know that the paperback version of that True Horror Story doesn’t tell
the whole story behind those Glacier Park maulings. It doesn’t tell how the killer bears had been
garbage bears, or how the National Park had closed the open-dump feeding grounds in one fell
swoop. For decades bear-viewing at the dump had been a given at Glacier Park. It was part of
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the national attraction. Rangers even interpreted the nightly feedings. Then, overnight, the
federal government eliminated a long-standing food source for dozens of hungry bears who also
had no fear of humans.
In the paperback version there’s no villain of human mismanagement; it’s all bloody
mauling and grizzly gore—pretty scary stuff for an East Coast girl who’d only seen bears behind
zoo bars. I do remember the giddy fear I felt when Karen Nichols and I got lost after dark while
hiking near our Glacier campground. That night’s fear was quickly replaced by giddy attraction
for the handsome Ranger who returned us to our campsite in the back of his green squad car.
“Ranger Rick saved us from the grizzlies,” we’d giggle for years to come. Because Rick was the
real name on his badge, and because he was remarkably handsome in his green-gray suit of
shining armor.
That’s a funny thing about bear memories—even at a young age I suspect we were more
interested in seeing a bear—so we could tell the story—than we were afraid of any kind of bear
sighting. To have been lost after dark in Night o f the Grizzly country was a marvelous tale to
share with the boyfriend back home, or better yet, a whole table of cafeteria sophomores. What’s
not funny about those Glacier Park memories is how Jerry Nichols himself began to scare me.
Early on, I’d noticed the half-gallon of J&B Scotch stashed in the trunk of his brown sedan at a
time when my own father had cut back to only Bud Lite.
The scariest part about my first trip into grizzly country were the stories that sixteen-yearold Karen Nichols whispered to me one night in our two-person pup-tent. Did I remember the
time her mother fell down the stairs back in Virginia? Did I remember the time her mother was
rushed to the hospital at midnight? Those falls, claimed Karen, had not been accidents. And
those bruises had not all been from falls. For years, before and since her mother’s illness, her
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father had become violent when he drank. “In the morning he’ll act as if he can’t remember,” she
said. “He never bothers Jessica, but sometimes, he still picks fights with me.”
Next day, back in my own safe station wagon, I shared with my parents what Karen had
said about her father. After a long silence my own father said, “She must have made it up.
Karen can be like that.” My mother eventually nodded, but I was never sure. The whiskey in the
trunk seemed proof enough, plus Mr. Nichols had always seemed a little scary.
But this was supposed to be a bear essay.

I sighted my first Alaskan grizzly way up the Kennicott Glacier on the backside of Mt. Donoho.
That would have been our second Wildlands Studies backpacking trip during my first summer in
the Wrangells. Our group of six or seven was still on the glacier ice taking off our crampons,
when Jimbo, the instructor, spied the bear upon the adjacent mountain. As I recall, we were
huddled up sharing bionoculars and whispering expletives when the griz got a whiff of our
sweaty bodies. I definitely remember the bear standing on his hind legs to sniff the air before
dropping to run, tumble, gallop up two thousand feet of willow brush, meadow, and scree.
That first Alaskan grizzly most certainly impressed me, especially after I began my own
two-hour trudge up to the same saddle behind which he had disappeared in only minutes flat.
Walking alone that day, I smelled his musk on every willow. I watched him emerge repeatedly
from the brush of my imagination. Back at camp I told the other students how a grizzly’s power
made mockery of our human strength. And later, sitting in my tent I scribbled in a notebook: I
believe in raindrops held like crystals in the laps o f lupine leaves. I believe in Life—in grizzly
bears flip-flopping up a mountain.
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It was just a few days later and one of our first nights back at basecamp in McCarthy when
I saw my first Alaskan black bear up close. The frontcountry black bear was a dead bear who
coopted my lyricism about the backcountry grizzly to become the first real poem I’d write about
the Alaska that became my home:
a bear is dead today, his life has flowed away
tainting the river red. Shot in a home
no longer his own two bullets in the heart
for his crimes of curiosity and hunger
and I wonder, is this just the way it is?
Despite its tone that reads naive and perhaps excessively didactic, the words of that bear
poem still rise easily from memory. The rhythm of the lines came while walking alone on the
morning after I helped butcher a bear carcass at creekside because the neighbor who shot it did
not have the time nor interest for the chore.
he is still warm, but his fur is tom
exposed body lies strong, young, naked
his furry coat of armor has been slashed
by the knives of those who tomorrow
will eat his flesh off a table built from a tree
of a home that once was his own.
His stomach is full of grasses.
Twelve years later I can’t feel the angst of that August evening, but I can picture us there on
riverbar.I can hear how our voices melded with the roar of summer water, how my fascination
melded withhorror towards the bear corpse that looked so uncannily similar to my own human
body.

Four paws, cut at the bone lie strewn
across the bloody boulders, paws of claws
and muscle, tough black fur and rough round
pads, the inquisitive hands of a toddler
who crawled perhaps a thousand ridges
before making this town a home
no longer his own.
Twelve years later, I wonder, is it God’s irony or something else that lets a girl see a dead bear
just hours after writing that she believes in live bears? Is it irony that keeps the Life! poem inside
the Rite in the Rain journal, words faded and never repeated except for one borrowed line.
I say I believe in life— in the magic of hidden valleys
yet on the morning of today awoken in the dryas patch
by friend pure as the young leaves, I listened to the glacial river,
the morning chirps of birds that neared my ears, and I said
I believed in the infinity of their song, yet it was chopped.
Cut... off... by the first flight of many of a helicopter
set out to mine the Green Butte, and I wonder,
will we kill the mountain?
Is it nature’s irony that makes a girl fear for the loss of a place within days of falling in love with
it? After twelve years living the dialectic that is Alaska’s end-of-the-road, it seems logical that
my first summer in America’s largest National Park would be tainted by gateway community
issues. There is no endless wilderness. There is no end-of-the road. I knowthat now, but back
then, shouldn’t I have had more hope? Would one summer of unfettered enthusiasm have been
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too much to ask for? But alas, I dally again in divergent melodrama. This was meant to be a
comprehensive accounting.

Since the night I helped butcher that black bear along McCarthy Creek, I’ve seen so many dead
bears it’s silly to think of writing elegies about any one of them. As a park ranger, I frequently
defended the subsistence rights of rural residents to hunt and eat the animals they share their
home with. As a neighbor, I’ve accepted that some folks (maybe myself?) have to kill bears even
when they don’t particularly want to eat them. The Alaska Department of Fish & Game calls that
kind of killing “defense of life and property.” It’s totally legal, and usually deemed unavoidable.
The only stipulations are that the “dispatch” be reported; the hide and skull should be turned over
to the proper local authorities.
I remember the waterlogged black bear I floated by along the Kennicott River floodplain.
A cloud of anger filled my riverguide boyfriend’s eyes.
“Do you think it drowned?” I asked.
“More likely shot and dumped,” he whispered so the paying raft clients wouldn’t hear him.
With campgrounds and a footbridge a mile upstream, I eventually agreed.
One summer Richard Villa shot a blackie cub out from a poplar tree right in downtown
McCarthy. We ate that whole little guy in one sitting. A bear-b-que! Complete with firepit and
plenty of cheap beer to wash away the strong meat’s flavor.
In summer 2000, the church pastor, Rick Kenyon, shot three grizzlies in one crazy
midnight sunset. Those bears were most likely the same bears that busted the capper of my Ford
Ranger pickup. I’d stored a bag of dogfood there (temporarily and never again).
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Many Alaskans maintain that griz meat is too pungent to eat unless you’re really hungry.
It’s all the fish they eat; it flavors the meat. But due to my dogfood-dirty conscience, I ate a hunk
of Rick Kenyon’s grizzly’s backstrap, and later, when nobody else would claim them, I sent the
heart and ribs across the mountain to my friend the oarsman. He pickled the meat into Mason
jars, which we ate later, come November. Delicious, and sad, how many of my memory’s bears
are dead bears. Sadder still, how little a bear’s death can affect me at this late date.
Now that I’ve built my own cabin near McCarthy, I feel lucky to have never killed a bear
myself. I have shot at several. A cardboard box just inside my cabin door reads Rubber
Ammunition for Bear Deterrence in magic-marker lettering. Inside are rubber buck shot and
rubber slugs given to me by a law enforcement ranger. I take pride in my unique brand of arsenal.
I also installed an electric fence last summer. I finished the project on same day my friend Brad
shot a black boar with one of those rubber bullets. I was out for a midnight pee when that big boy
of a bear startled me from just meters off the front porch. At the time it felt like providence to
have an ADF&G trained shooter in my home. Later we realized Brad’s wife had left dogfood in
her pack outside. The bear didn’t get a food reward that night, but clearly he had smelled it.
Retelling that bear story over morning coffee, Brad Scotton would say he felt guilty—but
not about the dog food. His concern was the rubber bullets. Would they wound a bear at such
close range? Would my bad bear become another’s dead bear? In Brad’s book of bear etiquette
you shoot to kill or not at all.

By the time I was charged by my first black bear, I certainly knew what to do (and not do). I’d
watched at least a dozen training videos, some of the same ones three times over in various Fish
and Wildlife and NPS classrooms. As a Park Ranger, I’d described the appropriate response to
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hundreds of visitors and student groups: “If you see a bear up close—stay calm, and never
aggressive. Speak in a quiet voice and back up slowly. Never approach a sow with cubs. Never
compete with a bear for food resources.” I knew the protocol like my own phone number, but
that didn’t mean I could follow it when the time came.
“Get away from my house!” I yelled at the dark shape situated directly between me and my
door.
“That’s

myhouse! Get the hell away!” I repeated with additional unprintable expletives.

Meanwhile I moved through the dusk directly towards that bear instead of backing away like I
was supposed to.
“I’m going home; that’s my house. Get the hell away!”
I’d like to make excuses for my bad bear behavior. It had been a hard day—the height of
bug season and long hours working on the cabin. I’d barbequed fresh salmon for the carpenter I
thought I might have shared the night with. I’d like to argue it was my own instinctual drive for
companionship that allowed me to walk carelessly away from a salmon-stinking firepit that night.
I was just walking Rick to the road. I’d be right back.
That was my first summer actually living in my cabin on the hill. I didn’t know yet about
the bear corridor that runs right down the ridgetop and straight into my tiny clearing. I didn’t
know yet how salmon scents can waft through dusk upon a breeze of firesmoke. Maybe there
was an extra glass of seduction wine involved. Maybe I can blame my negligence on womanly
loneliness. It had never been the plan to build a cabin on my own. When I saw that bear alone in
the dusk, with no flashlight, no pepper spray, and Rick long gone, it would have been a mile and
more to the nearest neighbor or fifteen meters to the door I built myself.
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I’d never seen a bear do anything but run away, and so I told her that’s what she’d better
do, and promptly. “Get away from my door NOW! That’s my houseT In my memory the yelling
came in the same tone I use when my puppy runs too near the road with trucks approaching.
About the time that black bear sow came charging towards me I spotted her cub emerging
from behind the comer of my cabin. It was a two-year-old, a cub as large as his mother nearly,
and if this were your average bear essay I’d stretch the moment; I’d fill in the gaps between
memory. Maybe I’d compromise memory altogether in the name of narrative tension—a
compelling scene. But this isn’t your average bear essay, and I’ll only tell you what I remember:
how the sow turned into the aspens at two meters’ distance, and how I made my dash, unhooked
the latch, swung open the door, swung shut the door, and slammed the dead bolt behind me.
The blue fiberglass cowling of my Suzuki “Queen” Quad fourwheeler still holds the scar of
that mama black bear’s strong claws. In hindsight, I know the skin she ripped might easily have
been my own. In my defense, I can say that I did not realize she had a cub, nor did I recognize
through midnight dusk why those bears were hovering around my fourwheeler in the first place.
Only from my upstairs window with deadbolt secured and headlamp shining did I see the
scattering of sour cream and eggs I’d left packed in a cardboard box strapped to the rack of the
machine.
That’s another funny thing about bear stories. What haunts me most about my memories of
bears is never fear for the beast itself, but rather fear (or disgust) for my own shortcomings that I
now associate with various bear encounters. That night it was an element of Nancy-style
negligence. Laziness. Sloppiness. In National Park language sour cream is a food reward. “A
fed bear is a dead bear.” In the language of rural Alaska, feeding a bear is akin to endangering, or
at least hassling, your neighbors. Yelling at a bear is just plain stupid. Certainly I knew better, but
at times like that there’s more going on than just what you know.
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A night like my black bear charge makes for a great story, but it’s one that’s never
much fun to share because in order to tell it I either have to lie, conceal the truth or else
reveal my sins of homestead inadvertence. In Alaska bears are meant to keep you honest,
to keep you on your toes. My fearlessness that night was synonymous to foolishness; my
behavior was decidedly flat-footed.
It seems I should interject here, interrupt myself, end this bear tally altogether for a moment
of tangential commentary. I don’t want anyone to think that I am fearless. George Pinney, the
mountaineer I lived with through my first Alaskan winter, was a fearless fellow. I am not
fearless. I fear plenty. I fear icy roads. I fear rape. I fear forty below Fahrenheit, glacial rivers,
and charging moose. I fear my own tendency towards seasonal depression, and sometimes I fear
that even in summer I might be too ornery to end up with anybody in my old age.
I fear trucks hitting dogs that I love, and I fear myself hitting a child that I might never give
birth to. I fear not loving dogs well enough, and humans also. I fear television, alcoholism,
fundamentalism. I fear all the unacknowledged fears that allow for greed and other human
suffering. I dreadfully fear the rattlesnakes of the Columbia River desert where my parents make
their home. I also fear my parents: their death, their disappointments, their immense and selfless
love. I fear the pain I could cause my parents were I to die before my time or for stupid reasons.
When I say that I do not exactly fear bears I do not mean to say that I am fearless—only that my
own and other human weaknesses scare me more than the strength possessed by any beast of
these last wildlands.

The most beautiful bear I ever saw was the griz who fell asleep and trapped me way up in the
narrow part of a place called Hidden Valley. And that day, I definitely felt fear for bears. It was
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my first summer serving as lead guide for a Wildlands Studies backpack trip. When I saw the
griz, I was on a solo-scouting mission with my students back at base camp collecting research for
their final projects. And no, you’re not supposed to go solo scouting in the Alaskan backcountry,
but there was a mile or so of the next day’s route that I’d never traveled in years previous.
According to Jimbo, the ridge we’d take between two cirque glaciers was “a little sketchy, but
should be just fine.” Together we reviewed the route on the topo map. After three summers coguiding, it was time for me to cut my apron strings. I knew that I was ready, but alone out there,
with only my students, the idea of that unfamiliar stretch haunted me to no end.
I had reviewed the terrain on the topo three times over, but now that Jimbo had gone his
separate way I wanted to see where my group of six would be walking before we got there. At
least that’s the rationale I recall as I scooted off late one afternoon. Maybe I was just greedy for
some solitude in my all-time favorite valley. I’d always considered Hidden Valley to be a kind of
personal questing ground, but it wasn’t quite the same with half-a-dozen chatting teenagers.
Regardless of motivation, I’d travel light. I’d be back before the gang could miss me.
As it turned out, that particular route out of Hidden Valley was not, in fact, so simple as
Jimbo made it sound. In my rush to scout efficiently, I missed the turnoff altogether, heading
upvalley instead of veering south along a tributary where I was supposed to. I’d just begun to
suspect the error and was digging out my topo when I saw my most-beautiful-grizzly digging
roots from the scree right where I’d come from.
Most-beautiful-grizzly. That day I saw the corona of light that gives the beast its name.
Backlit by sun the muscled silhouette of guard hairs was utterly electric. My most-beautifulgrizzly literally had a halo, such that on a different day, I would have sat spellbound for long
moments of gleeful observation. On a different day I would have shot ten rolls of film and earned
myself a fortune in life-sized reprints. On a different day I would have written the Nobel peace
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poem, at one with a grizzly’s angelic aura. On a different day who knows what I might have
done? That day, I didn’t have a camera or even a notebook in my tiny buttpack. What I promptly
sat spellbound about was my own sick sense of poor timing.
And have I mentioned that part about bears yet? How the whole landscape transforms into
a strategic context when one shows up upon a hillside? How you can be walking along, ho-hum,
ho-hum, and then a griz shows up, and suddenly you’re hyperaware of your every avenue into or
out of a previously unconsidered topography?
That’s certainly how it felt that day—the golden griz digging his roots, and me, surveying
the tight walls of limestone to discover the utter and undeniable absence of any escape route
whatsoever. Suddenly my favorite valley had transformed itself into Milton’s “wilderness whose
hairy sides/ Access denied.” Gary Larsen could have sketched a FarSide comic depicting my
predicament: cliffs above, canyon below, and grizzly digging the only thirty meters of scree,
scraggly lupine, and Eskimo potato that connected the lower valley—with our basecamp—to the
upper valley where I sat chilling in my sweat-laden t-shirt. Until I saw that most-beautiful-grizzly
it never occurred to me to notice that I’d passed through a genuine Alaskan bottleneck—a
backcountry bottle—effectively corked-shut by a bear who was taking his sweet time digging.
But let’s not be melodramatic. I could, of course, back up, which is what I did and pretty
dam quickly. Unfortunately, backing-up and watching was not what I needed to do with six
students down valley and the chill of dusk approaching. And then, as Murphy-Larsen’s comic
strip would have it, that backlit grizzly-with-a-halo decided to stop digging altogether and rather
plopped down his still-shining body to form a lump of light right in the middle of my necessary
path.
That’s another thing about bears—the way that totemic ball of brilliance is also just a lump;
the way that electric halo of quintessential wilderness is also just an obstacle between you and
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where you’re supposed to be. Eight p.m. approximately, sun dropping behind the ridgeline,
Hidden Valley turning that tone of lilac-gray that makes Alaska summer feel illusory. Eight
o’clock and my most-beautiful-grizzly plopping down just in time for his halo of guard hairs to
turn into a brown-toned bump that didn’t quite look sharp enough to be a hunk of limestone.
And yes, it makes for a good story—uncanny, ridiculous. But once again the punchline lies
in my own narrative fallacies. A guide who gets lost up-valley? A shepherd trapped from her
flock? With no pile jacket, no trailmix in the ziplock, and not an ounce of decisiveness when,
after twenty minutes, I realized I should, indeed, bust a move.
The decision was to sneak slowly by. That was my greenhom-guide’s wise plan: I would
sneak slowly by because otherwise I might stumble loose a stone and wake him (if he was indeed
a him, and if he was in fact actually asleep). I would walk slowly because otherwise (if he should
in fact be awake, do grizzlies ever really sleep?) I might excite a chase response. I would sneak
slowly by... and yes, it does make a good story, one I have told time and time again: how the
twenty meters felt like two between us, and how two minutes turned to twenty as I passed, how I
felt like a tiny ground squirrel, with that cliff looming above and canyon dropping off below me.
The plan was to walk slowly by... and in my memory, I did start slowly, but within ten
seconds I was causing a virtual rockslide beneath my clodhopper boots. I was dashing along
scared shitless, and, yes, like a goddamned ground squirrel, except, despite any tone of heroic
drama taken in my various orations, I was just plain squirrel-like—goofy, un-glamorous,
chattering—and once again in an awful spot that only I, by golly, had gotten myself into.
I walked past that sleeping grizzly at fifteen meters distance, or maybe twenty, and there is
a story in the sheer numbers of that incident, but the numbers also don’t matter, because at that
distance, I didn’t have the self-presence to see what that grizz was made of. My most-beautiful-
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bear was damn near, but it was also just a lump—a lump in the comer of my eye, hopefully not
yet moving.

In the Brooks Range one September I saw the fattest griz I’ve ever seen. It must have been just
days before she headed in for eight months of denning hibernation. I swear the brown-blonde
beast was waddling. From the looks of it, she couldn’t have chased us if she wanted to, which
was a good thing since a “hundred year flood” had turned the local Arrigetch Creek into a
swollen river that stranded our party up-valley where even the meadows were turning to swamp.
That grizzly’s obesity was good, since all the firsthand stories we’d heard suggested Brooks
Range grizzlies, as barren ground bears, tend to be hungry and hence unpredictable, even prone
towards violence. The nonstop rain certainly had us humans sharpening a fine edge.
That trip into the Brooks Range was the longest backpack journey I’d made before or since.
Twenty-one days through mountains and then ten more floating the Alatna River by canoe. On
day eight of September wetness that bear’s fat rump (on our side of the “stream”) was not what
my backcountry psyche needed.
Despite the political boundaries of the Gates of the Arctic National Park, that granitewalled Arrigetch Valley belonged to the Koyukon Athabascans who had carefully negotiated its
strong spirits for centuries if not millenniums of mountain history. In the language of the
Athabascan, Arrigetch means “fingers of a hand extended,” and the pinnacles of stone that
emerged from the clouds beyond our tent fly did look dramatically like swollen fingers. At the
park headquarters, we’d read a legend about the place name. When the Eskimo creator,
Aiyagomohala, died he stuck his frozen mitten into the ground at the head of the Alatna Valley;
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the icy fingers turned in to granite spires reminding his people of his former presence for ever
after.
We flew into Aiyagomohala’s burial grounds after waiting three days in the dripping bush
town of Betties. The Rangers at the Gates of the Arctic headquarters warned us that the end of
August was a little late for starting a lengthy Brooks Range expedition, but our pilot was not
concerned. He grabbed the first break in the clouds to fly the six of us for an hour above the
utterly anonymous tundra.
Shuttling loads from the backcountry bog of an airstrip up to our basecamp in the
mountains, we enjoyed two days of blue skies between high clouds. I carried my father’s shotgun
strapped to my backpack; its weight adding to the rest of my sixty-pound burden—stuff-sacs of
rationed meals, a five pound first aid kit, tent poles and aging rain gear. The other group
members were laden with the weight of climbing ropes, harnesses and hardwear we never would
get to use much.
After those two hard-hiking days, a ceiling of gray rain returned for nine consecutive
nights, and I read the whole of Richard Nelson’s Make Prayers to the Raven while trapped in the
tent by storms. As the alpine world turned from rain to snow to rain again and the tiny creek
we’d rockhopped became a rumble of rolling boulders, denying sleep and straining the wakeful
hours, I read nervously from Nelson’s description of the Koyukon Athabascan world view:
[In the Koyukon northern forest] humans and natural entities are involved in a
constant spiritual interchange that profoundly affects human behavior. ...
Environmental events are often caused or influenced by spiritual forces; they...
do not occur randomly but happen through design and consciousness. .. .Human
behavior towards natural entities is governed by spiritually based rules.
Rules, I thought, that no one taught at Prescott College nor anywhere else I’d ever studied.
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As the sounds of that flood raged outside our nylon tent walls, Nelson’s description of the
Athabascan moral system moved from generalities to specifics. With regards to bear, a woman
should never speak the name outloud, nor look directly towards the powerful animal spirit.
Typically, says Nelson, outsiders are immune to making spiritual offenses against nature.
Typically, but not necessarily, I thought.
From my sleeping bag I also read about the offense caused when airplanes from a military
base were used to blast away Yukon River ice in hopes of an early break-up one northern spring.
The floods that ravaged Koyukon villages in the years that followed were seen as spiritual
retribution. “Nature is to be petitioned and pacified, not forcibly conquered, because nature holds
the ultimate power,” say the Koyukon, and as Arrigetch Creek turned into a torrent that raged
unceasingly in my tentbound ears, I felt a haunting recognition of my own ignorance towards the
rules that governed that Athabascan valley.
While I was reading Make Prayers to the Raven, George was reading American Alpine
Institute accounts of ill-fated climbing trips into the Arrigetch Peaks. He told of two bears shot
and left to rot before the first ascent of the Athabascan mountain was achieved. To this date,
countless climbers have been turned back by unapproachable extremes of mountain weather. As I
said to George on the umpteenth day of iced-over, cloud-hidden granite, “I don’t think these
mountains have any intention to let us climb them.”
In the end I walked up valley for a night of solo camping while the boys attempted route
after unsuccessful route. My journal from that solo calls the Brooks Range “other people’s
mountains.” Unfamiliar and unwelcoming. Maybe I’d given up on technical climbing as an
approach to mountains; maybe I knew that George and I were doomed to break up, but something
about that whole trip felt wrong. The cocky attitude of his climbing friends was giving me the
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creeps, and reading Nelson’s words had me convinced that our group was jinxed somehow,
receiving retribution for some bad behavior. Possibly my own.
After two days of partial sun, the downpour continued, and we returned to our tentbound
books. By night we gathered in our cook tent to argue about meal rations. One guy from
California was certain we’d come into fish when we hit the valley bottom. After watching a
caribou nearly drown in the tiny creek-tumed-torrent that divided us from our ressupply on the
valley floor, I thought we should play it conservative. It

late in the season for fish runs. Had

any of them packed thirty-one days of meals before? Still, if they were going to eat large
portions, I would certainly take my share.
Later, that California angler waged “who-stole-my-Snicker-bar?” warfare, and when we did
reach the lower valley, we hooked only three skinny grayling from the sediment-laden Alatna
River tributaries. Three tiny fish divided amongst the six of us, and Nelson’s Koyukon warnings
served as a cruel blessing on that meal: “grayling are so void of protein, they let you starve on a
full stomach.”
Our Prescott College Expedition to the Brooks Range did not starve, but we did go
ridiculously undernourished during two arduous hiking days. By the time our resupply plane
arrived thirty-six hours late, the only foods going into our mouths were leftover mustard and
lowbush cranberries. Even after the pilot brought eleven more baggies of food and canoes for
easy travel, my belly remained hungry-feeling. Even on the day we beached at Allakakket to eat
our fill of Red Cross disaster rations, I felt empty in those “other people’s mountains,” and
driving back to my own familiar mountains, I scribbled on the back of the Betties Air Service
business card:
I have been to the land that Raven made.
Everywhere we looked caribou shivering the mountain’s skin.
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The Earth made war against us in a flood.
We are veterans of the arctic’s fury.
The fattest griz I ever saw was a barren-ground Brooks Range grizzly, and the impudence
we packed into its mountains most definitely scared me.

My most memorable bear encounter of all is one that haunts me for a different reason. I never
felt in danger per se, but for a long time I would not write about it, and I’m still not sure I should
have spoken of that night. But it’s too late for holding tongues at this point.
June 1st was Ed LaChappelle’s birthday, and 1997 was my first summer building on my
McCarthy cabin. We were finishing up a day of framing loft joists in order to head to town for
the birthday party. My high school friend Dave was there, flown up from Seattle for the
carpentry adventure. I’d also hired my neighbor Dan—an old flame of sorts, and now, with the
intimacy of home building, a new flame glowing—except I was trying to be faithful to the real
boyfriend waiting for me across the ocean in Asia. I was eight feet above the ground and
hammering the final blocking between my loft joists when I heard the scream.
And it was a scream. At first I thought Dan or Dave must have fallen from some height.
Lowering myself to run around the skeletal cabin I expected to see a clutched arm or broken leg.
Instead I saw the two men staring into a clearing some thirty yards beneath the homesite.
Joining the boys as the anguished cries continued, I watched a violent humping motion—a
bear’s short work of a dog-sized moose calf. “Is it a cinnamon black, or a dark griz?” I
whispered. “I think I see a hump.”
Dan and I still argue over that the mundane point of speciation. The moose calf, when
abandoned, was definitely brown, a tawny, newborn hue. And the mother cow was mangy gray.
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she made through th

Wailing would be a better word for the sound

mourning. Even when the bear caught our scent and disappeared into the birch brush, her wails
continued alongside our own expletives.
“Holy shit!” said Dave.
“Like a veil blown loose to reveal the world in all its violence,” said Dan.
All the world a stage, and for that moment, the curtain lifted.

“Women should not speak... of bears,” say the Koyukon friends of Richard Nelson. “[They]
cannot hunt them, and [they] must look away if one should come within their sight.” I’m not sure
what source Dan drew upon when he asked Dave and me to swear ourselves to secrecy about that
calf-kill. We each knew that what we’d witnessed was ineffable.
“The only way to preserve the memory will be to maintain a vow to silence,” he said. Dave
and I were pretty sure we agreed. Later I knew I did, but it was too late by then already. Again,
there are excuses. Right at the birthday party, within hours of our spoken vow, a neighbor
announced her desire to walk the property adjacent to my own. She asked me where the entrance
to my trail was. She would leave first thing in the morning. How could I not tell her about the
danger? A moose calf, dead, and grizzly looming? A bear

defend a carcass with utmost

violence. How could I not share what I knew with a woman I called my friend? I don’t know the
answer to that one, but I do know part of me wishes I’d never spoken of that bear memory.

Yesterday morning, when I should have been grading student papers, I saw four bears up close
behind my sleeping eyelids. Two polar bears and two panda bears. In my dream, they were all
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the pets of some unknown woman who wore white blouses with frilly necklines. “Inside bears”
she called them, her husband complaining that four was really too many for such a small
apartment. In the dream I ran my hands through the polar bear’s white ruff. Later we walked the
bears on leashes—walked them through a museum bigger than the Smithsonian, bigger than
Manhattan’s Museum of Natural History. In the dream I was lost in a museum and digging out
my exhibit map while the human mom (who was she?) was telling her favorite polar bear to
“Sit!” That’s all that I remember. It just might be my scariest bear memory of them all.
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Gbazal for the Last Frontier

It’s the new millennium and everyone wants a piece of the last frontier
the Alaskan adventure, north to the future, the caprice of the last frontier
I too want to believe it, the land without limit, the land of high summits
the puffins and otters, the grizzlies and great wolves, the geese of the last frontier
To Talkeetna, McCarthy, Soldotna we wander; to Naknek, to Kodiak,
to Akutat, we plunder. For fish and for fortune—that final lease on the last frontier.
On Bearcats and Bravos, in Supercubs and Suzukis, to snow-go or fly high,
white guys and brown guys all sign the same treatise of the last frontier.
In Anchorage they procure their bug dope and whiskey, their Thai food
and Greek food, that last fix of fast food, the McDonalds grease of the last frontier.
Like mosquitoes they swarm in thick summer droves, to Denali, to Seward,
to Hope and to Homer, the tourists in bright neon fleece of the last frontier.
Then over the river and through the tall mountains, cross taiga and tundra, to Fairbanks,
a city of gas-guzzling, beer-guzzling, poem-ghazaling freaks of the last frontier.
Yes, even this Cook came north for authentic adventure, for escape and re-entry,
real fear and real freedom, the work, the unrest, the occasional peace of the last frontier.
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True Blue

I used to have a thing about blue tarps. The artificial color bugged me, particularly in contrast to
the rest of pristine Alaska. I remember my first year working at the Wrangell Mountains Center
in McCarthy. On the day before our new batch of summer students were due in from Anchorage,
I ran around the grounds of our end-of-the-road base camp trying to stash as many offensively
bright tarps as possible. As I went my way, uncovering lumber piles and exposing the compost
bin to the elements, Howard, the program director, looked at me funny. “Students will think the
place looks tacky,” I explained. But the Wildlands director just shook his head. Poor man had
hired me to help with the too many tasks, not to make up new ones.
Twelve years later, I can count five blue tarps visible through the various windows that
overlook my own Alaskan homestead. Like anyone with a good bush ethic, I’ve tried to whittle
the number down as time allows. In a setting beautiful as the Wrangell Mountains, you want
your human dwelling to do the larger landscape honor. This year, I’m proud to say, the sauna
roof is upgraded to metal, but now I have a cabin addition underway and a lumber pile beside
that. And yes, that blue lump of tarp-covered dry wall scraps is still sitting down by my ATV
trail. I’ve been meaning to haul out the rest of that crap for years, but summer is short in Alaska.
It’s hard to keep up with all the to-do lists.
This summer, I did manage to find a green tarp to cover my pile of aspen and willow
slash until fall rains bring safer days for burning. My puppy drinks from the puddles that collect
in the droopy parts of that plastic expanse. Green, brown and gray varieties of tarp are always my
aesthetic preference. Unfortunately, they’re not as durable, nor are they readily available like the
true-blue type they sell two-for-one at Costco and Walmart and Freddy’s. And now I know what
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my boss knew a decade ago at Wildlands Studies: when you're living way the hell out here you
better choose your battles well and be tolerant about what's not worth fighting against. When
you're a dividend-drawing member of Alaska's do-it-the-hard-way-club, blue tarps make better
allies than any kind of enemies.
Blue tarps. Aesthetics aside, the things are up there with duct tape and rubber boots when
it comes to indispensability. Fly into McCarthy by air and witness the blotchy blue proof of
Alaska's dependence on the instant roof. Even the National Park has a whole building wrapped in
a blue tarp while it undergoes historic restoration. This week at the Wrangell Mountains Center,
a big blue blanket lies beside the garden, ready to drag off the season's plant pullings. Out back, a
newish-looking tarp is strapped with a bungee to cover the seat of an old Suzuki Four Runner.
With long-earned wisdom, the director knows to use a tarp not only to keep rain out of the gas
tank, but also to keep black bears off seat leather. The pesky creatures love the smell and taste of
Naugahyde, and if you don't succeed in preventing rips, you're apt to be making repairs. I should
know: my own “Queen Quad” sports a homemade seat of bright, blue tarp upholstery.

Judith Kleinfeld, Professor of Northern Studies at University of Alaska Fairbanks, includes blue
tarps as part of a wider frontier phenomenon she calls “Le Junque” syndrome. From old tin cans
to blue-tarped-junkers: you name it, Alaskans collect it. Kleinfeld's manuscript, The Frontier
Frame o f Mind: What Alaska Has To Teach Us About What It Means To Be An American,
considers idiosyncrasies of northern culture from a sociological perspective. Her book proposes
that Alaska retains the psychology upon which America was founded. “What survives here is a
mentalite: a frame of mind, attitudes, and emotions about the frontier and what it means to be a
pioneer.” According to Dr. Kleinfeld, a mentalite can be difficult to define but it’s easy to
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recognize in action. Consider “Le Junque ” phenomenon. It may not be conscious, but Kleinfeld
believes the Alaskan predilection for collecting junk represents a connection to the state's pioneer
heritage. People don’t become pack rats just because they’re too lazy to haul the crap to the
dump. In the early days, supplies were hard to come by; pioneers needed to stockpile.
Dorene Lorenz, fourth-generation Alaskan from Seward, confirms Kleinfeld’s theory:
“When I look at a yard full of junk, my first impulse is not to call the beautification police but to
scrounge around.” Dorene remembers treasure hunting the dump as a favorite girlhood pastime.
Her great grandfather used to save old dish gloves to cut them into cross-sections for re-use as
rubber bands. “Long before it was politically correct to recycle, Alaska pioneers lived that ethic
every day, inventing new uses of old objects often out of necessity,” says Doreen.
Improvisation—and the available parts to pull improvisation off—was something pioneers
took pride in. And they still do. I’ve come up with my own term for the scrapped-together but
effective solutions one sees all over McCarthy and the rest of bush Alaska. I call such projects
finagle-neering: part finagling, part engineering. Blue tarps are part of the finagler’s formula.
They cover up what needs fixing and moreover, they preserve the parts a person might need for
fixing something sometime in the future.
But blue tarps aren't just for keeping the elements out. I know a hunting guide who claims
tarps to be his preferred method for meat packing. “Wrap a moose, leg by leg, or lay the tarp
down blanket style to keep blood off the bottom of a skiff.” He’s got a friend who even dragged
a moose behind a boat with a blue tarp once. He rolled a pair of buoyant logs into the edges and
tied the whole tarp off. Apparently the raft worked pretty well—all things considered.
In the new millennium the last frontier attracts more Goretex mountaineers than oldfashioned mountainmen, and when it comes to wilderness recreation, not even the sky's the limit
for a blue tarp. “The things make excellent sails,” claims my river guide friend who uses a blue
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outrigger to help with the winds on Tazlina Lake. For winter camping I like a mid-sized tarp tied
shoelace style through the grommets to wrap gear inside my Orangina plastic sled. Tuck an
avalanche shovel into the lacing and the cargo sled retains good slidability even when flipped
upside down.
Summer backpackers don't carry a sled into the Alaska hinterlands, but that doesn't mean
they don’t want one on occasion. Everybody loves a good glissade in this short-summered state.
My favorite snow patches are high on Bonanza Ridge, and I always opt for the blue tarp variety
of toboggan in such scenes. Plastic slides faster than bootsoles, and yes, a Thermorest might ride
smoother down the slope, but the potential for rips and rough nights to follow are risks I'd rather
steer clear of. And since we’re taking risks in the backcountry, two tarps in a crisscross do make
a fine “X marks the spot” for signaling a passing bush pilot in case of an emergency. From tundra
to taiga to barren riverbar, nobody’s going to miss that tone of nearly-neon blue.
A person can even read quite a few tarp stories in the newspapers of Alaska. Like Amy
Headrick, the lawyer-lady who got lost between Hope and Seward a few summers ago. Her story
was all over the Anchorage Daily News: missing for eleven days on a dayhike without gear or
food. Headrick’s family had all but given up hope when some miners noticed a blue tarp missing
from their equipment at a claim up Gulch Creek. At first they suspected vandals or possibly high
winds, but then they sighted blue a quarter mile away and across a little tributary. Upon
investigation, they were startled to see the blue blotch moving. They were even more startled to
see a naked woman wrapped inside the sheet of polyethylene. After eleven days without food or
shelter, Amy Headrick was in the late stages of hypothermia, the point where your dying skin
feels like it’s burning so you rip your clothing off. It was a close call for Amy Headrick, but,
thanks to that tarp, the young lawyer survived to tell her tale of mishap and true-blue good
fortune.
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Stories like Amy Headrick's remind a reader that Alaska can be a formidable wilderness: a
place where human inhabitants are few and far between and physical survival still counts. You
can freeze to death in Alaska, or drown in a glacial river. Tragedies happen every year. Granted,
the contemporary frontier is different than the old one. You can take your cell phone to the endof-the-road. You can e-mail Mom via Starband from the middle of nowhere, but none of that
necessarily means much in an emergency. Self-reliance remains fundamental in Alaska, but these
tarps of the last frontier, they're not just about survival.

“In its Latin root, the word ‘frontier’ meant boundary: a point beyond which one would not
expect to venture. During the 19th century and largely due to the spirit of the American west, the
frontier came to represent an expanse to be explored, a beckoning openness,” says Judith
Kleinfeld. She claims Americans transformed the very definition of “frontier.” As generation
after generation abandoned the idea of boundaries, the American frontier became a place of
opportunity.
Google the word on the Internet today and read of space frontiers, medical frontiers,
electronic frontiers. “Userland Frontier is a powerful, Web-content mana system.. .a script and
debugger... threaded runtime... and integrated http server. ... With Frontier hard things become
easy.” “Frontier.net customers enjoy their own customized spam-filtering service.”
The term's frequent appearance in advertising suggests a definition that implies innovation
and discovery: no boundaries, always expanding; no retreats, always advancing. “The Space
Frontier Foundation is dedicated to opening outer space for all humanity within our lifetime.”
There’s even a Frontier House series on public television. Channel 13, WNET New York,
purchased 160 acres in Montana especially for their PBS reality-tv show. Reenacting the pioneer
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heritage, real non-actors use special “video diaries” to film themselves through the seasons of late
spring, summer, and early fall. They put a new roof on the log cabin (pre-provided). They wear
old-fashioned clothes. Of course, they also receive an emergency box complete with VHS radio
and modem medical supplies. They sign releases. They reserve the right to leave their fabricated
frontier at any point.
A wagon trip to the Internet suggests that the contemporary frontier

about opportunity.

The frontier is a place that beckons to be explored; a place to practice bygone human ingenuity; a
place to test oneself in the game of survival when real life in the city becomes too dull.

Down the dirt road from the Wilderness Institute in McCarthy, a strip of blue shows through
where the fascia-trim on the old Golden Hotel’s roof used to be. Gene Brooks, general contractor
from Anchorage, saw opportunity in the Golden. When he purchased the historic structure in
1997 he had hopes to restore the mining era feeling. He'd dig a septic. He'd redo the roof. He'd
transform the ramshackle in to a coffeehouse for tourists, or maybe a bed & breakfast. All his
buddies loved the McCarthy experience. When he retired, his sons would surely visit.
Unfortunately, along with opportunity comes also the opportunity for failure. Brooks did
bring in a bulldozer to redo the Old Golden's foundation, but next winter the ground sank
cockeyed. Frost heaves cracked all the concrete he’d poured. Brooks did manage to complete an
emergency tarp roof. He also hauled in a big bunch of materials. For two summers, an 8x8x30
stack of dimensional lumber lay beside the blue-roofed debacle of the Golden. The lumber pile
had a pair of extra large tarps spanning its entire length and stapled tight along the baseboards
like bright blue giftwrap. With his tarping efforts Gene Brooks presumably intended to not only
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to keep out rain and snow, but also dissuade the neighbor who might be tempted to borrow a 2x6
now and again.
As it turned out, Brooks would borrow his own timbers back. Last spring, when the river
was frozen, he rented a truck, drove the eight hours in from Anchorage and hauled that lumber all
back out again. Gene Brooks gave up on his frontier dream—at least for a while.
Rural Alaska is a hard place to pull off a project, harder place still to pull off the project of
making a life. The rural Alaskan lifestyle becomes especially tricky when your end-of-the-road is
four hours from any job that earns a winter income. And McCarthy's not so different from the
state as a whole. Alaska’s seasonal economy forces many to move on when the snow flies or the
salmon swim back to sea. If a person stays put, making ends meet on a seasonal income, they
don't always have cash to finish projects they get started on. In many ways the tarp-it tactic is a
symptom of the transience and instability of Alaska's demographics.
In McCarthy it's accepted that the homestead will be a messy chaos during the building
phase. But hopefully, as an individual progresses towards stability, the domestic scene becomes
more pleasing. Ideally the homeowner eventually wins the battle against entropy. The
polyethylene gets replaced by sheet metal roofing. The stack of lumber gets used up.
Unfortunately, Alaska projects rarely proceed smoothly along the line of progress. Gene Brooks
is not alone in backing out on big plans. Fact is, a lot more folks get started on the dream of
frontier living than actually do it for any period of time. Underneath many a blue tarp lies the
skeleton of a home unfinished, the dust of a dream now dead.
Sometimes the nightmarish mess of blue tarps is just that: a nightmare—the necessary
polarity to the Great American Dream, the mess that happens when a person wakes up to the
reality lurking along the legitimate edge. Would there were a blue tarp big enough to cover-up
the Exxon Valdez oil spill. Would there were a blue tarp large enough to cover that hole in the
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ozone. The blue tarp clutter of impromptu homeless shelters doesn't say much for our America's
success at keeping track of details. In fact, the Municipality of Anchorage even suffered a
categorical crisis during Census 2000: should they or should they not count a blue tarp as a
dwelling?

Susan Kollin’s book Nature's State: Imagining Alaska as the Last Frontier suggests that Alaska
is a slippery place, and not just because of glaciers and icy highways. Susan Kollin is a child of
Southeast Alaska, but these days she resides at the University of Montana in Bozeman. She calls
herself a cultural studies critic, and she calls Alaska a mythical construct. “The discursive
construction of Alaska as the Last Frontier marks a yearning for undeveloped lands in a world
whose surfaces are perceived to be fully mapped.” As far as Kollin’s concerned, there is no “Last
Frontier.” The illusion of an untouched Alaska went by the wayside when the Exxon Valdez
supertanker demonstrated how close our industrial grip reaches to even the farthest shores.
According to Susan Kollin, most of what Americans believe about Alaska is imagined.
And all that make-believe is not such a good idea. For one thing, “Notions of a pristine or
untouched landscape can only emerge by ignoring the history of Native peoples in North
America. ” Kollin claims the myth of the last frontier is decidedly imperialist: “Alaska
exemplifies American imperialism in which exploration is followed by expansionism.” Who
cares if the newly discovered territory is actually a longstanding homeland?
Susan Kollin’s concerns for her childhood home go beyond the socio-political. She also
fears that “The image of an empty Alaska serves to alleviate larger social anxieties about
environmental degradation.” If a person believes there’s infinite wilderness up north, they won’t
worry so much about what gets trashed down south. That’s the theory in the fixed boundaries of
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a nutshell. Kollin’s ideas can become overly bright themselves, but she does make some
interesting points. Certainly a few of those those Anchorage blue tarp shanties shelter homeless
whose Native Alaskan heritage proves that the Great Land was never was an uninhabited
wilderness—at least not since the retreat of the Wisconsonian ice sheets.

My ex-boyfriend Tony used to be religious about folding his custom-cut, duct-tape-edged tarp
along its factory creases. We used the blue plastic as a ground cloth for his backpacking tent, and
once during a trek through the western Himalaya, he yelled at me because I rolled the thing
instead of folding it. “You'll forever reduce its compactibility!” he complained, grabbing the tarp
out of my hands. At the time, I blamed his snappiness on altitude sickness, but looking at the big
blue pile in the comer of my shed, I have to admit, tarps do have a way of growing on you.
If Alaska is an inhabited wilderness, the Himalayan outback is downright overpopulated.
On that same trek through far-westem Nepal, Tony and I decided that if we ever returned to those
far reaches of highland Asia we would pack blue tarps as gifts to the Bon-po villagers. Certainly
millet and berry-dyed yak's wool is aesthetically superior to our blue plastic, but why spend
weeks weaving an imperfect waterproofing by hand when a factory could whip off a functionally
superior version for pennies per square foot? We imagined tarps passed down for generations:
such a resource for dryness, for shade, for the collection of rainwater. A wall for summer shelter
or a perfect way to secure that bundle of firewood before strapping it to a donkey's back. The
potential for tarp bartering was incalculable. We even fielded an offer from a Tibetan who
trafficed religious artifacts from across the Chinese border, but Tony wouldn't consider
compromise to his precious dry tent floor.
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Examine a blue tarp closely and you’ll notice that tarps are not so different from the
traditional woolen fabrics I admired in highland Asia. Manufacturers in Japan, Korea, and China
boast about the weaving process, albeit by machine not handloom. According to corporate sales
spiels, the “wool weave” interior is what makes a tarp so much tougher than its cousins of Hefty
and Visqueen heritage. The blue comes later, when the “wool” blanket receives a polyethylene
laminate in a process similar to painting. (Hence, the blue “paint flakes” one finds scattered in the
vicinity of well-weathered tarps.) Last step at the tarp factory is to hem the edges with nylon cord
and attach the button-like grommets. Ideally these finishing touches prevent fraying, a curse that
plagues blue tarps and blankets equally in their old age.
Form and function. Function and form. Why do blue tarps seem so different from the lovely
woolen textilles of Asia? I'd like to argue that handmade goods are inherently more valuable, but
many Nepali people would disagree. At least they were willing to trade a hand-woven wool jacket
for an ugly polypropylene pullover that didn't even sport a good brand name. The Nepalese
seemed to crave synthetics in the same way I crave anything handcrafted. It makes a gal wonder,
is the ugliness of a blue tarp merely an aesthetic preference? Does blue look bad in my wilderness
due only to my peculiar snobbish taste?

Down the road from the blue roof of the Old Golden Hotel is the McCarthy Commissioner's
Cabin, another relic from the McCarthy’s copper mining heyday—this one with a solid
foundation. The Wrangell Mountains Center rents the Commissioner’s Cabin from absentee
Seattle landowners. The sunny accommodations make a great bunkhouse for women who attend
the annual Wrangell Mountains Writing Workshop. By McCarthy standards, the Commissioner's
Cabin is rustically elegant. It’s also been described as “funky, authentic Alaska.” There’s only
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one tarp visible from the windows of the old refurbished log cabin, but the decorative theme is
very polyethylene—pink flamingo poly. From the upstairs window a gaudy stuffed-bird (threefeet tall) smiles down upon arriving guests. Another pair of plastic flamingos have wire feet
planted in the flower beds surrounding the front door. The outhouse is home to half a dozen hotpink individuals. There’s even a pink flamingo bug swatter in the shed, and last summer when
Jennifer Price’s book Flight Maps appeared as part of the workshop reading, the colorful birds
became quite the conversation topic.
Flight Maps:Adventures in Nature and Modern America includes “A Brief Natural History
of the Plastic Pink Flamingo.” The essay’s real concern is the line between nature and artifice—
and sixty pages is hardly brief. “At the core of the pink flamingo lies the compelling modem
definition of Nature as anti-Artifice,” says Price. Don Featherstone of the Union Plastics
Company of Massachusetts patented the plastic pink flamingo in 1957, but Price traces the bird’s
origin to eighteenth century England. With a Darwinian sense of scientific discipline she
describes the evolution of lawn ornamentation:
Eighteenth and early nineteenth century England was a seedbed of modem
urbanization, industrialization and market capitalism. As cities and new rural
grids and fences expanded to dominate the [European] landscape, many people
began to define Nature as a realm that was yet untouched. .. .They defined Nature
not as the parts of the world that humans use or change, but as the nature that
humans do not use. Nature: A Place Out There was fast coming to represent
everything that life in early modem England was not.
“Nature,” says Jennifer Price, “became a sort of polar opposite.” In England, access to pristine
Nature emerged as a way for the wealthy to distinguish themselves from the masses of the urban
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poor and middle class. If a tastefully placed lawn ornament could achieve that distinction, more
power to the landscaper.
Pink flamingoism gained popularity in America in the 1950s, when the birds emerged as a
status symbol among Americans of the northeastern states. To own a postcard of the exotic bird,
or better yet a souvenir replica, announced that the owner, too, was exotic. Owning a pink
flamingo meant that a family had been to Florida. They had witnessed the only bird on the planet
that eats with its head upside-down while still standing upright; they had experienced Nature in
all its diversity. Or at least they bought the souvenir.
Don Featherstone’s choice to make lawn ornaments from cheap plastic instead of expensive
bronze or marble allowed statements of lawn status to become available to the American middle
classes. For a small price, the owners of a plastic flamingo could announce that they were not
confined by their own suburbia. Whether or not they’d been to Florida, the owners of a pink
flamingo had class. They had taste.
The embrace of Nature as a Place Away may have been how pink flamingoism got started,
but in the years since Union Plastics patented the metal-footed symbols, the significance of pink
plastic has become equally acrobatic to the flamingo itself. By the 1980s, when a bunch of Seattle
hippies chose pink flamingos as the decor for their McCarthy cabin, the statement they sought
was something altogether different. The Commissioner Cabin pink flamingos announce, “We’re
gaudy and proud of it.” They announce a gleeful eccentricity, an acceptance of what’s kitsch.
“The bird’s ascendance riegns as cogent evidence of the shake-up of the hegemony of highbrow
aesthetics,” claims Price in her own high-flying vocabulary.
Ironically the same lawn ornamentation that began as tasteful embrace of Nature as antiArtifice, now represents the embrace of Artifice as anti-Nature. Artificial vs. Au Naturale.
Today’s pink flamingos are an assault on uptight standards of social status. Pink flamingos
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represent a reversal of social status, an embrace of anti-snobbery. Human aesthetics is
complicated business. And sometimes the assertion of aesthetic symbolism becomes downright
vicious. Like when the town in California banned what they deemed to be an abundance of pink
lawn birds in a legal ordinance. Rebels of the plastic cause fought back. They called the
councilmen pinkoes, and then they did what any good rebel would do. They snuck around the
rules. They painted their flamingos blue—that obnoxious blue tarp tone of unbridled
independence

Colorful disputes over lawn decor are not confined to the snobby hills of California. In 1999,
Alaska’s Matanuska and Susitna Valleys near Anchorage considered tastefulness and lawn
ornamentation directly when a Clean-Up Ordinance proposed fines be enforced upon the owners
of private property that “significantly reduces the value of or unreasonably detracts from the
character of surrounding properties.” At the time, public complaints about junky yards were
second only to those about wild dogs. An Anchorage Daily News article entitled “Eyesore or
Entrepreneur” reviewed one scenario, apparently not uncommon.
Envision two sets of neighbors living in the Alaskan wilder-burbs. Val and Ed Musiafs log
home is a “virtual fortress of neatness.” Three years’ worth of perfectly stacked firewood dries
beneath a fully roofed woodshed. Flower baskets hang from the guttered eaves, adding color to a
manicured lawn. Right next door to the Musials are Sonny and Sherry Bentley, who live with
three kids in a Quonset hut. The Bentleys make their living recycling scrap metal.
The Musials were strong proponents of the Mat-Su Clean-up Ordinance that was passed by
the Borough Assembly in July of ‘99. The Bentleys, however, were a bit bent out of shape. They
complained about costs associated with relocating their junk. They also bemoaned a general loss
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of freedom they found distasteful for Alaska. “We knew we needed a place out in the country to
have our junk,” said Sherry. “I guess we’re still not far enough out.”
The assembly hearings on the Clean Up Ordinance attracted quite a crowd of impassioned
Alaskans. One woman complained she lost two potential sales of property due to eyesores on
nearby property. “But it's our constitutional right to keep private property as we please,” argued
another. “Are we a nation of free people or a nation of communists?” Borrowing Mother
Theresa’s adage, the freedom fighters continued: “Waste is a sin.” But clean-up proponents fought
back with their own spiritual motto: “Cleanliness is next to Godliness.”
After living in sight of blue tarp roofs and fifty-five junk cars along a 1/4 mile stretch of
highway, Paul Witten of Wasilla was ready to leave the Alaska altogether. “Do you ever wonder
why states in the Lower 48 have volumes of law?” he asked. “Here in the ’great land' no one cares
about your rights. They have theirs and that's all that counts. I’m moving south,” he said. “At
least there I can get mugged in a nice-looking neighborhood.”

The trials and tribulations of the Mat-Su Borough remind a resident that Alaska does remain a
kind of last frontier—at least when it comes to zoning and regulation. Should one person’s
freedom to do as she pleases contradict another person's freedom to live free from eyesores?
Should one person's freedom to live free from eyesores contradict another’s freedom to live free
from restriction? Freedom. Restriction. Restricted freedom. Regardless of what you call the
place, freedom remains a buzzword in Alaska.
In a wooded area about thirty miles northeast of Fairbanks and under three feet of
dirt and a light dusting of snow, Alaska State Troopers found a body Wednesday
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wrapped in a blue tarp and bound with duct tape. They believe it to be the body
of Joe Vogler, the founder of the Alaskan Independence Party.
This infamous blue tarp solved a sixteen-month mystery surrounding the murder of Joe
Vogler, one of Alaska’s most famous political radicals. Some would say Vogler committed his
life to the pursuit of personal freedom; others would say he wasted his life in a paranoid battle
against any form of government control. Certainly Vogler would have fought tooth and nail
against anything so ridiculous as a rule about how many tarps a man might have on his own
private property. “The only place communism is going to be left alive is in the United States,” he
used to rant. “We' re going to be ruled by a bunch of walkin', talkin' apes—a bunch of
bureaucrats.” Joe Vogler hated rules. Joe Vogler hated government. And Joe Vogler especially
hated the National Park Service. Vogler’s gripes with the Park Service usually centered upon
mining legislation, but in Alaska the National Park plays the bad guy in various battles involving
personal freedom vs. restriction. They even get involved with the whole question of junk and
frontier aesthetics.
Up the road five miles from the blue tarps and pink flamingos of McCarthy stand the red
and white remains of the historic Kennecott Mill Town. Between 1911-1938, Kennecott Copper
Corporation of JP Morgan and the New York City Guggenheims extracted $200,000,000 dollars
worth of high-grade chalcocite copper. In November of 1938, when the last Copper River
Northwest train pulled out, Kennecott became an industrial ghost town. For sixty years, the
thirteen-story concentration mill made a silent skyline aside the smokestacks of the old bunker-C
oil powerhouse. The company hospital rotted into the creek bed, but the three-story west
bunkhouse remained standing. When the Kennecott Copper Company sold their surface holdings
to a land development company, the bunkhouse became the perfect playfort for local kids of
Alaskan families who bought their own piece of the frontier pie.
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In the old days, the Kennecott company colors were red and white; in the interim period,
Kennecott was a Caspar-white ghost town, but lately there’s a whole lot of blue mixed in. A
1998 National Historic Landmark designation means the National Park Service now manages the
Kennecott Mill Town. Federal ownership means flags-a-flying. It also means historic
preservation: a whole bunch of blue tarps and some equally bright red tape.
There’s a real situational irony when the green-gray tradition of Yellowstone National Park
and the giant redwoods decides to purchase an industrial wasteland and then spend millions of
taxpayer greenbacks making a monument of corporate mining history. There’s a lot of irony in
the preservation of copper. The National Park using old growth Douglas fir to historically
resurrect the roofs above a pile of corporate mining junk? Joe Vogler would have turned over in
his grave, and quite a few McCarthyites also worry about the growing restrictions placed upon
what used to be a freedom-loving lifestyle.
Remember, rural Alaskans are attached to their junk, and in Kennicott, Alaska, that
attachment frequently includes screws and nails. For decades after the company shut down, the
Kennecott Mill Town served as a junk-scavenger’s paradise. In the old days, a homesteader could
go shopping at the company store; the location was convenient, and free was always a very good
price. Many McCarthy cabins have historic Kennecott windows somewhere inside them. One
family has a whole staircase sawed out to spec, and snow-machined up the mountain where it fits
perfectly into their log cabin loft. McCarthy-Kennicott locals used to call that kind of scavenging
“adaptive reuse” of “historic Kennicrap.” The Park Service now calls it “stealing federal
property.” Making a bunkhouse into a clubhouse is a form of adolescent trespass.
Managing Kennicott is no easy task with the current checkerboard of private and federal
ownership. Ironically, the same law that designates some desirable junk to be historic, designates
other desirable history to be junk. In the lingo of National Historic Landmark legislation,
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anything less than fifty years old is junk; anything older is an artifact. Private landowners were
understandably concerned when Cultural Landscape reports described their chicken coops as
“non-contributing artifacts,” or worse, “post-Kennicott era disturbances.” In general, locals fear
that federal management will lead to an undesirable sanitization of the Kennecott Mill Town.
They fear that funky-authentic Alaska will be replaced by a green and gray historic Disneyland.
Along with hauling out visitor garbage, the feds might haul away the local color of the place.
Freedom might be buried beneath tailing-piles of federal restrictions.
The prospect of National Landmark official history is particularly complicated in Alaska
parks where ANILCA (Alaska National Interest Land Claims Act) requires managers to consider
humans as part o f the ecosystem, not something to be systematically excluded. The prospect of
erasing contemporary human junk in the name of preserving official history is particularly
problematic when you recognize that Alaska parks are meant to interpret the “continuum of
human history” within wild landscapes. From Ahtna Athabascan time, through fur trading,
European explorarion, through prospecting, and into the present, Alaska Parks are meant to be a
homeland. Alaska Parks are not just Nature as a Place Away.
“Consistent with sound management principles, the utillization of public lands in Alaska is
to cause the least adverse impact possible on rural residents who depend upon subsistence uses of
the resources of such lands... the purpose of this title is to provide the opportunity for rural
residents engaged in a subsistence way of life to do so.” In its deepest vision, the ANILCA
legislation created a kind of land preservation that was not based upon systematic exclusion of
human beings. ANILCA acknowledged that Alaska was an inhabited wilderness when 50 million
acres were conveyed to the Department of Interior in 1981. Ironically, blue tarps are part of the
subsistence lifestyle that makes traditional Alaska what it is today. Local people have always
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lived in Alaska, and local people have the right to continue living with Nature in Alaska Parks—
they can haul their moose behind a boat, and they can stack their trees inside a woodshed.
The vision of ANILCA parks is a new one, and for many Park managers, ANILCA is an
unfortunate compromise to the traditional “Preserve and Protect” mission. Despite progressive
language, many Park managers do approach local people predominantly as a threat to Park
resources. Sometimes it seems Park superintendents would imagine and thereby manifest an
empty wilderness for backpackers in place of the homeland that has always been. They’d build a
Kennecott Historic Landmark that celebrates the human history that ended precisely fifty years
ago. National Park maintenance operations can use blue tarps during the process of historic
restoration, but by and large Park personnel arrive in Alaska with a well-developed taste for
Nature as Anti-Artifice. History is a quaint white canvas. Nature is a Place Away.

“To live close with the realities of life and death demands a perspective that relegates human
irritabilities to their proper place,” says Billie Wright, Alaska author and denizen of the northern
Brooks Range. I agree with Billie, living at the end of the road does tend to do some relegating of
a gal's ideals—especially ideals of the aesthetic nature. When I first came to Alaska, I also
wanted a place beyond contemporary human kitsch. I wanted grizzlies and glaciers; if there must
be towns, then historic towns please, with weathered wood, white canvas and garden greens. I
came to Alaska for wilderness adventure, for a slower pace of life, a kind of authenticity. What I
got was all of that and more: endless work and endless controversy, exposure to folks way
different than myself, their junky tarps and eventually my own.
“To live in harmony with others including spruce, willow, grass, water, cloud, wind, sun,
rock, the birds, animals, is essential, and still possible here if not elsewhere,” writes Billie. And
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ironically blue tarps are part of that harmony. In rural Alaska, blue tarps are your allies because
they serve their function, because doing more with less is something to be proud of, and because
making do with what’s on hand often is the only means of making do at all. In the middle of
winter it doesn’t matter what something looks like as long as it does the job.
“To live in harmony... is essential, and still possible, here, if not elsewhere.” But how
does the Park manage for a continuum of human history? Questions of form, function and
aesthetics are central to the controversies between the National Park Service and rural Alaskan
residents. At deepest levels wilderness advocates want to preserve the functioning ecosystem
alongside its scenic form, and so do rural Alaskans. But on the surface remains a clash between
people who value wilderness as a Place Away and people who want to live as part of Nature:
hunting and eating it, burning and tarping it.
Most folks want something from yesterday saved for tomorrow, but they also want the
liberty to participate freely in their world today. How does a community find balance between
freedom and restriction, a balance between tolerance and complacency? How much is too much?
How much is enough? Those tarps in the yard are mighty useful, but too many sure does make
the homestead look tacky. It can be tough to draw clean lines. The frontier is a boundary that also
beckons. Alaska is a kind of last frontier, and Alaskans are rough—or sometimes frayed—along
their edges.

SECTION II

Neighbors
The beauty o f a mountain means nothing
if there is no passionate commitment to
the human society dwelling in its shadows.
Mary Tall Mountain
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Tracking the Alphabets

Yesterday a trapper showed me a story about the underlife of river otters. Landing his airplane on
a taiga pond he traced the furrowed tracks towards holes in winter lake ice. Look—how the back
paws land right where the front paws landed. Look—how the long body bounds—eleven feet in
one oily-fur, sleek-belly motion—and look—how the whisker-faced one was laughing as he
slides.

For months the trapper searches for openings in the lenses that separate this world of sun from
what’s beneath. He notices the signs of entrances and exits. From the air he sees where otters have
run cross-country, tracklines linking lake-to-white-lake like lacework, like script scrawled out
across the spruce and wind and snow page. From the ground he speaks of weeks that pass with no
apparent exits—the air created when water shrinks—underworlds beneath the ice, and otters
breathing in cold crevices of darkness.

One poet asks, who made the world? I ask, who makes these moments, and what will the mind
next uncover? The swimming, yes, I can imagine that much, and the fish bones gathered in scats.
Even those long treks seem possible. What I never imagined were the shorelines of space. Otters
run circles beneath underbellies of ice, and yesterday, on the surface, we too lay down tracks, the
wind and memory piling. Today I lay new lines along the page: where are my own dark
lakeshores, and what are the lenses that hide them? Winter is so long, and spring is always
arriving. I don't know exactly what a prayer is. I do know how to exit into sunlight. I know how
to lay down tracks, how to look—and step into the line.
The Alphabets are a name for the foothills to the Alaska Range
that form the headwaters o f the Gulkana River, Southcentral Alaska
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Trapper Brad

M ost Alaskans plug in their cars. Brad Scotton of Gakona plugs in his airplane. He calls his 1940
Piper J3 a “not-so-super” Supercub. The tiny, red and white airplane is definitely funky Alaskan,
complete with duct tape around the windows. Brad’s army surplus mukluks are also ripped; his
faded coveralls are the imitation Carhart variety—cheap, yet super-insulated. On top is a bulky
polypro pullover. He doesn’t wear a parka. “The good thing about late winter,” says Brad, “is
that the days are long enough you can wait for them to warm up some.”
By ten a.m. on the third Sunday of February, the mercury has crept up to minus fifteen
Fahrenheit. As we arrive at the Gakona airstrip, Sandy Scotton jumps out of the truck and
immediately into action. Wearing ripped jeans, a fleeced-lined flannel, and a blond braid trailing
beneath a hand-sewn fox hat, Sandy’s bush aesthetic complements the hippie-looking airplane.
Her look is casual, but her approach to the cold morning tasks is all business. Even in bunny
boots, my toes will tolerate no standing around. I help her pull the nylon covers off the Cub wings
while Brad pops the Dodge hood to clamp a twelve-volt fuel pump onto the truck battery.
This is the routine of the Scotton winter weekends. Sandy drops Brad at the airstrip in
the morning, and then he buzzes the cabin at night so she can drive the mile to retrieve him.
Sandy would fly with “Bradley” more often, but there’s no room in the plane with heavy cargos
of bait and traps and carcasses to transport. As a friend, I feel privileged to tag along.
I met Sandy Scotton when she was serving as the Adult Basic Ed coordinator and I was
teaching English at the Prince William Sound Community College in Glennallen. The following
June she came to our teachers’ workshop in McCarthy. During a long sauna at my cabin, we
discovered the parallels of our lives. Bom exactly three days after me, Sandy was my Gemini
twin, living unknowingly right across the mountain. I met Brad when he flew out to join Sandy at
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the McCarthy airstrip. That weekend I loaned them my pickup for Kennicott sightseeing, and the
next time I drove through Gakona they sent me home with white packages of halibut, sheep, and
caribou for my freezer. Lately, my overnight visits to the couple’s cozy Gakona cabin have
become important midwinter rituals for all of us.
Just a few weeks ago, we decorated a hand-cut Christmas tree with garlands of poppy
seed heads and rosehips. Now I’m back for a promised trapping adventure. If Sandy is jealous
that I’m riding in Brad’s passenger seat this morning, she doesn’t show it. Instead she laughs
heartily as she introduces me to the airplane Brad paid $17,000 for on April Fool’s Day of 1995.
“That was a lot of money at the time, but Brad’s friends told him, ‘You can’t fly your
house, but you can sleep in your airplane.’” From the look of their grins, neither Scotton has
regretted the purchase.
For my sake, Sandy does make Brad remove the Folgers coffee can of scent-attractants
from the airplane. Offering an initiatory sniff, he stashes the powerful “gusto” skunk gland in the
bed of the pickup and—as a final chore before takeoff—transfers the commercial fox piss from a
one gallon bottle into a pint-sized flask. Sandy gets a hug from each of us. Brad reviews the
whereabouts of the plane’s emergency equipment. He checks my shoulder strap seatbelt, pulls on
his own well-scarred flight helmet, and we’re off.

Mostly I’ve been looking forward to this promised day of aerial trapping with Brad: an
opportunity to learn from a pro, a chance to fly some new country. But last night, in the Scotton’s
guest bed, I also felt a bit uneasy. Would my bad toes stay warm enough in an airplane all day?
Would I know enough not to be a nuisance to Brad while he was trapping? Falling asleep I also
felt an ethical twinge. Trapping should not be just about adventure. Trapping should not be an
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excuse for spending a glorious day in the air. Trapping is about killing animals—and trapping
wolves in Alaska is about killing the last of what’s truly wild.
Sandy Scotton told me once about riding in Brad’s jump seat with a wolfs still-warm
body sprawled across her lap. I have seen the life inside a she-wolf s eye; would I be ready to
hold that life in death?
Over a Saturday supper of sheep steak, garden potatoes and my imported Sam’s Club
salad, Brad voiced his own concerns about our plans. At many places along his trapping line, he
will not be able to land safely with my extra weight in the Cub. If he sees animals in one of those
traps he may have to leave me on a different lake and come back later. In general, I might be
disappointed by the day’s activities. Mostly we’ll spot for wolf kills and pull some marten sets
before the season closure.
Brad also worries that I can never understand what trapping’s about in just one day.
“There’s so much to learn. And really, I’m just an amateur. Other folks know so much more
than I do. You ought to fly with Harley. You ought to spend a day with Schlenker. They’re the
real experts of this country and its critters.” I nod and also chuckle. I have known Brad
frequently to be humble. And I also know there’s a reason why the “experts” have taken him in as
friend. I know that Brad is the only one I’d want to learn about this kind of death from.

After catapulting down the snowy airstrip and lifting into the winter skies, I am not nauseated by
odors, nor unnerved by my ideals, but I am dizzied by the sights beneath our wings. Three
hundred sixty degrees of mountain and taiga. Taiga and mountain. As we head east above the
Copper River, the Wrangell volcanoes loom behind us like a pantheon of snow-clad Gods. One
big lenticular cloud makes a cap atop Mt. Drum, while Sanford stands utterly clear, its glaciated
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ridgeline stretching for miles towards the lowland Chistochina. To our southeast, moist coastal
air has miraged the Talkeetna Range into a granite castle, and further south still, the Chugach
form the series of ridgelines that divide this clear, cold interior from the clouds of Prince William
Sound.
I have never flown in this part of the Wrangells before today, and adjusting my headset, I
leech on to Brad’s familiarity. “That gap is Tazlina Lake. And that peak, Mt. Marcus Baker.”
Through the aging intercom, Brad’s voice is scratchy, but enthusiastic.
“During winter, Alaska has the best air quality on Earth. It’s because of the high latitude
and the absence of air pollution. In the lower 48 you get twenty miles of visibility. Today we’ve
got one hundred fifty,” he says, dipping the wing to reveal the summit of Denali like a tiny
fingernail of rock and ice along the northwestern horizon.
For Brad Scotton, aerial trapping Alaska’s interior is a farm boy’s dream-come-true. He
set his first trap back in Iowa at nine years old, and he hasn’t missed a season since. In the
Midwest he caught mink and beaver mostly, but since then he’s trapped just about every animal
in the mammal guide. On the logs upstairs at his and Sandy’s cabin hang at least forty skins
arranged by size: fisher, weasel, marten, otter, fox, coyote, wolf, and wolverine. Their tan, black
and rust-colored fur covers one whole wall. Suspended from the post above their staircase is a
huge white lynx with paws still attached, and downstairs, the sleek, brown circles of beaver pelts
cover the arms of two sofas. Next to the kitchen window, Brad’s even displayed a red-back vole,
skin stretched to cover the area of my palm spread wide open. He’s a serious trapper, but he also
has a sense of humor about his trade.
Brad drove to Alaska three days after graduating high school in 1989. It was the year of
the Exxon Valdez oil spill. His first job was at a gas station near Fairbanks, but then he applied
for a fish-tech position at the cannery in Cordova. “I scored that job at 18 with no experience and
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made more money counting salmon than I ever made working my ass off on a farm,” he says. “I
thought I’d died and gone to heaven.” Come September, the Iowa farm boy had a scholarship for
the University of Alaska Fairbanks program in wildlife biology. He used his first summer’s
earnings to pay for his initial flight training.
Today, following my initial orientation, pilot Brad ignores the mountain scenery, keeping
his trapper eyes glued to the tracks along the winding Gulkana River 300 feet beneath our wings.
The frozen surface is a scroll covered in a foreign script that Brad translates aloud. “Bounding fox
means late winter: the snow is getting deep. Lynx look like a string of perfect round pearls.” He
is patient with my ignorance. The mess of grass is a moose bed. “And down there, just past the
Sourdough cabins...

He circles the plane back so I can recognize the long, punctuated furrow

of an otter run.
Then, returning to the Gulkana, he drops low to point out directionality in wolf tracks.
“Canines will kick a dusting of snow ahead of them as they run,” hs says. I understand his
concept, but from the window of the swiftly moving airplane I cannot see the the distinctions
Brad reads in the tracks beneath us.

Last night on the couches in Gakona, I asked Brad to describe his own process of learning about
wild animals. Growing up on a farm in Iowa, his grandparents were like a second set of parents
to him, he said, recounting how his granddad sparked his own interest by telling about his own
boyhood trapping antics. “You know the old story, one room schoolhouse, and uphill both ways
through the snow.” Except Brad’s granddad snared a mink enroute, and forty years later the story
flared like a gas-soaked rag in his grandson’s psyche. “Trapping was all that I could think about.”
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When Brad caught the trapping fever, it had been years since his grandad or anyone else
in the family had set a trap. It was a neighbor who offered Brad three used No.l longsprings. He
set the traps that first time without the help of anyone. “That whole first winter I didn’t catch a
single animal. The funny thing was, not catching anything only made me more determined.”
The following summer Brad read everything he could about trapping. He even talked the
school librarian into buying Fur, Fish and Game magazine. The next season he bought three
more traps with his own money, and by the end of that winter he’d caught two beaver and one
muskrat. Even Brad’s grandad was impressed by the ten-year-old’s harvest.
Twenty years later Brad can tell about his first forty pound beaver like it was yesterday:
the body, half-sunken, the rear sticking out like a stump from the open creek water. Twenty years
later it’s also clear that young trapper Brad is still learning.
“Otters run way farther than you think,” he says. “Sometimes you’ll see where they head
out cross country for no apparent reason. One day they’ll run for miles, and then next day they’ll
disappear beneath the ice for weeks without a sign. “Wolves usually won’t return to a caribou kill
even when there’s plenty of good meat left.”
This winter some of Brad’s lessons have been hard ones. This year, due to the rapid
decline in snowshoe hare population, his traps have been marauded repeatedly. Once he arrived
to find a wolverine two-thirds eaten in a matter of days. Two otters were devoured by red fox,
and last week, some ermine were scavenged also, one of them completely gone. Brad’s usually
cheerful face turns stem when referencing these losses. “One thing’s for sure, everything's
hungry this winter.”
This year, Brad’s marten counts have also been low for no apparent reason. It might just
be a poor year for reproductive success, but Brad offers another theory. “Some folks think the
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snowshoe hare peak brings raptor numbers up. Then, when the hares crash, the raptors target the
martens instead.” It’s an idea that makes sense, says Brad, but there’s no real way to prove it.
After his undergraduate work at UAF, Brad went south for a master’s degree in
Montana., but then he came straight back. He worked a few research stints in Antarctica, but
most of his adult life he’s called Alaska home. At thirty-one, he now serves as the assistant area
biologist for Game Management Unit 13 of the Alaska Department of Fish and Fame. Sandy
drops him at the Glennallen office and then continues down the road to her fisheries biology job
at the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park headquarters. Although they look a bit like hippies, the
Scottons call themselves bureaucrats these days. “Copper Basin bureaucrats.” Some weeks Brad
gets to fly aerial surveys for work, but a lot of days he sits through meetings. On a lot of days
trapping is what Brad thinks about while sitting beneath fluorescent lights at the office.

On our day of February trapping, we have been air bound for twenty minutes, and I am shoving
the “horse cock” heater hose into my boot, when Brad swings the Cub sharp to the left.
“Looks like a kill trail,” he shouts through the headset.
A minute later he has the plane circled back so I can see where a single line of wolf
tracks diverged into a chaotic mess. One whole oxbow of the Gulkana West Fork is covered with
blood and dog prints. On a third pass, I become distracted by the island-like depressions of
scavenging ravens. Their isolated wing prints are an anomaly in the otherwise linear lines of the
winter tracks. I crane my neck in poetic reverie. Brad, meanwhile, has located the red/brown
body of a moose wedged between some spruce trees with magpies circling above.
“You might get to see some action after all,” he squawks, readying the plane for landing.
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It’s not unusual for Brad to sight wolf-kills when he flies, but it is rare that he can land
within approachable proximity. Despite my extra weight, he feels confident about the snowcovered ice of the oxbow beneath us. On a second overpass, before I can get nervous about the
landing, he’s dropped the Cub back to Earth and the engine surges loudly as Brad taxis back and
forth through deep snow, hardening a strip for take-off.
When he finally cuts the engine and we crawl outside, the winter world is startling in its
silence. Immediately I recognize the appeal of his winter pastime. Aerial trapping is not just
about chasing animals. It’s also this—dropping down in the middle of nowhere; entering remote
winter in any instant and hopefully returning to the warm wife within a matter of hours.
As I scurry behind the Cub tail for a pee, Brad unloads his white plastic trash bag of
snares. Before my feet can feel the chill, we are potholing through black spruce towards the kill
site. Had it been up to me, we might have wandered disoriented for hours, but with Brad in the
lead, we approach the moose carcass directly, careful to keep our own tracks away from the
wolves’ own kill-trail.
“You’re always shedding scent,” warns Brad. “Skin cells just fall off of you, and canines
live through their noses. Wolves, especially, are ultra-skittish.” When we arrive at the moose
carcass, the air is alive with the odor of meat and ammonia. “Raven shit smells good to a wolf
trapper. Rub your boots on the meat to cover up your human scent,” says Brad. And I follow his
example.
The moose carcass is a charged magnet in the otherwise inert winter world. Standing in
such proximity, I feel the life that encircles this one animal’s death. I’ve lived in Alaska for more
than a decade now, and I’ve never come across a fresh moose carcass in the wilds. I’ve seen
dozens of caribou gut piles killed by enlisted men from the air force base at King Salmon; I’ve
seen what’s left of a Dali sheep after an avalanche—hair balls and bones, not a spot of meat come
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spring. This moose is different. The carcass has a tangible aura contrasted against the otherwise
blank slate of winter. Coarse, brown hairs make a messy halo around the shining ribs and carrion
and the whole scene is littered by the sign of defecating scavengers.
Brad himself is visibly excited. Unusually slow to speak, he’s practically a jabbering
magpie while investigating the scene of the wolf kill. “The tracks aren’t real fresh, but it must be
a fairly new kill since the ravens are still on it. Sometimes if the wolf pack is still nearby they’ll
howl at you, and that’s no good. The idea is for the wolves to not know we’ve been here.”
Pulling back the lips to probe the molars, he decides the moose was a young female.
Continuing to survey the scene, he concludes that the cow fell on her side. Beneath the bare rib
cage remain an estimated 300 pounds of frozen meat. “Probably a two year old cow—prime of its
life—taken down by a smallish pack. Four, maybe five wolves max, judging by the number of
satellite trails.” Brad’s observations confirm what he already believes to be true: even a small
pack of wolves can and willkill whatever animal they set their sights on.
Leftover meat is a good thing for a wolf trapper; a small pack is more likely to return to a
carcass. As he prepares to set snares around the carcass, Brad performs his tasks carefully, like
an intricate dance. Maybe it’s superstition, maybe it’s an attempt to avoid scent cells, but for
these minutes Brad works like his every move matters.
From the clean garbage sack, he pulls new cotton work gloves, the yellow fibers bright
against the otherwise green-white spruce forest. When setting a kill, Brad usually wears new
gloves, but never fresh from the package—the factory smells might make a wolf suspicious.
Instead the snares and gloves alike have hung in the open air outside their cabin for days before
being packed loosely in the trash bags.
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Setting a moose kill in Alaska is the World Series of trapping. Brad has frequently snared
two wolves at one site. Three at once is his most so far, but his neighbor Mark Schlenker once
caught eight in one shot. Speaking of it, Brad’s voice reflects a touch of envy alongside respect.
Setting snares around a moose carcass is a trapper’s best bet for catching wolves, but the
opportunity doesn’t come around very often. So far since November, Brad’s only been able to
land his plane at three different kill-sites. This moose makes four. Returning to the island of
stench that surrounds the carcass where I wait, he reviews his strategic choices.
“Do you set the main trail or only the satellites? A snare on the main trail means you’re
almost guaranteed to catch the front individual, but chances are the rest of the pack will never re
enter the area. If you set the satellite feeding trails you might get more than one in a shot.”
Today Brad’s approach targets multiple animals. Hopping catlike through deep snow he
sneaks up behind the satellite trails, attaching the snares to trees or shrubs and then leaning long
to extend the wire across the trail. Testing each hair-triggered snare lock, he adjusts and readjusts
the height of the wire’s oval openings.
“You have to imagine the wolves walking down the trail,” he says. “Are they going to
have their head up, or are they going to have their head down. Are they going to see the snare?
Or is there a way to camouflage the wire within the branches of the brush or spruce trees?”
Yesterday, he saw where a wolf walked within two feet then backtracked around the snare.
“Wolves are way smarter than you’d think.”
After ten minutes, when Brad’s set is complete and we are potholing back to the Cub, my
mind is reeling with questions. I think it was Brad’s comment about Mark’s eight wolves-atonce. Now I want all the numbers. How many wolves in how many square miles, and how many
wolves trapped annually? My mind is loud with questions that challenge the silence of the empty
winter scene.
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As a biologist, Brad not only knows his own harvest numbers, he also knows the
populations of the entire management unit off the top of his head.
“Two years ago we estimated 600 individuals. But last year, the unit had a record
harvest: two hundred sixty-five wolves taken by trappers, snow machine hunters, and incidental
kills.”
“Two hundred sixty-five wolves killed? Right here in the Copper Basin?”
Brad is quick to add a comment about compensatory reproduction. “Up to a forty percent
harvest rate is considered sustainable. The more wolves you take, the more litters of pups
produced. And the more wolves you take, the larger the wolf-litter size.”
Not till later, back in Gakona, do I get to the details about Brad’s personal harvest
numbers. He got ten wolves last season. This year, so far, he’s caught seven. Schlenker, his
neighbor, got thirty-two in 2001, including the eight-in-one harvest.
Trapping by airplane, Brad theoretically has the bird’s eye advantage, but he only goes at
it on weekends, and he tends to focus on other critters in November and December. Mark
Schlenker traps for a living; from November through April he’s out on his snow machine more
days than not. Selling furs is Mark’s primary income. For Brad, trapping is mostly a hobby. If
he’s lucky, the sale of fur pays for his winter’s flight bills. Even with an old beater airplane, av
gas and maintenance are expensive. This year he bought a new engine for his Cub. If he looks at
it just in terms of economics, it would take years of good harvests and good prices for his income
to meet his cost. But trapping is also what keeps Brad in the air. The average recreational pilot
clocks two hours a month. Brad usually books twenty at the rudder. Trapping keeps Brad out in
the country every weekend.
I don’t mention it while we’re high-flying the Wrangells, but I do know many people
who would cringe to think of trapping as a hobby. Killing animals for entertainment does sound
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bad, but if you look only at the economics, trapping is a hobby for Brad. He doesn’t need the
animals to survive; he traps because he loves it. Killing animals for pleasure does sound awful,
but I wonder, how do Brad’s weekends compare to other contemporary pastimes?
Brad’s tattered polypropylene came used from the Value Village in Fairbanks, and his
airplane was also used when he bought it a dozen years ago. As a wildlife biologist, Brad Scotton
knows what he does on the weekend is sustainable. Meanwhile I go backpacking and buy a
hamburger along the road. Or I stay home and cook a Sam’s Club Boca burger, thereby
supporting a corporate soybean farm, a factory to package it, plus three thousands miles of
shipping fuel to reach the Fairbanks market. My aging backpack was bought from a small
company in Montana, but still it’s made from petroleum products, and last I heard, even Dana
Design was sending their gortex to sweatshops overseas.
What’s worse really, eating the tofu of a long-lost ecosystem, or eating a cow moose who
roams the still-wild taiga? What’s worse, chasing a wolf, or chasing every other thing that entices
our consumptive fancy? Is it better to know the death you cause, or just to wonder about it each
time you turn on the network news? Everything we do these days has impacts—some of them
obvious, some of them precariously obscured. As a trapper, Brad smells the blood spilt by his
own hand; he feels the cold world every weekend, and afterwards, he can sit on the couch and
count the lives that hang upon his handhewn logs.

After setting the Gulkana River moose-kill, the rest of my day with Brad is relatively anticlimactic. Heading towards the Alphabets Range, we check some wolf sets from the air, then
land to pull marten traps before the March 1st season closure. On one lake Brad finds a wolf
transit trail that looks well-traveled, and proceeds to bury a leg hold trap, using a plastic spatula to
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disguise the surface of the snow so not even a human could suspect the metal down beneath.
Flying another hour to the east, we land next to a beautiful draw of open water, and together
deciper the tracks where otters played. We see where they sunned themselves on a rock and
where a curious fox came by to check out the action. Taking off a fourth time, the Cub engine
startles a herd of seven caribou, and we watch their fluid motion while southern skies hint
towards sunset and our own bellies hint towards supper.
The final destination of our February journey is an overflight of the Scotton’s own cabin
on the Copper River bluff. Brad buzzes low above the picture windows, and a few minutes later,
when we’re on the ground in Gakona, Sandy drives up in the Dodge. She tells me to warm up in
the cab while she helps Brad shut down the airplane. Soon we are back at the kitchen counter
eating homemade pizza with moose sausage and caribou burger, a bottle of Merlot to warm up
the cheeks.

The next morning when Brad and Sandy drive off to the office at 7:30 a.m. there’s homemade
leftovers packed in their Ziploc lunch bags, and for me, there’s a thermos of real-perked coffee. I
hold the mug warm in my hands while absorbing the view of the Wrangells out the window.
Outside the snow-covered yard is blackened with the hulls of sunflower seeds, and redpolls arrive
with regularity. On the windowsill tiny stones of copper ore fill an oyster shell. The bivalve
shape is rough outside, but iridescent blue/green within. Sipping my fresh-ground Starbucks, the
Scotton’s home feels like its own pearly splendor surrounded by what’s rough and raw.
Brad left a load of spruce inside the woodstove, and inside their warm log home Sandy’s
houseplants are thriving. Yesterday, while we were flying, she ordered her seeds for next
summer’s garden starts, and her kitchen counters are lined with the previous summer’s harvest.
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Quarts of dried morelles stand next to homegrown herbs in Mason pints. One glass jar is full of
flower petals collected from the yard.
Each time I visit Brad and Sandy we eat a different wild food from the freezer. Once
they fed me halibut stir-fry. Once I brought a bucket of butter clams from Prince William Sound,
and we ate them alongside raviolis hand-stuffed with morelles and garden spinach. In Brad and
Sandy’s home the Alaska dream is alive and thriving, a dream grounded in simplicity, hard work,
and active appreciation of the wild lands that make up their own backyard.
The Scottons don’t have many peers in Gakona, but the strength of their marriage makes
up for the isolation. As individuals they are different as the summer day is long, but their
marriage really does seem destined; you can feel it in the home they built. When they met on a
train in southern Chile, Sandy was an East Coast hippie-girl traveling home from a Peace Corps
stint and Brad was a Midwestern conservative, returning from a research season in Antarctica.
Sandy was Merlot on a blanket; Brad was a half-rack of cheap beer in the bam. That they found
each other at all is testimony to the charmed quality of their life.
Their marriage is strong, but it has not been easy. When Sandy moved to Alaska, Brad
was living in a one-room cabin off Old Murphy Dome Road in Fairbanks that would soon
become the first house Sandy made into a home. When Brad got the job in Glennallen, Sandy
had to leave her Fairbanks friends for a highway town where biologists are still confused with
game wardens; a town where the culture revolves around a big church and one pub with a pool
table. The three of us often giggle about Brad and Sandy’s divergent politics. They rarely vote
the same ticket, and the physical work of their lifestyle is also never ending. If Brad’s not
trapping, he’s log building. If Sandy’s not tilling the soil, she’s putting up food. Sheep hunting is
a shared vacation in a marriage that rarely takes a weekend off.
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Fetching my yogurt from Sandy’s refrigerator, I read a magnet amongst the photos of the
Scottons’distant family. The words are Louisa May Alcott’s:

in the sunshine/ are

my highest aspirations/1 may not reach them/ but I can look up/ see their beauty/ believe in them/
and try to follow where they lead. Nearby on the staircase, a tapestry quotes the words of Gandhi:
“We must be the change we want to see in the world." Aphorisms like that should not be earned
so easily as a magnet or a banner, but looking around the Scotton’s house, I see manifest vision.
The effort hasn’t always been easy, but in the Scotton’s home you can see the results have been
worth the effort.
Last night on the couch, Brad revealed his own brand of dilemma. At thirty years old,
he’s realized his main aspirations. So what’s he going to do with the rest of the years? He was
not being arrogant in any way. He really wanted to know. Where does a farm boy from Iowa go
after being a wildlife biologist in Alaska? After claiming the 46,000 acre Gulkana River
wilderness, where does a trapper set next?
“I guess it’s time to start thinking about the next generation,” I said, as Sandy rolled her
eyes from the other end of the couch.
This morning on the far side of the refrigerator, I find a list of goals scribbled on a blue
sheet of sticky paper. Presumably the words lay out a five-year vision for the couple:
Float the Pore
Kill Spring Bear
Duck Hunt Cordova
Finish House
Build Greenhouse
Buy New Truck
Hike Goat Trail
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Open Fly-In B&B
Get Out o f Debt
Publish Paper
When I read the words at 9:40 a.m. on my own indulgent morning, the sun has risen above the
Wrangells to shine on Sandy’s handwritten script. On the backside of the fridge I spy one of
those magnetized poem kits.
a / rip / ed / pant / s / moment / would / beat / a / spring / beaver / trudge / a n / y /
day / & / we / say /watch / for / a / tiny / smear / o f / crush / ed / delicate / juice /
rose / s / & /you / like / elaborate / honey / pounding.

one / lick / o f / breast
meat.
Later Brad will admit the word play is his doing, not Sandy’s.

Heading out to my car I pass a pile of coyote, wolf and lynx carcasses stashed at the edge of the
yard where the ravens can pick away at the frozen meat. Their death stands in marked contrast to
the refrigerator bright with love poems and family photos. Collecting my things from the garage,
I smell the strong musk of death. I touch the skinned-out carcass of a marten—the red flesh
encrusted to a piece of cardboard.
“Skinning a marten is like peeling off a t-shirt,” said Brad at nine p.m.the night before.
And it was remarkable to witness the fluid ease with which he stripped the pelt—even more
remarkable to witness the discipline with which he to returned to that garage after eight hours of
cold flying and two glasses of dinner wine.
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“How does it

feel to be a professional killer?” I asked, as he peeled the pelt away fr

the marten’s abdomen.
“To me humans are part of the ecosystem,” he said. “I don’t see how anyone can argue
that humans are not part of nature. We’re obviously the single most influential animal on the
planet. 6.5 billion of us, and granted most humans aren’t hunting and trapping, but a lot of them
are subsistence hunting or subsistence farming in third world countries. They’re killing what they
need to live. We’re clearly a big player in the system. Everybody’s killing something.”
As his fingers followed the marten’s muscles we talked about the wider implications of
today’s ecological consciousness. “Trapping just happens to be very related to life and death,”
said Brad. “Most people are separated by two or three layers of middle men between the death
they cause and their dinner or their car and its north slope oil. But we can’t avoid being part of it.
There’s a movement in the United States that says we should just stand back and watch and
observe and not be part of it. We should have no impact on the planet. And that’s a philosophy, I
guess, that’s a legitimate philosophy, but it’s not mine. Most people aren’t going to go out and
kill a wolf and that’s fine, but I enjoy pursuing them.”
There was a grin on his face when he said it.

Returning to the Scottons a month later, I find Brad in the garage. This time’s he has a creamcolored wolf under his skinning knife. The place smells like blood and meat and more. Mobey,
the black Labrador, is pacing and whining.
“The bitch was in heat when I got her,” explains Brad, and dead now, for just a few
hours, the she-wolf s presence still makes the pet-dog antsy.
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Like Mobey’s, my own diaphragm tenses towards the scents and sights of this skinning.
Maybe I am road-weary from the long day of winter driving, but the w olfs presence disarms me.
Skinning a wolf does not feel the same as skinning a marten. According to Brad, the cream wolf
is not overly large, but to my own sense of scale, her head is enormous, her muscles bulging
unlike anything I know of domesticated dogs. Her tongue hangs out the left side of jaws clenched
down by rigormortis. Brad fingers the rough, pink flesh to show where the end was once bitten
off and eventually healed over.
It takes Brad an hour to skin-out a wolf. Before I arrived, he sawed through the leg bones
that now point erect towards the garage ceiling. His knife works the freckled viscera of her pelt
away from the dark solidity of the carcass. As he patiently pulls her skin from her muscle, I
fondle the still-taut cartillage of her ears. Beneath my thumb her mane is rougher than I might
have thought. Cleaned and combed, the tanned pelts on the log walls upstairs suggest gentler
lives, but this wolf in the garage is entirely feral.
Brad snared the cream wolf at Porkchop Lake. We didn’t land there together but I
vaguely remember seeing the porkchop-shape of the pond’s surface from the airplane window. I
feel a certain relief that this wolf did not come to the moose kill we set together.
“Those wolves entered only as far as the kill trail and then turned around. I did get a
coyote in one of the snares,” says Brad. “But only one wolf came all the way back to the kill, and
even that one didn’t feed on the moose carcass. Maybe he smelled the coyote. Maybe he
smelled us.”
It occurs to me to feel guilty—maybe I didn’t contain my scent cells effectively. Maybe
my mixed emotions jinxed what should have been a good set. It occurs to me to feel guilty, but I
can’t quite summon the emotion.
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As he works his knife towards the pelvis Brad points out a hematoma six that taints the
muscles surrounding the she-wolf s ribs. The black circle is six inches in diameter and ominous to
look at. “She was kicked by a moose most likely,” he says. I think back to his words on the lake
back in February.
“The fate of any wild animal is death, one way or another, and it’s generally not pretty. A
wolf gets killed by a person or.. .it gets kicked by a moose. Its leg gets broken, and it starves to
death eventually. Maybe it gets killed by another pack of wolves. No matter how you slice it, a
w olfs going to die a violent death. It’s never pretty.”
Staring at the wolf on the table, I have to agree. Everything about her reeks of violence
and suffering. When Brad pulls back the black flesh of the lip to show the she-wolf s dark and
rotting teeth, I pull back involuntarily. Based on her periodontal decay, Brad guesses she was
nine or ten years old—the oldest female he’s ever trapped. “It's hard to make it as an animal once
you lose your teeth,” he says. Brad’s biopsy is matter-of-fact, but with the cream-colored paw
filling my hand, I still feel nauseous. Nine or ten years, she moved through the wild Wrangellia
tundra—and now never again.

Later that night, driving the long road to McCarthy, the memory of the dead she-wolf remains a
tightening in my chest, and for the first time I fight a tendency to make judgment against Brad
Scotton’s wolf-trapping ways. I do not want to be critical of my neighbors’ lives. In Brad and
Sandy’s home I’ve witnessed a vigilance and kind of grace I’d want for everyone. More than any
that I know, the Scotton’s marriage seems solid, grounded in their mutual love for landscape and
one another. They’ve built a home with their own hands; they’ve tilled a garden and filled their
freezer with animals harvested from their own backyard. And yes, “harvest” is a weak synonym
for “kill,” but it’s also an appropriate verb to describe their cyclical lifestyle.
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Because they have cash earnings from the federal and state government, it’s easy to
question the Scottons’ version of subsistence, but subsistence is not just about economy;
subsistence is not just about feeding the belly; subsistence is also about feeding the human
psyche. Everyone has to keep their soul alive. Killing wild animals may seem like a cruel way to
go about it, but the furs on Brad’s walls are immortalized where they hang. Brad’s passion for
wild animals has sustained him since he was nine years old. The gratification of the trapper is
rarely immediate. Trapping is work, and more work—after eight hours flying through subzero
temperatures, Brad’s very cell membranes are stretched to exhaustion, and yet he turns to the
chore of skinning when Sandy’s meal is done.
In the Scotton’s Gakona garage, the smell of death is also the smell of life, and driving
home to McCarthy, I want to remember how spending a day trapping with Brad made be believe
that killing animals is one way to keep this huge, hard Alaska place alive inside you. In my
memory of trapping, Brad and I are in the air—exhausted to our very cells—and flying home
towards the Wrangells amber-toned now with February dusk. In my memory, I am looking
forward to the lilac moment of last light we will enjoy with Sandy in the kitchen back in Gakona.
Seated behind him with the Cub’s heater hose tucked inside my jacket, I cannot see Brad
Scotton’s face, but I know his grin is there when—for a moment of well-earned fun—he cuts that
Piper engine, circles towards one more empty lake and touches down, just barely, to lay a line of
tracks along the snow, then lift away.
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Half-a-gas-can
“Skin means everything and nothing
when you ’re half-a-gas-can Athabascan.
Ruth Ann Warden

”

Ruthie’s Mom is Athabascan;
her dad is from New Jersey; he plays Dylan on guitar.
Together they all live above the green Tazlina River
two cars in the garage, and shed out back,
handmade from painted plywood.
From the creamy tone of Ruthie’s skin
you’d never guess she’s Indian. Her sister’s skin
some reason yes, you see the Athabascan
and in her cousins too, the ones who live in plywood
houses. The tension in their lives is like guitar
strings before they snap. In those houses kids snap back
at drunks with drooping faces. In winter all they eat is salmon from the river.
Ruthie too, has been to fishcamp along the Copper River.
For days she’s lived with silts stuck to her skin
and Chugach Mountains at her back.
At fishcamp, Ruthie’s Grandma smokes salmon in the Athabascan
way. She tells stories out from the air, with no book, no guitar,
just memory. Ruthie gathers firewood,
spruce and birch, alder for the smoke, and driftwood
too. The fishcamp fires rise for days beside the Copper River.
The fishwheel turns a drum beat, with wind and water as its guitar
and silt grinds in with fish slime on her skin.
At fishcamp, Ruthie becomes one with all that’s Athabascan,
One with salmon, one with silt, one with the mountains at her back.
At fishcamp, a grandma’s stories carry Ruthie back
to Distant time, to potlatch, back before plywood,
before paint, before there was a word for someone Athabascan.
A Grandma’s stories take Ruthie back, and then the stories bring a white man up the river,
White man with lightning water, white man with winter weasel in his skin,
A single white man and then the rest, the plywood, the guitars.
When summer ends and school begins, Ruth listens to guitars
of white boys at Glennallen High School. She smokes their cigarettes, lies back
against the hoods of their new cars and forgets almost the other color of her skin.
Then some boy, he tells a joke, about the ones in plywood
houses, the ones in village schools, the ones down the river
“You know the ones, the half-a-gas-cans, the Athabascans.”
Fishwheels and guitars, potlatch and new cars, driftwood, plywood,
back behind Ruth’s shame are nights with Grandma along the Copper River.
Skin means everything and nothing when you’re half-a-gas-can Athabascan.
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Stories from the Contact Zone

A
longtime ago, a Bush Indian was wounded by Ahtna Indians...he was hurt s
bad that he later died after he got back to his people. He was buried up on the
mountain, on Kelt’aeni. That is why there is smoke coming from up there. I t’s his
funeral flame burning.
Lucy Brenwick, Ahtna Athabascan storyteller

We are always on edge. We’ve had threats made on our lives. We have to be
careful about everything we say.... Now I know how blacks felt in the sixties in
the south. I t ’s the same with us. The antagonism is the one thing that bothers me
most about this job.
Park Ranger, Wrangell St. Elias National Park

W ho will tell the stories of this Wrangell Mountain place, and how will stories shape the human
history that unfurls here? Who has power and who is disempowered in a place that is both
Homeland to a handful of Alaskans and National Park to millions of Americans? Does language
itself reveal asymmetries of power? Is history just another form of storytelling?
Mary Louise Pratt, Director of the Program in Modem Thought and Literature at Stanford
University coined the term contact zone to refer to “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and
grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power.” And yes,
the Director’s term sounds like a cross between a dissertation title and a video game, but it also
makes a lot of sense. For Pratt, “communities are distinguished, not by their falsity or
genuineness, but by the style in which they are imagined.” Her contact zone describes the crosscultural educational context at her high priced university, but the definition also offers insight into
the ongoing squabbles between Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and rural Alaskan residents.
And the National Park was not the first power broker in the Wrangells region. Time spent in the
history books suggests that conflicted contact—rather than peaceful homeostasis—has been the
norm in the Wrangell-St.Elias since long before the Park bought in.
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Most will agree that stories, including the stories of written history, motivate and also
explain human actions, and these days many scholars will claim that history is no different than
story in its traditional fictional sense. Take Hayden White, for example. As a postmodern
historiographer, White studies precognitive structures of human consciousness in hopes of
revealing the underlying tropes that have shaped the way historians present history. For White,
narrative always plays a central role in determining how humans make sense of an event. In
White’s book, a historian’s insistence on factuality usually reveals his own reluctance to admit to
narrative bias. Some followers of White will even claim there are no objective accounts of
events; there are always—and only—multiple perspectives.
Scholars of Alaskan oral history echo and expand upon White when discussing the blurry
lines between history and myth as experienced by Alaska Native cultures. “The study of oral
historical narratives deconstructs our notion of the objective nature of events,” says UAF scholar
James Ruppert. Native Alaskan contact stories express a vision of experience “where history is
suffused with myth to the point that signification exudes from mythic patterns often submerged
under the surface of narrative.. .in oral contact narratives, historical consciousness is always
mythic in form as well as content.” Ruppert applies the same theory to oral narratives that White
proposes for western texts: there is no objective human history because events are always colored
by the narratives we carry into them.
Whether we look to the historical past, the controversies of today, or into an optimistic
future, perceiving and documenting events in a contact zone is never simple. Joseph Greenblat
says, “Stories function as narrative capital with each storyteller serving as a player in the
competition among various groups to gain their ends.” And the Frenchman Foucault agrees:
“Truth is a regime upheld by narrative...truth is linked in a circular relation with the systems of
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power which produce and sustain it.” With that disclaimer, I offer my own portfolio of stories
from the stock market of Wrangell Mountain history.

Upon arriving in the Wrangell-St. Elias, a visitor might think of the region as "just a park"—as in
the nation’s largest National Park, seven times the size of Yellowstone; more than 13 million
acres of wilderness; a landmass the size of Switzerland or Massachusetts. Big, bigger, and
biggest—but regardless of size the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park and Preserve is also the new
kid on this southcentral Alaskan block. Formed during the Alaska National Interest Land Claims
Act of 1980, Wrangell-St Elias Park just celebrated its twenty-year birthday. The Wrangell-St.
Elias region does include a huge area designated as federal wilderness, but the place is much
more than just a park.
A visitor who is also a history buff might think of the Wrangells as copper country. And
many do arrive eager for stories from the Kennecott Copper Corporation and Copper River
Northwest Railroad legacy. Every summer mineral geologists make hermitages to the historic
site of unprecedented and unrepeated high-grade chalcocite ore; seventy percent pure copper, and
two hundred million dollars extracted between 1911-1938. The landscape remains full of railroad
ties and wooden trestles, rotting mineshafts and museums of twentieth-century mining folklore.
The Wrangell Mountains are copper country, but even the colorful history of copper mining is
just a blip on the extended human timeline of this place.
Perhaps a visitor has heard of the Ahtna Athabascans. The “people of the river” now own a
corporate building at junction of the Richardson and Glenn highways. In fact, Ahtna
Incorporated recently contracted with the National Park to construct a fancy new visitor center
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and museum facility. Some Ahtna history is a good place to begin, even though the history of the
Ahtna people is not, most likely, the beginning.

The Athna Athabascans

Most history books grant Ahtna Athabascans indigenous sovereignty for the 23,000 square mile
area that includes the upper watershed of the Copper River and all the way west to the Alaska
Range and the entrance of present-day Denali National Park. The icy massifs of the Wrangell and
St. Elias Mountains marked the eastern boundary of Ahtna territory, with historic Athabascan
presence extending well up the Chitina River drainage into the copper country surrounding
McCarthy and Kennicott. There are no Native people living in the community of McCarthyKennicott today, but the Kennicott Valley is Athna Athabascan homeland.
On the bulletin board above my writing desk hangs a color photograph of my friend Sharon
Faverty who attends our writing workshop in McCarthy each summer. Sharon’s silver hair frames
am Athabascan smile that warms regardless of ambient temperatures. When I am alone at my
cabin in midwinter, she’ll call me from Tazlina just to make sure I’m not feeling lonely. Sharon’s
smile has been the light at the end of many of my winter road trips, and Sharon’s ancestors have
called Copper River home for more winters than even they can tally.
When Sharon Faverty drives the McCarthy Road to visit Kennicott, she looks south to
landmarks named for her various family members. Hanagita River is where her great grandfather
Hanagita hunted sheep before the railroad arrived. Goodlatau Peak is named for her cousins in
Kenny Lake. A few miles beyond McCarthy is Nikolai Creek, Nikolai Pass, Nikolai Plateau,
places named for Sharon’s great uncle Chief Nikolai of Taral.
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Chief Nikolai maintained a seasonal hunting camp just a few miles from the Spruce Point
cabin where I spent my first winter in the Wrangells. A hundred and twenty years ago he
collected native copper nuggets from Dan Creek where my neighbor Fred Denner still pans for
the gold flakes of his early retirement. Nikolai’s name is everywhere in the Wrangell Mountains.
Chief Nikolai even has a bedrock named after him. I’ve told hundreds of tourists the story of the
metamorphosed basalt-tumed-greenstone:
The famously rich Kennicott ore deposits were located just above the contact
zone between the Nikolai Greenstone and the Chitistone Limestone. Look to the
Bonanza Ridge and you can see can clearly where the two rock types meet. That
line of geologic contact runs for seventy miles through these Wrangell
Mountains, but the origin of the rock occurred thousands of miles to the south.
Three hundred million years ago the Nikolai basalts were formed in a volcanic
arc, not unlike the current day Hawaiian Islands.
Later, sea level rose and buried the islands under thousands of feet of
limestones formed from the cemented remains of millions of calcareous marine
organisms. Slowly drifting north on the forces of plate tectonics, the Wrangellia
microplate arrived at its present day location approximately sixty million years
ago when what is now interior Alaska was still the coast of North America. It
was the violent process of geologic contact along an accretion zone that released
the copper minerals and metamorphosed the fme-grain Nikolai basalts into the
colorful, crystallized Nikolai Greenstone we find today.
Sharon’s great-uncle Nikolai’s legacy is recorded in the local bedrock, but she herself never
made the sixty-mile trip into Kennicott until she was fifty years old. Many of Sharon’s living
relatives have still not seen the upper Chitina territory that for thousands of years was uniquely
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their own. Growing up in Kenny Lake, Sharon used to think of Kennicott with humiliation.
“Kennicott,” says Sharon, “was part of the history of the Ahtna people losing face.”
For thousands of years before contact with the western world, the Ahtna people had tailored
their lives to the land and its resources. With a permanent settlement centered near present-day
Chitina, the Ahtna people controlled the Copper River at Woods Canyon. In addition to steady
summer runs of sockeye, chinook and coho salmon, the Ahtna of Chitina benefited from the
abundant local copper that they used as a trade item with Eyak and Tlinkit natives of Prince
William Sound. By the standards of the time, Sharon’s relatives were considered a rich people.
Using the simplest of smelting technologies, the Ahtna of the Copper River knew how to
mold local copper into knives and other implements that served their subsistence lifestyle. Some
ethnographers theorize that the availability of copper metal technology was fundamental to the
survival of the Ahtna in the “hungry country” that surrounds the Copper River. Without caribou
herds or access to year-round coastal abundance, salmon and moose were the primary source of
the Ahtna’s winter protein. The ability to process and store fish efficiently could make the
difference between survival through the winter and the starvation that always lurked at April’s
comer.
It was April 1, 1884, when US Army Lt. Henry Allen arrived by river ice at Chief Nikolai’s
settlement at the confluence of the Copper and the Chitina Rivers. He was lucky to make it
before the Copper River ice went out. And maybe the Ahtna people were lucky to see him. April
is the hungriest month in the hungry country. In April, there have been no salmon runs since
September, and April’s break-up snow conditions means travel for hunting is also a challenge.
When Lt. Allen arrived the first time at Chitina, it’s quite possible that Nikolai’s people were
starving. It’s also possible that Chief Nikolai himself was hungry for power when he traded the
location of his people’s copper mine for sacks of flour, sugar, and white man’s tea.
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Sharon decided that her Chief Nikolai could never have imagined the wealth that lay within
the Wrangell Mountains. He could never have imagined that Lt. Allen’s maps would soon attract
hundreds of prospectors searching after the Ahtna’s fabled mineral riches. Chief Nikolai could
not have imagined the rapid changes that would take place in his Copper River territory, and he
never saw them either.
Chief Nikolai of Taral was already dead when, in the summer of 1900, Tarantula Jack
Smith and Terrence P. Warner of the Chitina Exploration Company spotted a green outcropping
high above the Kennicott Glacier. The outcrop was so green with malachite copper that Smith and
Warner mistook it for a pasture that might sustain their horses. Bonanza Ridge was so green with
copper sulfides it looked like a meadow of grass. At least that’s how the story goes, and hiking
up to investigate, Warner and Smith staked the Bonanza claim which would yield more than
$200,000,000 of high grade copper, silver and gold in a period of thirty years.
By 1910, just twenty-five years after the first white man entered the Copper River country,
J.P. Morgan and the Guggenheim family would invest twenty-five million tum-of-the-century
dollars into the Wrangell Mountains. In ten years, and with an effort that rivals the construction of
the Transalaskan Pipeline, the Alaska Syndicate constructed the 196-mile Copper River and
Northwest Railroad as well as the state-of-the-art-for-its-time mining infrastructure that still
stands at Kennicott today. Chief Nikolai didn’t see it, but the famous CR&NW railroad blasted
its right-of-way within a quarter mile of his people’s original winter settlement above Wood
Canyon. Sharon’s grandmother once told her how the Ahtna gathered on the hillside above the
village to wail with the arriving train whistles.
In the decades that followed, disease as well as competition for game drove the Ahtna
people out of much of their traditional hunting territories. According to Sharon, the Ahtna
became “wards of the United States government.” Chief Nikolai’s choice to share his “story of
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copper” forever reshaped the region’s cultural history for white people and Ahtna alike. But the
human history of the Wrangells did not begin when the first white man met Chief Nikolai. The
real history (and some of the best stories) pre-dates Henry Allen by thousands of years.

The Tailed-ones: Contact in Ahtna Prehistory

My Ahtna friend Sharon says, "Ahtna history is like a book with most of the pages missing." She
often complains how the Copper River itself is fast burying the traces of her ancestry beneath
countless tons of fluvial sediment. One of her dreams is to raft the river and visit the early Ahtna
village sites. As a gifted writer, Sharon is committed to helping preserve the stories of her people
in this place. Mostly she writes about her Ahtna elders; she works hard to preserve the Ahtna
heritage with the written word, but the Ahtna elders themselves warn her, "Everything you write
will be a lie...Anything that’s written is always a lie."
Like many Native cultures, Ahtna Athabascans have always relied on oral history over
anything written down. Oral history is more accurate than written history because oral history is
more like a conversation. In the context of oral storytelling, someone will correct the storyteller if
they get the details wrong. One of the oldest narratives in Ahtna Athabascan oral history is the
story of the Cet’aenn or Tailed-Ones. And Ahtna elder Katie John allowed her version of When
the Tailed-Ones Were Seen to be written down:
The Cet’aenn looked like human.
It had body hair.
There was no hair on its face.
They say its face was like a man’s face.
Its hands were like a man's hands. It had a long tail.

They say it was as big as a tall person.
That is what I heard about it.
They made their dens like bear dens.
They stayed down below the ground.
At its simplest, the story of the Tailed-ones is an account of the encounter between self and
other. In his introduction to Katie John’s version of the story, James Kari proposes that the
Cet’aenn was a mythic figure. However, in the oral retelling the line between human and animal
is decidedly thin.If the Tailed-one is an animal, it is a very humanlike animal.
Katie John goes on to tell how the strange Cet’aenn creatures killed Ahtna hunters and
then, eventually, got killed off by the Ahtna themselves. In the story—historic or mythic—an
Ahtna man heads up the Copper River towards the rumored Cet’aenn dens, never to return. Next,
another Ahtna heads upstream to look for his missing relative and returns to tell what he saw:
There were trails.
There were people’s trails and [the scout] looked down
and there were stalks of grass across the trail as a marker
He stepped over [the marker].
Then he walked ahead toward the place called ”On the Hill"
(hill south of Batzulnetas.) Ah-ha!
There were creatures with long tails.
Out there at "On the Hill" they were playing catch with that young man's
head! It was a man's head!
Then the Ahtna scout counts eight dens and observes that when it rains the Tailed-ones go inside
these dens and stay there.
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Who were these Tailed-ones? And what does this oldest of Ahtna stories tell us about the
nature of cross-cultural contact in the Wrangells? It is not discussed in the existing Native history
textbooks, but I can’t help wonder if this Cet'aenn tale represents a disguised account of Ahtna
people displacing an older, perhaps original inhabitant of the upper Copper River region. Katie
John’s detailed description of geographical setting suggests that her account is indeed historical,
and other details of the Cet’aenn story also allude to an intertribal contact with coastal Eskimo
culture.
Could the Cet’aenn have been a Chugach or Bering Sea Eskimo group in Ahtna “territory”?
Various groups of Bering Sea and Chugach Eskimos are known to have built cold weather
dwellings that tunneled beneath the ground. Eskimos were also known to wear tightly fitting fur
costumes that left only their faces and hands extended. On occasion, tails, or entire weasel skins
were attached to the garments, presumably to bring luck in hunting. In Eskimo religious
ceremonies, masks were carved from driftwood and whalebone, given human-like expressions,
and used to add to the entertainment of dancing. Observed from afar, it seems quite possible that
this sort of dancing with masks could easily be construed as "playing with a man's head." It’s
also possible that there was no mistake involved, that instead, the Ahtna wove mythic deception
into their story. No one wants to look like a murderer; no one wants to tell a story that questions
their sovereignty in a place. If the other is mere animal, if the other murdered an Ahtna first, then
Ahtna violence against the Tailed-ones is justifiable.
Like many Ahtna stories,

When

theTailed-ones Were Seen ends in

John tells how the Ahtna medicine men make rain, and then head up-river to kill off the Tailedones by building spruce bough fires to bum them from their dens. As she closes her story, Katie
John reitterates that the Cet'aenn creatures were very human-like.
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“The Cet’aenn were real,” she says, “not mythic creatures.” Her own mother saw the
charred remains of Cef aenn dens before the brush grew over to hide them.
As a white person, it’s probably not my place to reinterpret Ahtna oral history, but this
story of the Tailed-ones intrigues me for numerous reasons. Written history from the western
viewpoint does not acknowledge pre-Ahtna inhabitants in the Copper River region. However,
only limited archeological research has taken place, and, as Sharon bemoans, the Copper River
does have a way of burying the human settlements that exist along its shifting shorelines. At
present, the oldest physical evidence establishes continuous Ahtna presence for only 1,000 years;
however artifacts from nearby Tangle Lakes prove caribou hunters entered that nearby location as
earlu as as 8000 years ago. Why would people come that far, and then no further? I suspect the
archeological reports don’t always portray where early people traveled, but rather how well their
passage was recorded.
When Katie John describes the location of the Cef aenn dens to be “a low bench near a
streambed that is now dry” I can easily imagine such a bench might be obliterated during a single
Copper River flood event. The detail about the Ahtna man crossing grass laid out like a marker
confirms that the Ahtna scouts crossed some kind of boundary laid out between cultures. From
the Henry Allen report of 1884, we know a Native trail did pass from the upper Copper River
through into the Eskimo region inland from the Bering Sea. In fact, Allen’s own trip along the
route took only a few weeks. Clearly Native people could travel easily between Eskimo and
Ahtna territories. During times of abundant population, caribou migrate from the coastal region
through the mountains that outcrop in the vicinity of Katie John’s Batzulnetas. Eskimo people
could easily have followed caribou into Athna country. Or maybe the Ahtna moved into Eskimo
hunting grounds.
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Debating whether the Cet'aenn story is mythical or historical becomes a moot point if you
recognize, as historian Fredrica DeLaguna does, the fluid nature of native conceptions of history
and myth: “[LJegendary history describes the nature of all that we call history because mythic
time ultimately is always present, a timeless eternity.” Myth, history, what’s the difference?
Apparently not much, if you’re Alaska Native, but for a white girl like me, deciding that the story
of the Tailed-ones is rooted in real historical, not mythic, conflict raises questions.
Is the Ahtna’s emphasis on the animal-like qualities of the Tailed-ones an example of the
perceptive hyperbole that can occur when a self encounters elements of otherness? Do the
inhuman qualities of the Tailed-ones represent the Ahtna’s attempt to dehumanize a people they
have subsequently killed off? One need look no further than American foreign politics to
understand the narrative strategy. No group wants to make themselves seem like ruthless
murderers. But if the enemy is an animal-like foreigner, it’s that much easier to justify attack,
and rectify it afterwards.

When Russians Were Killed At Roasted Salmon Place:
More Violence Between the Ahtna and Others

James Kari’s collection of Ahtna oral history includes two other violent encounters in which
Russians traders were also murdered by Ahtna people. This time Russian documents confirm the
oral narratives. According to the history books, at least two and probably three massacres
occurred during the 1794-1867 period of Russian exploration and trade in the Copper River
region. Katie and Fred John's story When Russians Were Killed at Roasted Salmon Place
describes the historically corroborated murders of the Russian Samilov party. Curiously enough,
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these later murders take place at the same Batzulnetas site where the Tailed-ones were seen. And
the two stories contain other similarities as well.
Although “the Russians vs. the Ahtna” sounds like a Cussack cowboy and Indian
showdown, in all likelihood, the Russians in these stories were Creole, of Russian-Aleut descent.
In terms of skin color, the Russian period of Ahtna contact was not so different from the
’'intertribal" conflict described in the Tailed-ones. And in both stories, the narratives include an
element of hearsay. Katie John begins this time by describing how news of Russians coming up
the Copper River preempted their arrival. Just like in the Cet’aenn story, an Ahtna individual is
sent to investigate the rumors:
From upriver at “Roasted Salmon Place” (Batzulnetas)
a young man who was raised by his grandmother had traps set.
As he went back among the deadfall traps he heard sobbing.
He listened carefully and it sounded like a person.
He returned to his grandmother and he brought news to her.
Tt didn’t sound like an animal.’ I heard a person.
The boy’s grandmother then goes to her Ahtna neighbors to tell them what her grandchild saw.
Someone let him know that the Russians would be coming here.
And this is how the situation seems to be.
And so she told the people.
Sure enough, in the morning Russians were approaching them.
This time, the Russians lashed the Batzulnetas Chief to a stump, whipped him, stole the Ahtna
men’s clothes and spears, and forced them out to freeze in the harsh winter, while retaining Ahtna
women as their slaves. The story climaxes when the Ahtna men run to a different village to train
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for war. The enslaved Ahtna women stuff sticks into the Russian’s guns, and the women and
men together they kill off the Russians and then build a big fire to cremate them.
What I find most interesting about both these contact narratives is the string of events that
leads up to each violent encounter: the grandchild said he heard the sobbing of a stranger; the
scout said he saw the tailed-ones playing with a skull. The oral narratives themselves
acknowledge the way story foreshadows historical events. In both cases, violent encounters take
place after the Ahtna have prepared for the worst.
In discussing Katie John’s When Russians Were Murdered, James Ruppert proposes that
the Ahtna rationale for murdering Russians may be rooted in earlier narratives describing Eskimo
raiders from Cook Inlet: “In Ahtna historical thinking it is axiomatic that troublemakers come up
the Copper River, that they commit atrocities, and that they can be followed and killed with little
thought of the web of human social interaction which this might upset.” The events of human
history are foreshadowed by the stories that precede and also shape those events. As Ruppert
says, the violence of strangers is axiomatic; it goes without saying because it has been said. The
story becomes the history. The history is shaped by the story.
The contemporary implications of these Athna narratives are compelling. First, there is the
element of hearsay that continues to haunt relations in our contemporary contact zone. The
gossip grapevine grows thick in rural Alaskan communities, and especially in springtime the
rumor mill often functions as a liar mill. No McCarthy Area Council meeting ever occurs without
a healthy dose of anxiety built up beforehand. Unless you already know what you believe, you
often never know what to believe.
Skepticism towards the National Park Service and other outsiders is always exacerbated by
various reports (fictional or real) that arrive as forerunners. And it works both ways. The Park
can make villains out of local people, just as local people make villains out of the Park.
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Contemporary residents and managers alike would be wise to recognize the way negative
expectations can and do shape events in Ahtna stories. If one assumes bad things are coming up
the river, they probably will. Historic events are remembered through the narratives we tell about
them, and contemporary events are often perceived through the lenses of preconception we carry
into them. Thus, when negative mythologies prevail no party can transcend the tensions of the
contact zone.

The Contemporary Contact Zone: Being Neighbors with Uncle Sam

Today many rural residents (some Ahtna Athabascans included) would argue that the new “bad
guys” of the Wrangell Mountains are National Park Rangers: the feds, the parkies, the green-andgrey. Being a new Park is certainly not easy, especially in a place where strong-minded local
residents often value their independence above all else. Encompassing four different mountain
ranges, countless glaciers and the native homelands of three different indigenous populations,
America’s largest National Park implies a boundary designated by the Alaska National Interest
Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) of 1980. Written during one of the most heated land
designation battles in American history, ANILCA is a very confusing piece of narrative capital.
The document is riddled with contradictory language or—more optimistically—the language of
compromise.
The continuation of the opportunity for subsistence uses by rural resident of
Alaska, including both Natives and not-Native rural residents of Alaska...is
essential to Native physical, economic, traditional and cultural existence and to
non-Native physical, economic, traditional and social existence... . Consistent
with sound management principles, and the conservation of healthy populations
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of fish and wildlife, the utilization of the public lands in Alaska is to cause the
least adverse impact possible on rural residents who depend upon subsistence
uses of the resources of such land.... (ANILCA Sec. 802)
In addition to the NPS general mandate to provide for preservation and visitor use, the 1980
Alaska Parks include an additional mandate to “provide the opportunity for rural residents
engaged in a subsistence way of life to continue to do so” (ANILCA Sec. 101). In theory,
ANILCA created guidelines for a type of land management not previously experienced in the
United States. Rather than recreating a system based on human exclusion, ANILCA parks were
intended to include humans as part o f the ecosystem. More than simply allowing for certain uses,
many would argue that ANILCA mandated the National Park Service to consider the rural
Alaskan lifestyle as one of the “resources” that Alaska Parks are meant to preserve.
Regardless of how you interpret the fine print, the ANILCA legislation of 1980 served to
establish a new contact zone between Park Service managers and several thousand rural residents
who own private property and consider the Park their home.

Describing the National Park Service and rural residents as a cultural other may seem hyperbolic
especially when the agency utilizes local hire programs to encourage Native and non-Native
residents to serve on Park staffs. And it’s true, in Wrangell-St. Elias many individuals share the
same skin color and most can speak and read the English language. However, further analysis
reveals significant variation in value systems that cross the contact zone of federal and
independently-imposed boundaries. Cultural differences often center around varying conceptions
about humans’ proper relationship to their environment, but environmental ethics is not the only
way that “Parkies” differ from the locals.
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Many local residents are committed to hunting, fishing, firewood gathering—lifestyles
ideally unencumbered by excessive regulation. In contrast, park managers are swom-in under a
mission to “Preserve and Protect.” The tendency, by Park managers imported from the lower 48,
is to view subsistence activities as a compromise to the normal “hard park” standards of
preservation. For those who grow up in the system, National Parks are supposed to be places
where humans are visitors. Humans who hunt or drive four wheelers in Parks are a threat to the
resource; humans who trap wolves in Parks are a complete conundrum.
Varying value systems also emerge when comparing the transient lifestyle of many Park
Service professionals to the long-term residencies of local people. Rather than committing to
living in a particular place, Park professionals commit their lives to a career with the Service.
Being introduced to a Park manager usually includes hearing a list of Parks where that individual
has worked before arriving at Wrangell-St. Elias: Canyonlands, Craters of the Moon, Statue of
Liberty. Sometimes the lists are eight to ten “units” long—and yes, in Park-English sacred
homelands are reduced to mere units.
Recognizing their own short-term commitment, some career Park professionals, including
the current Wrangell-St. Elias superintendent, Gary Candelaria, choose to not even relocate their
families to the Parks where they work. For these individuals, working for a particular Park is
similar to the colonial practice of occupying a fort or serving as a missionary. It’s a job; you do
it, and then you move on.
In contrast to Park professionals, many rural Alaskans have given up opportunities for
economic security in order to live a placed-based lifestyle. Native families have lived in the
region for generations, and non-Native families who choose to endure the harsh setting, often
share an equal sense of commitment. Jim Edwards, a white resident of the McCarthy community
for forty years, describes his connection to the Wrangells:
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This is my home in every sense of the word. I have roots here, a life, a feeling
for the place, a sense of belonging. We’ve built a house that’s comfortable to our
standards. We didn’t build it to sell, but to live in, and we plan to live here the
whole of our lives.
For long term residents like Jim Edwards, living in the Wrangells is what you do instead of a job.
More subtle, but equally complicated, are the extreme variations regarding the value of
personal freedom that occurs across the federal-rural contact zone. Beginning with the green-andgrey uniform and the accompanying twenty-page document that provides guidelines for wearing
those colors appropriately, the National Park Service functions upon ideals of regulation and
conformity. From font styles to wooden arrowheads, to deeper messages, the agency strives for
uniformity that goes way beyond the flat hat and grey collar buttoned no-less-than-one-notchfrom-the-top.
Wrangell-St. Elias Chief Ranger Hunter Sharp, once described to me how working for the
Park means becoming the Park. “The longer you work for the bureaucracy,” he said, “the more
you become the bureaucracy.” Park bureaucrats swear allegiance to a mandate, and sometimes
that means they sacrifice the ability to act on personal conviction. Being a pledge-the-allegiance
Park employee is not always easy, especially when you live surrounded by Alaskans, many of
whom choose to live where they do precisely because they value individualism and self-reliance.
It’s not easy to sacrifice your independence in the name of a job, but for some Park employees
being a bureaucrat does seem to fit their personalities.
When I served as a Park Ranger, I hurried to get out my uniform as fast as possible when
the work-day was done, but my friend, Vicki Snitzler, a career Park Planner, complains when she
has to wear her own clothes to work. She’d rather identify herself with the uniform. She likes
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being part of the agency. Her attitude stands in radical contrast to the Miller family who owns
property right down the road from the new Park Service housing.
Jim Miller has worn the uniform of armed service—Vietnam style—but that was a long
time ago. Now he has seventeen broken down trucks, a dog team and a sawmill in his front yard.
Now he has his own army of kids who learned from their dad that dress code is a means to assert
renegade individualism. Leather pants, tattoos, tongue rings, and hair that changes color every
two days. The Miller kids even dress up their pickups and motorcycles with bumper stickers that
talk right back to any agency that dares attempt to conform them: “If it’s tourist season, why
can’t we shoot them?” And yes, that bumper makes a play on words, but the Millers aren’t the
only one in on the game.
Language often serves to alienate parties across thePark/resident contact zone. Vicki
Snitzler even wrote a tightly-rhymed poem about the confines of her job once. She decided not to
publish her poem in our Wrangell Mountains Writing Workshop anthology, but she did write the
words and once performed them proudly:
I’m a bureaucrat
as everyone knows.
I can’t say yes or no
but waver to and fro.
I write all kinds of documents
with dreadfully dull prose.
I’m a bureaucrat as everyone knows.
I stay firmly in the middle
in case controversy grows.
I can’t have a strong opinion
For fear of stepping on someone’s toes.
I’m a bureaucrat as everyone knows.
I plan all kinds of meetings
and hope that no one shows.
I speak in lots of jargon
to mystify my foes.
I’m a bureaucrat as everyone knows.
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My life must sound boring to y’all I suppose.
I imagine you’re surprised to hear
it’s a life that I chose,
‘cuz I’m a bureaucrat as everyone knows.

As an ANILCA Park Planner, Vicki Snitzler has a hard job, and local people need to cut her some
slack. McCarthy is lucky to have Vicki working to hear and respond to our community concerns,
but still, the bureaucratic double-speak she acknowledges is a legitimate threat to residents whose
livelihoods depend upon Park policy.
McCarthy-Kennicott is not the only place where the vocabulary of federal English becomes
problematic. Phyllis Morrow, UAF Professor of Anthropology, describes challenges encountered
when Yup’ik Natives participate on the resource co-management councils called for by ANILCA,
“If we examine actual co-management meetings, different participants may use the same words,
but with different meanings.” Take the term “stewardship” for example. A land manager might
use the term to describe preservation of a resource with minimal damage. In contrast, a forester
might use the same term to describe harvest procedures including the clearcut techniques so often
criticized by environmentalists. According to Morrow, this miscommunication across the contact
zone is sometimes unconscious and sometimes intentional.
More interesting than variations in word definitions is the way varying belief systems
inform language used. Presenting a case of co-management of commercial salmon fisheries,
Morrow describes how Yup’ik board members complained when agency managers stated in
public meetings that there would be insufficient fish to open a particular fishery. Yup’ik elders
berated official statements: “Implicitly stating that there were no fish could worsen the situations.
The words could become actualized simply by being stated.” In short, saying there will be no
fish might mean no fish will come.
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Phyllis Morrow points out that most cooperative management scenarios fail to attain true
cooperation. Instead, hegemony is maintained between cultures when “state and federal agencies
retain the bulk of the power.” She concludes by stating what should be obvious, but often seems
absent in the contemporary contact zone: “In order for co-management to work, power must
really be shared.”

Similar breakdowns in language appear in the Wrangell-St. Elias General Management Plan
amendment that describes objectives for Parklands within the newly purchased Kennecott
National Historic Landmark. The Park bought the remaining 2,839 acres of Kennecott Copper
Corporations inholdings in 1998, and the towns of McCarthy and Kennicott currently represent
the Park’s most extreme scenario of private-public contact. The Park would like to control the
Kennecott National Historic Landmark that serves as the centerpiece for the Park visitor
experience. However, with more than ninety privately-owned lots and pre-existing private
subdivision covenants, the abandoned Kennecott properties are also home to a small, but thriving
community of rural residents. My neighbors Chris Richards, Jim Edwards, and Randy Elliot all
own land inside the National Park. They all owned land before there was a National Park, and not
one of them wants to be told what they can or cannot do on (or on the way to) their private land.
In an attempt to rectify the complicated land management scenario, the Park claims on
paper to “consider itself as partner with the community.” Their own document, written with input
from a vocal private community, acknowledges that “the success of the Kennecott National
Historic Landmark depends on the quality of relationships between NPS and its neighbors.” In
theory, Park managers envision a future in which Kennecott is “not just an abandoned mining
town, but also a place that reflects the vitality, creativity and community spirit of today’s
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residents.” Hypothetically the Park agrees to “protect and honor small-town values of safety,
cooperation, self-sufficiency, and personal freedom”; however later in the same document, the
Park asserts ultimate authority, stating “while the NPS does not anticipate that these goals would
conflict with the NPS policies, and mandates, if such a conflict were to occur, NPS mandates
would have to take precedence.” In the end, power distribution leans decidedly towards the
agency. The Park agrees to the principle of co-management, except when it deems it to be
inappropriate.
The National Park’s hegemony exerts itself through other language as well. In summer
2001, the Park’s cultural resources team printed a Cultural Landscape Report to guide detailed
actions for historic preservation efforts undertaken within the Kennecott mill town. Despite a
stated philosophy for partnership-style management, no input was requested from local
community members prior to publication, and the document, with detailed management zones
and treatment plans, presents a level of categorization and regulation discomforting for many
residents. In fact, some would argue that the document as a whole represents a classical
enactment of colonial-style possession through reduction. In essence, the document transforms
Kennecott into a Cartesian grid, with every building and artifact named and categorized.
In keeping with the general goal of affirming the contemporary community, the “treatment
plan” begins by asserting, “although the mill town contains resources from all historic periods of
historical development, no effort will be made to ‘freeze’ the landscape to a specific date, or
‘recreate’ a landscape that no longer exists.” Basically, the Park says that the Kennecott NHL
will be conceived on a historic continuum that includes a contemporary lifestyle. However, the
inclusive language of this management goal is quickly deconstructed by its own exclusive
language. When private inholdings (ie: rural residents’ homes) are named as “non-contributing
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resources,” or worse, “post-Kennecott disturbances,” the Park’s language undermines the goal of
cooperation.
And unfortunately the issues go beyond mere language barriers. Despite vocal promises to
include public input in policy decisions, squad meetings about Park operations remain closed, and
residents rightfully fear that public process is really just a form of strategic public relations. It
often seems like the Park gives lip service to ANILCA principles of inclusivity while continuing
to operate under colonial-style, unilateral management principles. Local people can have their
say, but the Park continues to publish and enforce the Story.

The Park’s Version of History in the Contact Zone

Recognizing variations in value and language systems, it’s not surprising that the past twenty-two
years of Park/resident contact have included what is easily construed as “clashing and grappling.”
National Park historian Geoff Bleakley even chose the title Contested Ground for his recently
published Administrative History o f the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park & Preserve. His
version of official history devotes an entire chapter to the Park’s challenges with “Fitting In” or,
as his own text suggests, ’’not fitting in’’ with rural communities.
“We reserve the right to refuse service... and due to our beliefs in freedom we prefer not to
serve the National Park Service,” quotes Bleakley, describing the initial hostility towards Park
rangers from local business owners who posted signs in their restaurants. His administrative
history also cites an incident when a Park airplane was burned in what was assumed (but never
verified) to be an act of sabotage. Later, when the Slana Ranger Station mysteriously burned in
1992, Bleakley tells how “the threat of arson ... haunted the staff and many understandably
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withdrew from the community.” It’s the adverbs that wield power in this his-story, as well as the
chosen content.
Bleakley quotes former park superintendent Karen Wade who expressed her own
frustrations while testifying for congressional funding in 1994:
In this great northern kingdom, our ranger work force of seven deals with threats
to park resource values generated by one million acres of dispersed inholdings
upon which timbering, hunting, mining, and commercial activities of all kinds
take place... . In order to protect park resources, these rangers need trained
backups to ride shotguns while they patrol for poachers and contact locals with
frontier mentalities who scoff at rules and regulations.
When Wade’s address was reprinted in an Anchorage Daily News editorial entitled “Park
Rangers Complain About Local Savages,” the article inspired a flurry of angry responses from
park residents:
While it is true, there aren’t too many copies of Amy Vanderbilt’s Etiquette up
here, I know of no Park Ranger who has ever been shot. I do however know of
scores of Alaskans whose businesses have been ruined and whose rightful land,
property and access have been regulated out of their hands by Karen Wade and
her predecessors... . They come from thousands of miles away, tell us what our
values should be, complicate our ability to make an honest living, tear apart our
communities, and then have the temerity to whine that we don’t pay them
enough.
Following the “unfortunate” newspaper incident, Karen Wade never returned to Wrangell-St.
Elias. Last I heard she was leaving her Superintendency of Great Smokey Mountains to serve as
the Regional Director of the Intermountain Region—the Non-Alaskan Intermountains.
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Geoff Bleakley is a good guy. He doesn’t wear a uniform to the office, and he’s been
around a lot longer than most people at that Headquarters. He genuinely loves old photos, and he
also loves the stories of the Wrangells. Geoff Bleakley is sympathetic to local residents, and he
tries to be a good, fair historian. But reading his book, it’s also obvious that Geoff Bleakley is in
fact a someone. Bleakley was paid a good wage to sit beneath federal fluorescents compiling the
Park’s version of history. “Truth is linked.. .to systems of power which produce and sustain it.”
Little people might have a solar laptop at a desk back at their cabin, but they probably don’t have
a year of paid hours for writing.

Contact in the Euro-American Exploration Period

Having reviewed the contemporary context, it’s worthwhile to return now to some earlier stories
of the Copper River region. In particular, Lt. Henry Allen’s Report o f

Expedition to the

Copper, Tanana, and Koyukuk Rivers in the Territory o f Alaska in the Year 1885 offers many

metaphors for understanding the Park/rural resident contacts of today. We already heard about
the notorious violence of the Athna against Russian traders. After the Salinov massacre described
by Katie John, came the Sebrennikov massacre, in 1848. And after that there were no more
Russian expeditions. Coastal Eyak natives apparently traveled to the Chitina confluence for
trade, but never further. Maybe an American fur-trapper or two made it that far without leaving a
paper trail, but for the most part the Ahtna of the upper Copper River region were left alone until
Lt. Henry Allen of the US Army Corp of Engineers the Copper River arrived up the river in April
of 1885.
Allen’s 1885 expedition is still recognized as one of America’s epic journeys of
exploration. Lt. Henry Allen was the Meriwether Lewis of the North, traveling more than 1500
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Alaskan miles and mapping three river systems in a period of twenty weeks. Aside from sheer
distances traveled, Lt. Allen’s journey up the Copper River is notable for a number of reasons.
First, Allen was unusual for his time period because he adopted what could be termed a native
mode of travel: his party was small—only three original members—and he packed relatively
light, abandoning many provisions and rather moving through the country largely on its own
terms, and with the help of a few Native packers and eventually the support of the Ahtna Chief
Nikolai of Taral. The success of the Allen expedition is frequently lauded, particularly in contrast
to the 1883 Abercrombie expedition that turned around just above the mouth of the Copper River.
Upon retreat Abercrombie announced “that the route [up the Copper River] was not practical, as
the mountains, glaciers, rapids and streams to be crossed were too great an obstacle.” Henry
Allen, however, embraced his Copper River expedition as the “adventure of his career,” and his
account does read like an adventure story, especially to anyone familiar with the extreme
geography of the region he traveled through.
Historians also point out Allen’s tone of sincere wonder at the native people he
encountered, especially in light of his commander’s orders:
In view of the fact that so little is known of the interior of the Territory of Alaska,
and the conflicting interests between the white people and the Indians of that
territory may in the near future result in serious disturbances between the two
races, the department command authorizes you to proceed to that Territory for
the purposes of obtaining all information which will be valuable and important,
especially to the military branch of the Government.
Due to his commander’s fear of the Ahtna’s violent tendencies, Allen’s orders made clear
that he should “endeavor to impress the natives with the friendly disposition of the Government,
and in this connection the importance of opening and maintaining friendly relations with the
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natives cannot be too strongly impressed upon you and your assistants.” It’s possible that Allen’s
friendly disposition towards Native people was more strategic than sincere.
Although progressively minded for his time, Lt. Allen’s report does reveal his imperialist
tendencies. In describing an Ahtna Native he reports, “A great difference in mobility of
countenance was noticed. The faces of some being nearly as capable of indicating emotions as
those of a civilized people.” At least he struggles to reckon with the seemingly human qualities of
the “savages” he encounters.
Allen’s cultural elitism also shows through when describing his frustrations with the
formalities he observes within the Ahtna “lines of caste”:
I did not have the time nor was it in my instructions to attempt any reform in
their social or political customs; yet had we been less dependent on the natives I
should certainly have let them understand that the ablest worker was the chiefest
man, rather than continually make presents to the chiefs.
At least our reluctant social reformer admits to his expedition’s outright dependence on
Natives, even if his report, like most exploration documents, tends to underplay the assistance
provided by local people throughout his journey.
Exactly how Allen obtained Native “cooperation” is also obscured. Fear certainly played
a role. Arriving by ship at Nuchek, near the mouth of the Copper River, Allen apparently
negotiated with a Mr. Holt, a white man who controlled the trading post, and coercion may be a
better term than cooperation. Describing his arrival, he says,
The natives, yet mindful of Russian chastisement, obey through fear of the
present agent, who turns to advantage the presence of any vessel that is sighted or
touches at Nuchek. The visit of [our vessel], a fourth rate man-of-war, with a
small armament, though not seen by any natives above the mouth of Copper
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River, was the indirect cause of much respect towards us by the natives. The
further we ascended the river the larger became this vessel and its guns.
After working with the agent to “obtain” help for his journey, it’s unclear the extent to
which Allen abused the Eyak Natives who hauled his sleds like dogs along the Copper River ice
throughout the month of March-April. Certainly he risked his Natives’ lives during his ambitious
push to ascend the river before the spring ice went out: “as it was we were compelled to bridge
channels to cross them, and at one of these places one of my natives barely escaped by being
fortunate enough to grasp the edge of the ice as he was being washed down.” It was a good thing
the brave lieutenant himself didn’t take the lead. Nor did he risk his own life with the burden of
heavy load.
Information about Allen’s motivational techniques comes out between the lines.
Every morning before leaving camp I had the same scene with the natives who
were loath to leave their forms, and protested that we could not go farther. On
the morning of the 3rd day of April, after a terrible night, so reluctant were they to
leave that I was compelled to pull down the small pieces of shelter they had
erected and drag each one from his resting place onto the snow.
Although Allen repeatedly complains about the Eyak slow starts, their reluctance would
seem inevitable given the dangers awaiting as well their fatigue levels following days in which
their eyes were swollen shut with snow blindness. Their “sleds did not reach camp until
midnight, and so exhausted were the men drawing them that they were compelled to lie
outstretched on the snow several time within a few hundred yards of camp.”
Allen also shows his true colors when he reaches Chitina and proceeds to dismiss “his”
Eyak Natives with hardly a lick of food for the dangerous journey home:
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The coast natives, who had reluctantly accompanied us thus far, were now
dismissed, and with a few fish bones (the inward part of the fish, cured specially
for dogs) they set out for Alaganik, much thinner and more careworn than when
first met by us. I considered their return perilous on account of the condition of
the ice, a fact they realized. In speaking about it their faces would assume a
pitiful expression: their worn-out moccasins and bloodhsot eyes were alluded to.
Altogether I felt much concern about their safe return and promised each of them
part of the abandoned rations (more than 100 miles away)... .This measure was
probably useless in view of the attending circumstances.
Again, Allen demonstrates stirrings of a modem conscience, but only stirrings. He
certainly does not forfeit any of his own 250 pounds of rations towards the life support of what he
deems to be ultimately inferior human beings. Not unlike the National Park who follows in his
footsteps, local people are always secondary to the success of Lt. Allen’s own mission.
What I find most amusing about Allen’s contact narrative is his surprise at the unreliable
information the Natives offered to a complete stranger who arrived at the end of winter to
essentially enslave them. Commenting on the mixed messages he receives about the status of the
Copper River ice, Allen says:
Their conclusions from concomitant circumstances are so much at variance with
those naturally reached by an educated mind that no confidence can be placed in
them. Information, while wholly false, may not be prompted by maliciousness,
but frequently is the result of the inability to make proper deductions. They tell
most wonderful stories about parts of the country with which they are
unacquainted, and doubtless believe very much of what they say.
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Basically, Allen concludes that the Eyak Natives are stupid or fantastical rather than
acknowledging the obvious: that they have no interest in helping him, and hence choose to remain
deceitful or silent. Even one hundred years later, it seems quite likely that local people would
obscure or skew information requested by strangers entering their country for the first time.
Certainly they would lie through their teeth to avoid being dragged along into a geographically
dangerous and territorially questionable landscape. Moreover, the dynamic nature of spring
conditions in Alaska probably meant that the Eyak people plain didn 7 know the status of river ice
on any given day. Allen wanted them to tell “truths” that were simply unavailable.
Allen’s premature assumptions about the fixed nature of the Copper River landscape make
a fool of him at other points in his narrative as well. In his review of the existing written history,
he also discounts an 1869 description in the Alaska Coast Pilot that reports, “... there is an Indian
settlement at the mouth of the Chittyna, and when the ice breaks up in the lake, the stream
suddenly overflows its banks and rushes with such swiftness that the inhabitants flee to the
mountains.” Again, Allen assumes the report to be false because the information does not
coincide with his own presumably perfect observations:
I saw no traces of this Indian settlement at the mouth of the Tschettschitina
(Chittyna), and if such existed it would probably have been situated on its banks
which are many feet higher than the line the water attained in the spring of 1885.
Moreover, there is no lake of any considerable size at the head of the river, if the
natives can in any manner be relied on.
Although Allen didn’t see it with his own presumptuous eyes, anyone who looks at a
modem map can see that there

isan immense glacially-dammed lake located at th

the Chitina River. Iceberg Lake sometimes contains more than three square miles of water.
However, Iceberg Lake is also ephemeral. Due to glacial damming mechanisms, the waters of
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Iceberg Lake build-up over many years and then drain-out in catastrophic flood events that could
easily shift the high waterlines at Chitina by more than twenty feet and send even the invincible
Allen running for high ground. However, given the cyclical nature of the Iceberg Lake’s outburst
dynamics, the natives were most likely correct in stating that there was no lake present in 1885.
The truth is, in the glaciated Wrangell Mountains, lakes come, and lakes disappear.
If the dynamic mountain landscape made “liars” out of the Eyak Natives, it also made a liar
out of Allen himself. Ironically, his original maps from the expedition erroneously include a fifth
Wrangell Mountain that does not exist. Anyone familiar with the Wrangell volcanoes can
understand Allen’s mistake; the Wrangells skyline does look radically different depending upon
an observer’s position. Turn a bend of the Copper River, and you can hardly recognize Mt.
Sanford from Mt. Drum. The various peaks do have a way of shifting positions in their own
game of geographic relativism. From Paxson, the flat-topped Wrangell seems to be in the middle
of Sanford and Drum, but by the time you get to Copper Center, Wrangell is clearly the southern
of the three.

Lt. Henry Allen’s mismapping was understandable, but his mistake also highlights the inherent
fallacy of reducing unfamiliar territory into overconfident outsider systematics, and in general, his
Expedition invites many comparisons to the contemporary contact zone. If rural people today
have something to learn from the pre-programmed hostilities towards Otherness revealed in
Ahtna oral narratives, the Park would be prudent to consider how their own approach sometimes
resembles the imperial attitudes exhibited by Henry Allen.
Recent Wrangell-St. Elias history even includes an Allen-esque incident of mismapping
which emerged as a major complaint made by local residents who reviewed the recent Kennecott
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Cultural Landscape Report. In this case, lower-48 archaeologists, arriving for a ten-week epic
reconnaissance of unfamiliar territory, managed to misplace and misname whole buildings on
their published map of the Kennecott Mill Town. Local residents were understandably concerned
to see their private homes and chicken coops plotted for various public “treatment plans.”
The dehumanizing qualities of Park bureaucratic language suggests a Cartesian grid-like
approach towards dissecting and filling in the spaces of cultural reality. The newcomer arrives,
names everything, makes a map, and sends a plan back to the head office. Henry Allen’s historic
inability to transcend his racist and belittling conception of “his” Natives is mirrored by the
Park’s inability to approach rural residents as anything other than itemized threats to “their”
resource. The park’s ultimately oppositional stance towards local people also resembles the
attitude that comes through in Allen’s operating orders. ’’You will endeavor to impress the
natives....” The commander’s intention is decidedly strategic, and the Park too, gets along with
and utilizes local people to the extent they support its own clearly defined mission.

Returning now to the Bleakley’s Contested Ground we see additional evidence of this elitist and
oppositional stance, built into the language of Park’s Adminstrative History. Bleakley’s “Fitting
In” chapter begins, “No Park can survive as an island” and immediately the verb choice suggests
an approach that arises not from real respect for communities, but rather from a self-interested
impetus for survival. As the first paragraph progresses, the Park historian’s language continues to
reveal his institutional bias.
Many key issues transcend unit boundaries and require local community support
to be effectively addressed. This is particularly true at WRST, which contains
extensive inholdings and provides crucial subsistence resources to local residents.
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Again, the bureaucratic language assumes a tactical approach rather than a genuine respect for
rural residents’ rights. Despite the progessive vision of ANILCA, the rights of local people are
sublimated to the Park, who is elevated here as the hegemonical “provider.”
Imagine how different the Park narrative would read if it began as follows:
As an ANILCA park , the Wrangell-St. Elias is mandated to preserve humans as
part o f the ecosystem . In this new kind o f Park, human communities are
considered a Park resource, and rural residents retain the right to continue
practicing their subsistence lifestyle within traditional homelands that have only
recently become managed by the National Park Service.

Contrast those words to the Park historian’s own account: “[FJollowing the establish-ment of
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park & Preserve.. .the NPS sought ways to protect its resources
without further alienating the local residents.” Again his pronouns repeatedly reveal his bias in
which resources ultimately belong to the Park and never the subsistence residents. In this sense,
the Park’s use of the possessive is reminiscent of Allen’s descriptions of “his” natives. Despite
the progressive vision of ANILCA, rural residents continue to be seen as a threat to Park
resources rather than the integral (and original) component of the inclusive system the legislation
attempted to establish.
The National Park Service in no way approaches the blatant abuses and racial
misconceptions practiced by Allen toward local people in his day, but the extremes presented in
Allen’s account do serve as metaphors for shortcomings in the Park’s attitudes towards local
people. In the literature of exploration at large, trading frequently represents the First essential act
of imperial possession, and the Park’s ANILCA mandated and local hire programs warrant
comparison to Allen’s days of imperialist exploration. Trade with locals (including employment)
is certainly a primary means by which the Park makes strategic inroads into communities. The
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Park, of course, pays competitive salaries, takes special care to promote workplace safety, and
would certainly grant sick-leave in times of severe snow blindness. However the almost
exclusively seasonal and entry-level nature of the Park’s local hire program rings true to Allen’s
account of Eyak natives abandoned at Chitina. Whether it happens at the end of the summer, or at
some different convenience, when the Park is through needing a person, that person is on their
own—certainly with no benefits, and probably no thanks either.

Everybody is, in fact, a somebody, and it would be dishonest if I did not relate my own story
from the contact zone. Like Bleakley’s Adminstrative History, my version of the Wrangells is
also compiled by a narrator. Like all good imperialists, the Park uses trade to make inroads into
communities, and I used to be one of those of inroads. From 1997-2001,1 served as a local hire
Interpretive Ranger at a time when there were no other Park uniforms in the Kennicott valley. I
served as a Park Ranger because I believed in the Park’s ANILCA mission, because I wanted to
be a positive part of their role in our community.
Local hire is integral to the ANILCA vision for Alaska Parks. The policy even has its
own special section in the legislation:

After consultation with the Office of Personnel Management, the Secretary shall
establish a program under which any individual who, by reason of having lived
or worked in or near a conservation system unit, has special knowledge or
expertise concerning the natural or cultural resources of such unit and the
management thereof (as determined by the Secretary) shall be considered for
selection for any position within such unit without regard to—
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(1) any provision of the civil service laws or regulations thereunder which require
minimum periods of formal training or experience,

(2) any such provision which provides an employment preference to any other
class of applicant in such selection.

For four years, I served as the Wrangell-St. Elias local-hire poster child. The former
Superintendent even sat me Frank Murkowski’s side for dinner so the Senator could see how well
they were abiding by their local-hire obligations.
I began my tenure as an Interpretive Ranger when the only Park presence in the Kennicott
Valley was a tiny information kiosk alongside two huge outhouses I cleaned myself. My
directions in those early years were clear; they came straight from the former superintendent. I
should serve the visitors’ needs without impacting the local community. My interpretive
programs should not compete with longstanding local businesses. I could do slide shows, but I
shouldn’t do “scheduled tours.” I could hike to the glacier, but I shouldn’t do “glacier hikes.”
I worked hard for the Park for four summers. I established an interpretive program and
founded an educational outreach program; I got along with local businesses and visitors alike.
Back then I defended the Park Service constantly to my neighbors; I defended the Park Service to
visitors who thought Park designation would ruin the place. I ran a campground, kept track of
local bears, and hardly ever saw an Enforcement Ranger in the valley. And I did it all without an
established infrastructure, using my own computer because the Park didn’t have an office and
using my local knowledge to make their program work. For my efforts I received four sets of
outstanding evaluations and two On-the-Spot Awards for Excellence. By all accounts, I was a
fine Park Ranger, and at the end of four years I received the opportunity to apply for my first
raise.
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By that time, the Park scene in McCarthy-Kennicott had changed 180 degrees. They’d
purchased the Kennecott Historic Landmark, hired twenty maintenance workers and leased a
second visitor contact station. They’d hired three additional Interpretive Rangers whom I’d
supervised for two years. They also hired a new Superintendent who came to our interpretive
planning meeting at the end of my fourth season.
“Why don’t we give historical tours?” Gary Candelaria wanted to know.
“Because I was told not to compete with local business,” I told him. “Historic tours have
been a mainstay of local business for twenty years. We do offer informal tours to any visitor who
wants one.”
I never said I wouldn’t do a scheduled the tours; I just answered the Superintendent’s
question. I just told him why we didn’t do tours—because the previous Superintendent had
expressly directed us not to. I also mentioned something about ANILCA.
That was when the Superintendent Candelaria said, “I’m tired of hearing about ANILCA
Parks. I’m tired of hearing how ANILCA Parks are supposed to be different. Parks impact
communities, and that’s a fact. Local people need to get used to it.”
I remember his words clearly, and sometimes I wish I had them on a tape recorder.

When my application for GS-09 Lead Ranger qualified at the Regional Personnel Office I
thought I was a shoo-in for my old job at the new pay scale. With a new Enforcement Ranger
and a GS-12 Park Planner stationed locally, I could finally just do the interpretation I’d been
hired for. The campground had been closed; a bear specialist had been hired. We even had an
office finally. The inroads had been made. There was talk of a permanent position. It was my
chance to enjoy the benefits of my efforts—or so I thought.
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I never did receive the hiring rationale I requested. On the phone my boss told me in two
short sentences that he had chosen someone else, someone from Grand Canyon who’d never been
to Alaska, someone who had supervisory experience that exceeded my own. After that, he
stopped answering my emails.
Eventually, through a reliable inside grapevine, I heard a different story about the hiring
decision. “Kennicott is going to grow too fast, too soon. They don’t want a local in a supervisory
position. A local person has too many allegiances. Everybody knew your programs were great,
but it’s a conflict of interest to have a local person making decisions that could affect the
community.”
When I called Chief Ranger Hunter Sharp to question him about the legal provisions
provided by ANILCA local hire mandate, he told me his line about bureaucracies: “The longer
you work for the bureaucracy, the more you become the bureaucracy. You don’t want that.”
When I tried to redirect the conversation towards ANILCA’s language—shall be considered fo r
selection fo r any position within such unit without regard to any provision o f the civil service
laws or regulations thereunder which require minimum periods o f formal training or
experience—Hunter told me that the legislation was open to interpretation, that my supervisor’s

choice was legal. Then, changing the subject again, he told me I needed to move on.
“These things happen to us all,” he said. “What’s most important is to move on.”
“You didn’t really want to make a career with the National Park Service,” said Ranger
Sharp. And only now do I notice his presumptuous pronoun.

Raven’s Encounters with the Chief: Mythic Tales of Self and Other
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A long time ago, or maybe yesterday, a great chief was living with his beautiful daughter along
the banks of a distant river. That’s one way to start the frequently retold story “How Raven
Steals Back the Stars, Moon and Sun.” John Smelcer includes a traditional Ahtna version in his
collection In the Shadow o f Mountains. In the Ahtna myth, the cultural other is a powerful chief
who steals the sun, moon and stars and forces the Ahtna to live in darkness until Raven steals
back the sun through trickery. Sneaking up to the evil chiefs beguiling daughter, Raven
transforms himself into a seed which the princess precedes to swallow in a cupped hand of creek
water.
“Inside the chiefs daughter, Raven became a baby, and soon the young woman bore a son
who was so dearly loved by the chief that he gave him whatever he asked for.” The sneaky
Raven-child was dearly loved, but he was also very ornery. After gaining the love of the
grandfather chief, the assimilated Raven baby cries and cries. He cries himself sick. He cries
until the finally the chief allows him access to the boxes where the Sun, Moon and Stars have
been hidden. Then, Raven transforms himself back into his winged-form, flying to steal back the
Sun and return it to its rightful position in the sky.
Metaphors of contact in this Raven story include the evil chiefs princess daughter who
personifies the mixed feelings one group might have towards another. Interbreeding was often an
element of early contact scenarios, and from the earliest days, others who arrived to the
Wrangells from elsewhere came laden with material goods that were attractive despite
accompanying fears or skepticisms. Today the NPS offers the highest wage around, and locals do
hire themselves into the family. I, too, drove the new green four-wheeler; I talked on the fancy
radio.
Raven’s rebirth as the grandson of the distant chief is a metaphor for the process of
assimilation. Working from inside a dominant culture, one hopefully gains a kind of leverage to
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create change, to make things right. But to succeed in that slippery endeavor, you probably have
to be ornery; like Raven you might have to play the Trickster role.
This Raven story also suggests the way that Nature itself can be a formidable Other.
Winter, too, is a kind of evil Chief that steals the Sun, forcing people into months of mental and
physical hardship. Winter is a force that compels Northern people to fight back with vengeance
and sometimes trickery. The land of long winters is hungry country, and hungry people worry
about bad things coming up river to steal the things they need.
Lucille Brenwick’s “Bush Indians” also presents a contact story with connections to natural
history. “Bush Indians” is a mythic version very similar to Katie John’s “When the Tailed-ones
Were Seen. ” She opens by telling of a boogie-man “bush Indian” that threatened Ahtna children
who wandered too far from home. “Them Bush Indians weren’t just your normal Indians. They
say that they were taller than a big man, and they were hairy all over,” tells Lucille. This time, the
Bush Indians steal Ahtna children and make them into slaves. And then,
A long time ago, a Bush Indian was wounded by Ahtna Indians...he was hurt so
bad that he later died after he got back to his people. He was buried up on the
mountain, on Kelt’aeni [the still-active volcano of Mt. Wrangell]. That is why
there is smoke coming from up there. It’s his funeral flame burning.
Again, the contact between self and Other ends in violence, a murder memorialized this time by
intimidating factors in the natural world. The still-active volcano of Kelt’aeni serves as the
centerpiece of the Wrangell Mountains skyline. It still blows steam throughout the year, in the old
days, the ground rumbled and the snow turned red with burning lavas.
In the Wrangell Mountains, even the stories of bedrock include tension in their contact
zone. Volcanism results from the subduction of oceanic crust beneath a continental margin. The
geology of Alaska is one of constant evolution—new terranes are forever arriving and accreting.
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Three hundred million years ago, the Wrangell Mountains of Interior Alaska were an island of
lava down near the equator. Three hundred million years ago, the Interior of Alaska was a coastal
margin with huge deltas depositing nearshore sediments that now are mountains of stone. Exotic
terranes of Earthly Otherness accreting to create the jigsaw puzzle we now perceive as whole.
Scientists speak of shifting along the contacts between tectonic plates as the source of mountain
volcanism. In geology, contact zones are also the location where minerals become deposited.
Remember Nikolai? His named-for greenstone is a metamorphosed basalt. In fact, our copper
country heroes Tarantula Jack and Clarence P. Warner were following the contact zone between
Nikolai greenstone and Chitistone limestone when they stumbled upon the great Bonanza—that
meadow of green, green copper. In human history, contact zones result in murderous tensions
between cultures. We’ve seen the volcano that is a funeral of a new mountain erupted through
old terrain. Have we found the nuggets to be mined?
It’s been almost three years since Chief Ranger Sharp informed me that I didn’t really want
to work for the Park Service. These days, I think he was right; I’m probably not a bureaucrat at
heart; in fact, I’m probably more like the Ahtna natives of old Batzulnetas—skeptical of
outsiders. There were times, even before they wronged me, when I was dubious of the Park just
because they were a large bureaucracy headquartered 120 miles from the mailshack where
everybody knows my name. And there were times when the Park vilified me because of who I
kept for neighbors. Hunter Sharp was probably right about me not being a bureaucrat, but what
the Park did was wrong. I excelled as a local-hire Park Ranger; for four years I shared my love of
the Wrangells with visitors who valued me precisely because I was local; for four years I
defended the Park consistently; I straddled the contact zone and buttoned my gray collar all the
way to the top. Then I got abandoned at the confluence. And hopefully I’ve moved on.
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“ Truth,” says Foucault, “is a regime upheld by narrative.” And in a land of multiple and
divergent narratives, it’s hard to determine truth. The stories of the Copper River region reveal a
history where cultural clash is a cultural norm. Even the mountains steam with volcanic turmoil.
Even the mountain peaks have a way of moving around on you depending upon your vantage.
Sovereignty in the Wrangells may always have been a question of timing and perspective. One
thing is certain; the stories we tell will shape the future that unfurls. And hence I close with one
more story.
Harry Johns is my friend Ruthie’s grandpa. I have eaten fry bread with him in Copper
Center. I have seen him laugh despite his pain. He is part of my history in this home, and he tells
a story that affirms the ties between human beings and bedrock; like Nikolai’s greenstone, the
Stone Woman is a history written into the ridgelines of stone.
It is said that a long time ago, before things became the way they are, the Ahtna
came from another place to settle this Copper Basin. The people decided to
move from the sea into Indian country but to get there they would have to walk a
long ways.
Harry Johns tells how Raven transformed the Ahtna human bodies into giants. Raven made it
easier for the people to climb the mountains, to cross the fast rivers and huge, crevasse-ridden
glaciers. Raven helped the Ahtna people, but he also made them agree to something. He told the
Ahtna that they should not look back. “If someone looks back, something terrible will happen.
That is what he said.”
In Harry Johns’ story, one giant Ahtna woman cannot help herself—one giant Ahtna
woman with a baby strapped to her back. Maybe she was homesick, maybe she thought too much
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of what she was leaving behind. “No sooner did she turn and look than she turned to stone. She
became a giant rock. She turned into a mountain!”
Ruthie’s grandpa says you can see that Ahtna woman when you’re driving into the Copper
River Basin along the Glenn Highway from Anchorage. Her giant body of stone stands tall just
east of the Matanuska Glacier. The white people call her Lion’s Head, but anyone who looks
closely can see the baby sleeping on her back.
Scientists would attribute the rock horn to the slow erosion of glaciers. And either way the
stone woman stands as monument to the principle of impermanence. This world is always
changing. Like the glaciers, the volcanoes and the shifting channels of the Copper River down
below, the human history of the Wrangell-St. Elias tells a story of contact and cultural transition.
In a small town, anyone who hopes to freeze history will become embittered. Anyone who looks
back to see the future makes a trap out of their mind, and their heart just may solidify. In the
Wrangells, giants arrive, and we tell stories. We tell stories, and giants arrive.
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Returning the Neighbor’s Belongings

You left your shirt, when you visited that afternoon. Its sweaty odor fills this whole tiny cabin.
Waking up, I burrow into its essence. I breathe in your day’s work beneath the sticky buds of
poplar, and envision being your place of rest. Fingerpainting the silty grime collected on your
skin, I imagine some electric evening—round Solstice—how' we note the sun’s zenith on the
shoulder of Fireweed. The midnight dusk—cranberries crushing, pond frogs croaking, my slow
steps closing the gap of bear-clawed aspens that separate our lands. I imagine being in your camp
when the birds go silent and reawaken in song. How you would kill the last mosquito, and we
would enter the wild night stillness. I imagine it—the ease of it, the being known. Then I imagine
the autumn: that huge brown yellow sadness and the season upon season of awkward exits. I
don’t imagine a life that we could share.
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The Renegade King
1953-2001

A person whose desires and impulses are his own—are the expressions o f his own
nature, as it has been developed and modified by his own culture—is said to have
a character. One whose desires and impulses are not his own, has no character,
ju st like a steam engine has no character.... [E]ccentricity has always abounded
when and where strength o f character abounded. ...[Tjhat so few now dare to be
eccentric marks the chief danger o f our time. John Stuart Mill, 1854

People always used to say, if you’re going to visit Chris Richards, visit in the morning, and on
my final visit, I arrived at ten a.m. When I skied up to his red and white shack on the edge of the
Kennicott Glacier, Chris was still upstairs in bed, but Rudy, his white husky-mix, was out in the
yard to greet me. When the dog started barking, Chris hollered out the window, “Come on in!”
On the Saturday after Thanksgiving of 2001, Chris Richards was the only living resident
of the historic Kennicott mill town. He had the Miller family a half-mile down the road, and his
friends, Matt Smith and Rick Jurick, up the mountain. But on the main drag of Kennicott proper,
there was only Chris and Rudy the dog.
Before it burned on the day before Winter Solstice 2001, you could throw a ping-pong
ball from the south window of Chris’s two-story shack and hit the historic timbers of the
Kennicott Community Rec Hall. Across the street was the four-star Kennicott Glacier Lodge.
His back yard was glacier, glacier and more glacier. Chris Richard’s had a view all the way north
to Mount Blackburn, west to Fireweed, east to Porphyry, and south to the Chitina Valley. It was
a pretty sweet spot for a bachelor shack—as long as you like ghosts for girlfriends and tourists for
breakfast May through September.
Outside, the winter world was cold and crystalline. Inside, Chris’s home was cluttered
but toasty warm. The two-by-four frame surrounding his front door read: I ’m so fucking happy

Ill
it's starting to piss me off. Within moments Chris was down his steep staircase to greet me. We
had to clear off some papers and beercans before I could sit on the chair, and Chris had a bad case
of bed hair, but that was okay. My hair was a sweaty wreck from skiing.
After a big bear hug, Chris immediately offered me a cigar. “You can have a fresh one
even,” he said, seemingly proud of his new bad habit.
On the table was a $62 bundle Chris had bought while visiting his mother in SanMarino,
California, the month before. In a different ritzy-looking bag were some even more expensive
cigars for sampling if I wanted. When I agreed to try out the two-dollar variety, Chris grinned and
grabbed for an ivory-handled knife he had stabbed into his unfinished doorframe.
“This is my oldest living possession,” he said, showing off the antique blade as he
trimmed the brown end from my cigar. “We keep the guns clean and loaded, and the knives
sharp.”
“But you’ve never actually harmed anyone?” I ask, for the sake of interview material.
“Nope,” he said promptly, and then, returning the knife to the door, he chuckled, “I think
I stabbed Lou Hastings, but he was trying to shoot me. Does that count?”

When Chris Richards burned to death in his shack on December 19, 2001 his obituary made the
cover of the Anchorage Daily News, and the Alaska State Senate stopped their session to pay
tribute to the honorary “mayor” of Kennicott. Historic Kennicott has always had a sweet spot in
hearts across Alaska, and for many Alaskans, Chris Richards was part of the Kennicott
experience. He was survived by his dog Rudy, his mother, father, two brothers, and the Millers
down the road who were like a second family for most of his twenty-five-year residence in the
Kennicott Valley.
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Winter Solstice is the still point when the world turns around. For three days, the
darkness remains steady in its longest nights, and in Scandanavian folklore, Solstice is a time for
caution. At Solstice, the gates to the Land of the Dead stand open. Due to the extreme cold
weather, the fire that burned Chris Richard’s home was remarkably well-contained. The flames
didn’t even reach his outhouse, nor did they affect any of the nearby historic structures. Due to
the extreme heat of the flames, no direct cause of the fire could be determined. Neighbors
reported that Chris had been suffering delusions earlier that day and throughout the previous
week, and his suffering may have been a form of alcohol withdrawl or perhaps post-traumatic
stress syndrome.
Many Alaskans remember Chris Richards as the survivor who suffered two headshot
wounds and severe frostbite during the Lou Hastings massacre that killed seven McCarthyKennicott residents in March of 1983. Others remember Chris as the owner of the KennicottMcCarthy Wilderness Guides that offered “hysterical” historic tours of the Kennicott Mill Town
throughout the eighties and nineties. I remember Chris on a particular November morning.
Theoretically I was doing an interview, but mostly the visit felt just like any other Chris visit. I
never could have guessed he’d be dead within the month.
That morning, I didn’t think much of it when Chris made his jab about Lou Hastings.
Since the day I met him, more than a decade earlier, Chris Richards had always made jabs about
Hastings. For a while, when he told the story at the bar or on the porch of the Glacier Lodge, he
sounded like a bad radio commercial, like a jingle you’ve heard too many times before. I always
thought it was selfish when new folks asked him questions about the murders. Anybody who
knew Chris knew he had played Risk with Lou Hastings on the day before the bastard showed up
at his door with a silenced rifle shoved up the sleeve of his parka. Anybody who knew Chris
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knew the story. Some say he changed after the murder; others claim he was always peculiar:
“Chris Richards was crazy long before Lou.”

That November Chris’s encounter with his knife was brief. He whittled away the end of the
brown tobacco leaf and handed me back the cigar with a lighter. “Be careful not to inhale,” he
said. “This shit’ll give your lips a buzz even.”
And it did. As Chris popped himself a Milwaukee Best I spied a bag of real java beans on
a shelf. Although, we had to hunt around the 12’x l4 ’ kitchen/living/office space for a filter, he
did have plenty of National Creek water in five gallon white buckets. I dumped the last bit of
basil from an otherwise clean Ball jar to save from washing a real mug. There was no powdered
milk or sugar to be found, but there was a tub half-filled with cocoa. “How about I make it a
morning mocha?” I asked.
“What ever turns you on,” said Chris.
And so we sat with our beverages and cigars, craning our heads to read the magicmarkered manuscript on his unpainted drywall ceiling. Some of the words were scrawled; some
of the words were lettered boldly. There was hardly an inch left on that ceiling for the future.
Natural laws have no pity.
Save the Wolves; feed them Liberals.
Live Free or Die.

“That one’s borrowed from New Hampshire,” said Chris.
Life is unpredictable, eat your dessert first.

“Fifteen years of partying graffiti !”he said, still taking pride in his unfinished ceiling. Rich
Kirkwood might earn $225 a night for lodge guests, but his guest book was priceless. He could
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tell me the name of almost every inscriber up there, and usually the circumstances of the
transcriptions as well.
Women and men are two different species that happen to be reproductively
compatible.

“That was Michael P.,” said Chris, “after his first old lady dumped him.”
Never test the depth o f a stream with both feet.

“That would be Roger Elconin!” Roger is hippy-dude turned daddy, with a National Science
Foundation grant to study rock glaciers across the valley. With two babies, he lives in Anchorage
most of the time, but when he comes back to McCarthy for research he always hires Chris’s
Kennicott McCarthy Wilderness Guides for his various sherpa needs. In our conversations that
day, Chris referred to the KMWG guides who shared his home each summer as simply “the kids.”
There were dozen of different guides over the decades. Anyone with a keen sense of adventure
and a First Aid card could set up a tent and guide with Chris for the summer season. He even
gave those guides his kitchen from May through September. A lot of those quotes on that ceiling
stemmed from KMWG antics.
Hike til you drop. Party til you puke. Summit or plummit.

A red bumper sticker pronounced: WORK-FREE DRUG PLACE. Another read,
What happens i f you get scared half to death, twice?

Chris repeated that one aloud twice during the morning. Aside from his financial woes, he
seemed to be doing pretty well. He complained about having no snow machine, and he said he’d
had the flu when he returned from California to frozen propane, water in the heating oil, and run
down solar batteries. That day, however, everything seemed under control, water in the buckets
and all systems go. He even had some vodka on hand. And it never occurred to me that he might
be scared for himself.
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Where the hell is Chitina?

Sometimes Chris was feisty; sometimes he could gripe himself into the gutter, but I never knew
him to feel outwardly sorry for himself.
Work like you don’t need the money.
Love like you ’ve never been hurt.
Standing in the shadows o f love, waiting fo r the heartaches to come.
We’ve all been in love and we have the scars to prove it.

Some of the quotes on the quotes on the ceiling were song lyrics; some of the stuff Chris read in
books. A lot of the words were about love.
I was fooled by your innocence, my love fo r you was so intense...

That one, written in Chris’s own scrawl, trailed off beneath a fluorescent light bulb fixture.
I never knew Chris to have a girlfriend in the ten years he was my neighbor. That
morning his bed was covered with sleeping bags and dog hair. Two makeshift quilts hung next to
the bedroom window to close off the drafts and block the spectacular view he had of Mount
Blackburn and the Kennicott Glacier. Next to his mattress were beer cans, empty and full. Also a
half-gallon of shatterproof Borski.
As he smoked his cigar, the quintessential bush bachelor told me about coming to Alaska
from Ohio with Laura, his common law wife of seven years. That would have been 1978 or so.
He didn’t remember dates too well, aside from Lou Hastings in 1983. He did remember arriving
at the end of the McCarthy Road the first time: the tram was on the other side of the Kennicott
River with no tie line for pulling it back over; he and Laura had to walk five miles across the
glacier moraine to scope out the Great Kennicott Land sale. At one point, Laura had to tiptoe
across an old beam laid down to traverse a glacial sink hole, and the next time his “wife” arrived
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at the end-of-the-road she had a truckload of Chris’s crap from Homer. She said she didn’t want
to look at it anymore.
In November 2001, more than twenty years later, Chris said he and Laura were still
friends, more or less. “I’m still friends with every woman I ever dated,” he said, and I can
believe it would be true. Chris Richards had a garbage mouth, and a mind that could fill with
anger, but he also had a heart of high-grade copper. Compared to many bachelors in our valley,
he was handsome in an eccentric way. At times, he could be downright beguiling. Granted, his
bad eyeball would swing dance in its socket, and with his diet of vodka, beer and not much else,
he was skinny as a scarecrow. But he didn’t look forty-eight years old. He just looked like
Chris—full of spunk, spitfire.

Chris Richards would have made a fine boyfriend if all days

ended at 10 a.m.
After Laura, Chris hooked up Sarah from the Kennicott Glacier Lodge across the street.
She stuck around.. .for a while. Then there was a girl he met while surveying down south one
winter. She drove back up the Al-Can Highway with him, but things went awry when a tourist
stole all her worldly possessions from Chris’s truck parked at the river. It was her first day in the
valley, and as Chris tells it, she didn’t last too many longer.
“I’m just a redneck hippie,” he said, popping another beer can. “Some of my best
intentions have turned out to be fuck-ups.”

In the end, Chris Richard’s biggest love affair was probably with Kennicott itself. The 5x7
photograph in the Anchorage Daily News obituary shows him windblown and thirty-something,
perched on the top of the thirteen-story mill building so his own wiry figure melds with the
skyline of timber-frames and glacial moraines. Chris made payments on two different lots, but he
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owned the whole of Kennicott through sheer fact of occupancy. When the Great Kennicott Land
Company sold the surface rights surrounding the old company town, people from all over the
state put money down, but only Chris planted his permanent roots in the rocky tailings
immediately surrounding the relics of copper industry. When Chris Richards bought in, Kennicott
was a hunk of carrion, and he was the opportunistic scavenger.
As we visited that morning, he handed over a nonstop stream of artifacts. The cluttered
room was full of items he’d collected from the dump and elsewhere. That day he had at least a
dozen antique bottles fixed up as dried flower arrangements. He was giving them away to
friends. The vases contained mostly mountain ash berries, fireweed and yarrow. They were
charming, in a rustic, Kennicott sort of way.
“Dave said I needed a hobby.” And apparently he’d followed his guide manager’s
suggestion. From boxes below the table he handed bottle after bottle that he was cleaning up; he
also showed off nickel and silver spoons he’d been burnishing. He compared the tarnished ones
with the shining ones, using birch bark as a background for display. One spoon was twisted in the
forge of some accidental fire. He showed off a heat-warped blue bottle with sides bulging and lip
drooped down like a passed-out drunk.
“No one’s ever seen one quite like that,” said Chris.
Only later, when I heard about his own fire, did it occur to me to wonder about Chris’s
fascination with the heat-warped items. Only later did it occur to me to wonder why Chris was
smoking cigars for the first time in his life. Why was Chris giving away flowers in the weeks
before his own life went up in flames?
That day I just took it all in while sipping my instant hot cocoa mocha. Chris Richards
was always a little quirky. Chris Richards was always “just being Chris.” As we fondled the brass
fittings of an ancient fire hose he acted like a quiz show host, questioning me first, then showing
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how the lead insert could be remolded to increase or decrease the flow. When he brought out the
biggest head, I laughed. “That one’s a little phallic.”
“No doubt,” he agreed. “The kids want to make a hookah out of it. But what do you
think this is?” he asked, handing over a tiny, porcelain saucer and cup shaped like a giant thimble.
The underside of the plate said JAPAN in faded print set letters.
“Some sort of crucible?” I guessed. “Or maybe a device for melting opium? Did you
find it in the hospital?”
“Nope,” Chris said, “I found it right here over by my outhouse. I think it’s a sake cup—
maybe from the Chinese laundrymen. They had folks from all fucking over the place back then.”
Chris loved his artifacts as much as any Park Service archaeologist. And he knew a lot about
those things. Describing his “Kennecrap,” his language was unfailingly emphatic.
A sixteen-inch file with toothed-edges was the “mother-fucking scraper of all scrapers.”
From the porch he pulled “the biggest-assed axe you ever seen.” Handing me a cardboard tube
with brass and copper inserts he asked, “Is that the biggest damned fuse you ever saw in your
life? I took the thing apart once. Thing still threads.”
Closing one eye to observe an antique dental pick he exclaimed with genuine enthusiasm,
“I’ve got the crap of ages. I’ve got everything here, there’s nothing I don’t have. Used to be we
called it junk, now they call it artifacts.”
Scattered among the antiques in that tiny house, were sheep horns, bear skulls, a fox pelt
he bought from Gary Green back when he still trapped. “Somebody’s dog ate the legs off it.”
There were books: a title by Tom Wolfe next to a hardback version of A Course in Miracles. On
the windowsill sat a pair of dried out chile pepper plants alongside some aloe vera, and on the
wall nearby was a 1918 calendar printed by the O’Neill Store in old McCarthy. There were
photos of his nephew and photos of his El Dorado Ranch acquired as a freebie down in Baja
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California. Hanging above the stairs was a hand-quilted rainbow and next to it a hand-written
note from Park Superintendent Gary Candelaria:
Please not make any unilateral moves to improve the Bonanza Mine Road .

Chris Richards was still ranting about that one.

For as long as I knew him, and especially after the federal acquisition of Kennicott in 1998, Chris
Richards disliked the Park Service on principle; he made himself a pimple on the ass of every
progress-seeking planning meeting, and if he’d owned a bulldozer he might have ripped a new
road to his property just to prove that he could. The “Pork Circus” bureaucracy represented
everything that Chris had come to Kennicott to get away from. They were also making plans to
put his tour guide livelihood out of business—the Park Service calls a monopoly a concession.
Chris had his permits; he knew his history; and he had the longevity in the valley that should have
earned him local preference as a historic operator. But cats like Chris Richards don’t make the
kind of concessionaire a Park Service manager can choose over another.
Chris Richards hated the Park Service at times, but during the years I worked next door
to him in the tourist business, it never mattered that I wore a Park Ranger uniform. Regardless of
who they worked for, Chris would stop anything in an instant to help a neighbor. Before the Park
had an office in the valley, he loaned me his fax for making copies. He loaned me his computer
and color printer. In the three summers I hosted Arts and Lectures for the Park Service at the
Jurick Building, Chris attended as many Sunday night talks as anyone in that town. You could
credit it to proximity—his house was right next door—but I also think he genuinely enjoyed
learning more about his home at those events. He always brought a beer, and he didn’t always
stay the entire lecture. Still, often as not he was there, asking careful questions in the follow-up
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sessions. Sometimes it seemed he wanted to put the speaker on the spot, but just as often his
Chris’s comments seemed to stem from genuine curiosity.

On the downstairs table of that shack was a long facsimile from the National Bank of Alaska,
recently bought out by the new Wells Fargo. Chris had been on the phone with the bank that
week, and he was pissed about it. The guys at NBA always gave him a loan this time of year. He
wanted to know what the hell was wrong with Wells Fargo? “The credit cards are maxed out, no
money and no income and the banker won’t give me a loan,” he said. “But I’ll figure it out.”
Chris Richards, the guy who once listed “million dollar view” as one of his credit card
assets, didn’t usually let finances bother him, but that day, for the first time in my knowledge, he
was talking serious about selling out to the Park. The regional land guy had been back to
appraise his property in August, and apparently he’d doubled the former offer. Apparently the
Park wanted Chris Richards out of their Historic Landmark. For the lot with his house they were
offering 75K, and that price was adjusted to allow him a lifetime permit to live on the site and
operate his guide service. For his other lot they were offering 65 K outright, and broke, like he
was, Chris was definitely thinking about it. I told him to be careful. I told him Kennicott needed
him right where he was.
Before I heard about Chris Richards’ death during the darkest week of that dark autumn
of 2001,1 had already been writing about him in my little laptop. That draft was in the present
tense:
Chris Richards is as much a part of Kennecott as the old mill or the fancy glacier
lodge across the street. As a character, Chris is consistent as the glacier that sits
just meters out his cluttered windows. He is always himself, part renegade, part
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pirate, just like the skull and bone flag that has flown for years outside his little
bachelor shack. Chris Richards loves this valley as much or more than any of us.
He is the renegade king of Kennicott and I, for one, adore him despite himself.

Incinerated with him in his glacier-view home were gifts from a lot of people who loved Chris
over the years. There was a string of Tibetan prayer flags from his former guide Anne Ross, and
a spruce plank table that Rick Petter milled by hand. On one wall was a Christmas card I’d sent
him two years back. Stapled to the door was a mail-day cartoon handmade by his neighbor Terry
Frady that had probably hung there for a decade. In the comer, next to the glacier-window, was a
poster of the solar system hand-painted by a Venice Street artist in LA.
“I couldn’t believe it,” said Chris. “The guy made that thing with spray paint and a couple
of spatulas. I watched him for hours. Finally I asked him, ‘How much?’ When he said ‘Fifteen,’ I
said, ‘Will you take twenty?”’
There were dozens of boxes, some of them empty, some full. There were piles of clothes
and piles of dog hair. Gathering dust on the steps was a dusty fax machine, and upstairs, next to
his bed, were beer cans and Schweppes tonic waters in one liter bottles. A bottle of peptic acid,
and a bottle of Hoppes nitro solvent. One shelf held a box of black rifle powder and brass bullet
cartridges, and under his bureau lay a jammed-up M16 knockoff. Why anyone would want a
fully automatic, Chris didn’t know. His was an AR180. Semi-automatic. “A beautiful fucking
gun,” he said. “And that way they can’t conquer us. Of course they’d have to get passed Miller
first. That wouldn’t be easy. All of his kids and his wife can shoot a bear straight through the
heart.” At that, Chris laughed and laughed.
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He loved to talk about the Miller family. Jim Miller (just plain “Miller” to Chris) had
helped him get his place back in shape when he arrived from California to total systems failure
Chris had shared Thanksgiving dinner with them just two days before. Jeannie pulled out all the
stops. “You never leave that table hungry,” said Chris admiringly.

Chris loved his Miller family, and in many ways, the Millers were probably the most
supportive family he had known. Of course, Chris never said anything but good things about his
mother. That previous August, he’d shocked us all by leaving McCarthy in the middle of the
tourist season to visit her in California. He and Rudy flew down because she’d offered to let him
drive her VW Vanagon to Mexico and then back up the ALCAN. Unfortunately, his mother
hadn’t realized that Chris couldn’t get a driver’s license.
At the funeral, Judy Richards looked real sweet with her blonde hair, straw hat, and
perfect lipstick despite the McCarthy dust. Sweet, tipsy, and distant, like the kind of woman you
might see at a slot machine in Reno. She didn’t look old enough to be Chris’s mom. In fact, she
didn’t look like a woman who would be a mom. Chris’s brother, Duston, a financial consultant in
Berkeley, played the parental role at the funeral. He read aloud from a poem he written and then
etched onto a brass and wooden plaque. His wife hung prayer flags around the charred house site.
When Jim Miller whispered, “he’s a jerk,” about Chris’s real dad, I had no reason to
doubt it. With a loud guffaw, a video camera, and a black zip-up jacket, Ray Richards looked
like a cross between Chevy Chase and the over-the-hill Electrolux salesman who tried to pick me
up at Costco one Christmas. I couldn’t bring myself to talk with him at the funeral. When I
asked Chris during our visit, he told me he’d called his Dad on the day after Thanksgiving. They
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talked for a moment, and then his dad said he’d call back. “He had to save five dollars on a pair
of shoes,” said Chris in a tone both humored and bitter. And that was the end of that.
Chris would gag on his vodka if he caught me psychoanalyzing his family history. I know
the Millers loved Chris like family, and I’m sure the Richards did too—to the best of their ability.
For Chris Richards, making sense of your childhood was about as dumb as planning the future
with a fine-toothed bureaucratic comb. Making sense of the past was about as dumb as trying to
understand a man who planned to murder his entire town in the name of high-flying ideals.

By noon that Saturday, Chris had finished two Old Milwaukees, I’d downed two cups of java,
and we decided it was time to clear out of the cigar smoke. Chris filled his blue can with Borski
and hunted around for his boot liners. As we passed the wooden pole posted next to his fire ring
in the yard, I asked him about the absence of a black pirate flag that winter. There was no Alaska
flag either, no blue and gold, no big dipper stars blowing in the periglacial breeze.
“Rich Kirkwood didn’t like em,” Chris said. They interrupt the view from the highpriced porch of his lodge. So, in the name of good business, Chris had taken them down last
spring. He also mentioned that flags are expensive. Fifty bucks for the pirate symbol, a hundred
sometimes for the Alaska stars.
Heading towards the old Kennicott bunkhouse with Rudy, the husky, in the lead, it felt
like Chris and I were walking through a winter dream. Behind us Porphyry Mountain poked pink
through the clouds—-the clifflines miraged by condensation. The red buildings of the mill town
looked absurdly bright, and the glacier, too, looked extraordinarily gorgeous, with its moraines
covered in fresh snow. Chris himself, in a big red parka topped by funky hat from Kyrgestan,
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looked like a walking sculpture of rural Alaska. He even wore a pair of red long underwear that
he yanked at periodically due to aging elastic.
But that walk was not a dream; I remember a single magpie that flew out from a broken
window to startle us alert. And Chris himself breathed life into the winter ghost town. Every
comer contained an anecdote. Heading towards the sacking shed at the base of the thirteen-story
concetration mill, he moaned longingly towards piles of tarped-over Park Service lumber.
“Look at all that” he said, and then lapsed into a reminiscence about the first Friends of
Kennicott stabilization proj ect funded by the state in 1991. He remembered a particular beam that
he and his neighbor Howard Mozen had to carry.
“The place is pretty much intact,” said Chris, “but they should have put the roof on
twenty years ago.” As we walked along the weathered roof-joists of the old ammonia leaching
plant, he told me how he’d lobbied with the Alaska Historical Society to preserve Kennecott long
before the Park Service arrived on the scene. “I drove and slept in the cab of my car, and I went
to their meeting and I begged em when it was my turn. I begged em to at least put tarps onto some
of these roofs, at least the key parts. But I’m all done with that anymore,” he said. “I’m not going
to any more meetings. I’m going to try to stay on the Friends of Kennicott board just to keep an
eye on them.”
Beyond the mill building and across from the old machine shop, Chris stopped in front
of an old brown truck. The thing had been there for as long as I can remember, but still, at less
than forty years old, it’s not considered historic. At some point soon, it’s scheduled for Park
Service removal as a “non-contributing artifact.”
“What do you know about this truck?” I asked Chris, as he kicked the fender.
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“It’s an old military issue, really heavy-gauged stuff. You can’t dent this shit with your
hand, you need a big sledge hammer.” Then he went on to tell how that brown truck originally
belonged to Tim Nash who lived at the Miller farm before being murdered by Hastings in 1983.
“Tim drove that thing up the ALCAN with the camper that is now the Miller’s chicken
shed. It’s the original homestead rig. They parked that little sucker a few feet off the road. I
remember when I first drove into Kennicott, I saw their sign hanging on the side of the road:
Look if you must, but keep traveling. At first I thought, well, I guess I won’t be going to visit
them! But they turned out to be really nice people.”
Chris Richards then told how Tim Nash loaned him that truck for what turned out to be
its final tour. “Back then anyone would loan anybody anything,” he said. “I had my old dog
Hawkins in the front seat, and we were going down towards Millers nice and slow. But we hit a
little bump and the door popped open. Old Hawkins started going out backwards. I reached over
and grabbed his choke collar and at 125 pounds, he jerked me flat across the seat. I was holding
on to Hawkins with one hand and holding on to the steering wheel with the other. I decided to let
go of the dog.”
According to Chris, poor Hawkins took a bad bounce and the truck hit him while Chris
himself bounced straight up in the air.
“I saw stars,” said Chris. “Then, luckily, the truck just died. A minute later I went back
to look for what was left of Hawkins.”
Surely his dog had internal injuries, a broken spine, hips maybe. Chris had his gun; he
was ready. “Oh my God,” he said. “I can think of two or three people I’d consider shooting but
shooting that dog, that would have about killed me. But I was prepared to do it. I walked right up
to him, but that old Hawkins. He started wiggling; he got up.
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“Hawkins survived!” said Chris proudly. “Tim’s truck never quite ran right again... And
that is a true story. Dog kills truck. Military truck. But I won’t swear on a bible, I’m not a
Christian you know.”
“How did Tim Nash take it when you told him?” I asked.
“Oh,” said Chris, “he didn’t mind.”

How does a renegade like Chris Richards earn himself hero status? Why did the Alaska State
Legislature stop their session to praise a self-proclaimed “fuck-up” who rarely fell asleep sober
during most of his adult life. Over the years Chris Richards’ drunk driving endangered more
lives than his own dog Hawkins. His neighbors with young children feared his tendency to shoot
off guns when he was wasted. Why did we love Chris Richards? In part it was pure longevity.
He knew those pieces of brown truck history, and if he didn’t know, he’d make it up. Chris
Richards was a great storyteller. And on any given day he’d stop everything for an hour with a
neighbor or absolute stranger.
Chris Richards was the old Alaska, the empty Alaska, the Alaska where freedom and its
bedfellow tolerance held down numbers one and two of an abridged ten commandments. Chris
came in to the country when neighbors were few and far between. He once told an interviewer,
“Even the neighbors I don’t necessarily get along with all the time, they’re precious to me.” Chris
could laugh about Lou Hastings; he could tell the story of the massacre like it was just another
story, but when he spoke of the folks that Hastings killed, his heart swelled all the way to his
eyeballs.
Speaking of the murder victims Flo and Les Hegland in 1997, Chris Richards’ memories
still started in the present tense: “I’ve got nothing but total respect for them...they were old-
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timers.. .they were here before I even thought of coming here.. .1 mean they were the original
item as far as people living back here. They were the original pirates, even if they didn’t consider
themselves that. They were the good people. [Hastings] took a major chunk out of this place.
He changed the way it will be, no doubt, forever.”
After the murders Chris and his dog Rudy remained regulars at the new mail shack, but
he bemoaned the loss of mail as it used to be. For Chris, in the 1980s, mail day at Heglands was
a weekly holiday. “We’d sit around, have tea and cookies.. .swap bullshit... it was a good time. I
miss it. It’s not the same anymore, not the same at all...

After the troopers found four bodies

“stacked like cordwood” in the Hegland’s kitchen, nobody ever collected their letters at that
house again, but even today, mail serves as a proper noun, and mail-day at the new mail shack is
still an event. “Are you going to mail,” we ask? When Chris was in town he was there.
With a foul mouth, big guns and shatterproof appetite for hard alcohol, Chris Richards
was an unlikely candidate for community elder, but after the Lou Hastings massacre, he was a
kind of elder. With an anything-goes attitude, Chris never bought a health insurance policy, but
he did pay premiums to the spunk, spontaneity, and generosity that were the foundation of the
old- style frontier spirit. When the rest of us got too busy for neighbors, when the rest of us took
9-5 jobs with the Park and or the tourist sector, Chris Richards stayed the same. Even in the
middle of summer he would stop anything to help a neighbor. He didn’t always have cookies, but
he always had time for tea or a cheap beer.
“Back then anybody would loan anybody anything,” said Chris, who once drove his
Brown Sugar pickup across McCarthy Creek to help me haul a load of building materials. He
didn’t care if the silts screwed up his wheel bearings. He didn’t care if he got stuck in the gravels.
Chris never had an ounce of economic security but he would loan all he had to anyone. His shack
had a propane hot water heater fed by a gravity hose from National Creek, and anybody with a
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towel could take a shower. Before I got a sauna of my own, I took him up on that offer
frequently. He never once tried anything kinky; he just seemed glad to make another’s life a little
easier by offering what he had.

As we walked past the Powerhouse and towards the row of cottages that includes Lou Hastings
abandoned home, I asked Chris if we should turn back. “We’re coming up to the bastard’s
house,” I said. “But we don’t have to talk about him.”
Chris looked at the rotting red and white and cottage—paint peeling, windows broken,
and the door missing from its hinges—and laughed.
“People used to come up to me in the old days and ask if I wanted them to bum down the
house. I’d go no, it ain’t the house’s fault.” Then he told his version of the Lou Hastings
massacre—March 1, 1983. He wasn’t sad. He was maybe a little vacant, maybe a little bit
proud.
“In a nutshell,” he said, “the guy came into my house on a premeditated mission to hijack
the mail plane and kill everybody and then blow up the pipeline or whatever, who knows. But he
shot me pointblank in the face as I turned around, I was going to offer him a cup of coffee, I had
no clue, I’d played Risk with the guy the night before. It was no big deal. When you play Risk
with two people it’s kind of boring. The next morning he walked right in and did it. He didn’t
say fuck you, he didn’t say I’ll have cream in my coffee. I was turning around from turning on
the coffee. I was going, ‘good morning’ and next thing I know I got whacked. The first one was
in the face. For a while it was big as a grapefruit. Jesus, it was ugly.” With that, Chris was
cackling again. “My advice to anyone is vitamin E and aloe vera.”
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Later, as we walked back towards his own house, he muttered absently, “I gave him no
cause.” When I cursed under my breath, Chris laughed again, this time a little maniacally.
“Oh yeah, oh yeah. Why do you think I don’t worry about too much shit anymore? It’s
like, okay, I may not agree with everything a guy says; I don’t have to agree with everything a
guy says, but I’m real sure he ain’t planning to kill me, or torture me or poison me or even hurt
my dog.”
Some people said Chris Richards changed after the Lou Hastings massacre, that he
blamed himself for not being able to save his neighbors. And that day, as we walked away from
Hasting’s old cottage, Chris fumbled with the back pocket of his trousers: “I don’t care what
people do to me, but the fact that they came and fucked the whole neighborhood, that bothered
me. For about eight years I carried a little twenty two automatic in my back pocket.” He showed
me where it used to be. “I’ve got all these pants with the proof and impression of that thing worn
into my asshole, then I gave up on that. I said, forget it. You just can’t tell by looking if people
are coming to hurt you. If they’ve got it all figured out ahead a time then you’re screwed. All
you can do is do the best you can.”
Did we love Chris Richards because he was a victim? Did we love him because he was a
survivor? One obituary called Chris a troubled hero, and that day, as we dropped below the dirt
road that climbs to the cottages on Silk Stocking Row, he interrupted our conversation to point
out the route he’d taken to warn his neighbors about Lou Hastings. I realized then that Chris’s
everyday map of Kennicott still contained the topography of that massacre, that the landmarks of
his own backyard were forever scarred by one man’s warped intentions to kill an entire human
community.
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Chris Richards called me at my cabin on the day after our November interview. It was one of a
handful of times he’d ever dialed my number. He told me he’d found some historic documents he
thought I’d be interested in, but I suspect he was also lonesome. It turns my stomach to recall
what we ended up talking about. He was reaching out; I was taking notes.
“’You should see yourself, you’re already dead,”’ he said, recalling Hasting’s words
verbatim. “’If you’ll quit fighting, I’ll make it easy on you.’”
Chris Richards did not stop fighting. He stabbed Lou Hastings twice in the leg and chest.
“I went Bezerk. I was running around. I tried to whack him with an iron pan, but I couldn’t see
too well. And then he was tangled in a chair, and I decided it was time to get the hell out of
there.”
“I heard two more distinct shots as I ran around the bunkhouse.”
“I didn’t know where to run. I didn’t have the script.”

Chris Richards never recovered from the frostbite acquired during his epic escape barefoot
through the break-up snow. Even on our own short walk, he complained about cold toes and
stumbled repeatedly on a trail made flat by snow machines. At first I blamed it on the vodka
refill. But then Chris told me he never could see quite right in the snow. One piece of Lou
Hasting’s first bullet had ricocheted off his eyeglasses and stopped partway into his brain.
“It curved back around and poked me in the middle of my right retina and blew out the
entire socket. Now my right eye is locked in place and I get double vision. I can see down the
trail, but I can’t see what I am walking on. It’s particularly bad in the snow.”
Of course, Chris managed to laugh at himself on that account also: “Other than that
bullet, I’m just nearsighted and trying to wear bifocals.”
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When Chris burned to death December 19th of 2001, Lou Hastings was serving six
consecutive life sentences locked behind bars in a Florence, Colorado penitentiary, but some
people accuse him of claiming a seventh life. In the years immediately following the murders,
people told Chris that he’d been a hero, but he couldn’t get there in his mind. Neighbors worried
that he blamed himself, and Chris too, worried that Hastings had done more than lodge a bullet
shard in his head: “I feel like I’ve been violated,” he told reporters in the summer of 1984. “Like
he took a little bit of his insanity and pushed it into my brain.”
The prosecutor who put Lou Hastings behind bars noted the twisted irony of his
premeditated murder. Hastings considered himself an environmentalist. “He comes up from
overpopulated California, moves into the midst of such beauty, and then in order to protect the
beauty, he single handedly wipes out a whole town.” Hastings had fled a job as computer
programmer at Stanford University to escape to the Alaska wilderness. Unfortunately, he soon
became disappointed by the throes of development, epitomized, for him, by the Alyeska pipeline.
After murdering his neighbors, his grand plan was to hijack the mail plane, kill the pilot and then
land at a pump station, appropriate a fuel truck and ram it into the pipeline. His body would bum
beyond recognition; the oil industry would suffer, and everyone would assume he had died
alongside his other McCarthy neighbors. “Mr. Hastings thought he was going to be the savior of
the Alaska wilderness,” described one psychiatrist. But what he really did was destroy a
community where the spirit of Alaska lived.

The last thing I remember about my final walk through Kennicott with Chris Richards was when
we stopped next to the old schoolhouse to stare up at the avalanche chutes on Porphyry Mountain.
Chris needed to yank on his long johns again, but after he got recombobulated he just stood there
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looking skyward. The two p.m. light had turned the snowlines peach-colore, the cold and
condensation toying the mountain into a dreamy blur.
“Porphyry is looking mighty surreal today,” I said. And Chris was right on cue.
“It ain’t real, girl. Don’t you know I put some good shit in your morning coffee.”
Then, pointing towards the slope where he used to ski, he shook his head. “The shit you
see when you don’t have a camera.”
That whole day, Chris’s mind had worked like a poet’s with peculiarities of image and
even simple syntax leapfrogging his stories across topics and through decades. “The shit you see
when you don’t have a camera” was no different. Within a moment Chris was through with his
mountain reverie and into a redneck memory.
“Years ago, before the park took over, there were a whole bunch of senators, coming to
check out the place and Jim Miller drove up on a four wheeler to warn me: ‘The shit you see,
when you don’t have a rifle.’”
A decade later Chris was still laughing at his best buddy’s words.
Poking fun at Senators with big wallets is a tired joke in Alaska, but fighting for the
freedom of your hometown is not such a bad idea. A lot of people say Lou Hastings killed Chris
Richard’s spirit, but by the time I knew him, the National Park Service was the new enemy of the
Alaska he loved so dearly. In weird way the two kinds of environmentalists were not so different.
Both had good intentions, and both were willing to sacrifice the funky-individual in the name of
some greater good.

On a sunny June afternoon, six months after our mid-winter stroll through Kennicott, a hundred
of us gathered to celebrate Chris Richards in that same empty lot right next to the old school
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house. The Miller family hosted the wake that attracted folks who never show up at social
events. Big Jim opened the event with a twenty-one-gun salute—it was a bring-your-own-pistol
affair, complete with black leather and least a dozen proud tattoos. There were tears hiding in
every redneck’s eye as shots rang out across the Kennicott Glacier. Afterwards, we told stories,
most of them off color, like Chris would have wanted. Even the Park Superintendent raised a
toast to his biggest headache in the land management business. Then we gathered around the
charred-out house site to offer up our prayers.
If anyone else wondered about the uncanny timing of Chris’s cigars and flower vases,
they didn’t speak of it at that funeral, and they haven’t spoken of it since. I believe Chris knew he
was going, but I don’t believe he caused his death.

Here’s some other words that burned alongside Chris Richards during the Solstice week of 2001:
Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived forwards.
There’s a reason for everything, but some shit just happens.
Scrawled on the drywall now turned to ashes, were these words straight from Chris Richards’
own magic marker:
I could search the whole world over, until my days are through,
and I know I'll never find another you
Even when he was two-sheets-to-the-wind, Chris Richards was a character. He was his own
damn individual, and—until death did us part—he was ours.
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SECTION III

Reckoning
Where should we go after the last frontiers
where should the birds fly after the last sky?
Mahmoud Darwish
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Alaska Spring

Five beats of heart to every breath—a pentameter of constancy and patience—words of a text
I’d like to trust this poetry of human pulse as truth. At winter’s end, I count and recount, fingers
cold on my wrist. My pulse reveals no certainty of pattern. Desire does not rhyme with trust and
cannot. Through muddied slush, I force my legs to run. The April inlet is littered still by break
up icebergs. Like silt-black beasts they make a ghostly traffic on the tides. Winter will not end
and will not not end. Paper birches of the bluff tease at me and soothe me; their dead and rotting
limbs stand tall midst budding branch. Tree by tree, I seek once more for pattern. Birch growth,
with spruce and alder, is music without cadence. Imbalances of blood and breath enjamb beneath
my ribs.
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Light the Color of Winter
The

sunthat brief December day

Rose cheerless over hills o f gray
And, darkly circled, gave at noon
A sadder light than waning moon.
John Greenleaf Whittier

How do you describe the colors of deep winter to one who’s never seen the glow? On the
telephone to Washington I’ve tried to tell about the colors of winter sunsets—how crimson and
columbine-colored clouds can bum through cold air to warm your core. How light can turn a
French vanilla yellow—a luminescent soft serve ice cream smeared across the late November
sky. My mother has seen Alaska summer six times over now; she’s marveled at the fuchsia in the
fireweed, the green, green of solstice leaves. “Some days you see that fuchsia fireweed suspended
in the winter cloud. Some days you see a dozen different summer colors strewn across the twilit
skies

if not sunset, then in the aurora: that same green of early leaves dancing across night skies

that can become quite bright themselves.” On the telephone my mother listens, but her silences
suggest she cannot really hear me.
Before she married, my mother’s name was Sondra Schade, but everyone has always called
her Sunny. Three generations back they dropped the second syllable from the German
pronunciation of the surname, so she went through graduate school as Sunny Shade and still likes
to laugh about the silly dichotomy of her own name. There’s never laughter in my mother’s voice
when she queries about the temperatures and the hours in my Alaskan day. “What time did it get
light? How long has it been dark already?”
For my mother, Alaska winter is huge darkness, deep cold and nothing more. She’s
harvested red cranberries from the brightness of the autumn tundra; she’s seen the aspen trees
turn golden; she even saw the snow once when it came early in September. Filming the event for
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her women friends down south, she whispered into the camcorder about how truly lovely Alaska
looked when cloaked with snow. But, still, she will not visit during winter.
“Maybe your father one day,” she says, “but not me.” For my mother who’s never been
here, Alaska winter is a dark cave she will not enter and cannot understand.

Light the color of winter—when Alaskans hear the words they know the allure I speak of.
Alaska light is alpenglow, pastel tones of winter dawn. It’s the silver-dollar blue of early evening,
the lilac-grey of winter twilight. Alaska is the land of little light, the land of unending light. Most
states would never think to claim the quality of their light. Massachusetts lighthouses perhaps,
but not Massachusetts light, not Maryland light, not Missouri light. In most places light is just
light, but here in the far north, light becomes a focal point of our Alaskan lives.
Kesler Woodward, professional oil painter and professor emeritus at University of Alaska
Fairbanks, appreciates Alaska light as much as anyone. According to his wife, “Kes fell in love
with Alaska at first sight. From the moment he stepped off the plane twenty years ago, he’s never
really left. From the outside, Woodward’s Fairbanks studio is nothing special—just a warehouse
in an Airport Way stripmall. Down below is a Quizno’s sandwich shop and Macintosh computers
on clearance sale. When I park for our late winter interview, slush melts from asphalt that held a
lens of ice for six months solid.
From the outside, Kes Woodward’s studio is drabber than drab, but inside the walls are
bright with color. Oil paintings of birch trees cover one wall from floor to ceiling, the white bark
detailed to reveal a dozen different hues. Kes calls his larger-than-life birches portraits because
they capture the character in each tree. When he first came to Alaska, he found the landscape as a
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whole too enigmatic to approach with paint. He concentrated instead on singular objects. One
tree in a forest projected onto canvas. Trunk and shadow, trunk and shadow, nothing more.
Today his easels also hold a pair of 3’x3’ landscape paintings. Perched next to the window
overlooking the ugly street are two different renditions of the same flank in the Alaska Range; he
painted the ridges first in the greens of summer, and next in the snow-laden tones of winter
twilight. Deep shadows bring each of the landscapes alive with a distinctly Alaskan mountain
flair.
“As an oil painter, the specific of use of shadows is important,” says Kes. “You can do all
sorts of weird things with colors; you can monkey around with shapes, but you have to keep your
values and intensities correct: the relationships of light, the relationships of bright and dull.
That’s what gives a scene its sense of light.”
As a visual artist, the unique qualities of Alaska light are a big part of Kes Woodward’s
attraction to our state. “Obviously,” he says, “the light here is extraordinary, and people talk a lot
about how it’s different from other places. Of course, everybody thinks their place is different
from other places. Everybody tries to grasp at why. I think it’s pretty simple. The sun travels
around at a low angle in Alaska. Even in the depths of winter, we have long, long periods of
twilight.”
Due to the low angle of sunlight at northern latitudes, Alaska does have an embarrassment
of riches when it comes to dusk and twilight. Everybody finds sunset and sunrise magical, but in
most places it’s literally over in minutes. Northern Alaska enjoys several hours of colorful
twilight each day. Even when the sun is high, weird things go on up there. For Fairbanks, sub
zero temperatures with low humidity means suspended ice crystals play all sorts of refractive
games with solar rays: sundogs, sun pillars, glories,

famorganas. Som
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downright cinemagraphic— organic Technicolor, the air itself animated with color, light and
shadow.

For the past few winters I’ve joined Kes Woodward in Fairbanks while teaching English
composition to freshman at the university. One spring my classroom included a wall of windows
that looked over the physical plant and across to the taiga of the Tanana River flats. On clear
days the flanks of the Alaska Range made a phantasm sixty miles away; some mornings we
watched the mirage of Denail at nearly one hundred miles of distance. We watched the image of
the mountain conveyed on curved beams of winter light; watched the mountain even though the
mountain was not technically within our line of sight.
In the last weeks of January, sunrise would last throughout the ninety minutes of that 9:45
a.m. composition class. Richly colored rays poured through the blinds to cast geometric shadows
on the chalk board and turn the students’ faces pink, peach, or later, yellow. One morning I
stopped teaching so we could all just stare out the windows for a while. “Find a sheet of scratch
paper.” I said. “Write about light the color of winter. Use words that I can see.”
My students wrote of skies blue like swim pool water, skies like the eyes of a newborn.
One woman wrote of blue skies streaked with orange: “like an electric heater when the coils are
burning bright.” Sharon Long of Ester wrote how “winter light turns snow the color of not-quite
ripe cantaloupe.” “Light warm like a grandma’s comforter,” added Nancy Hayes of Tok.
About half my Fairbanks students grew up exclusively in Alaska. Winter light and winter
darkness is what they know without regard, and, for the most part, without regret. Twyla from
Nulato wrote how “bright skies remind me of warmth, yet also coldness.” In one sentence she
captured the meteorology of Alaska’s Interior—where clear is beautiful but also bitterly cold.
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Clouds bring warmth along with the cloak of gray. For Paul Parka of Napakiak, “the color of
winter sky is mostly black, and dots of light up north.” He was not trying to be funny. Situated
way up on the North Slope near Barrow, his town receives no direct sunlight whatsoever for six
weeks each year.
Scott Ledbetter is from North Pole, well below the Arctic Circle, but for him, light the color
of winter is “an unrelenting gloominess, a pale sheet of gray on gray.” As an emigrant to
Fairbanks winter, I sympathize with Scott and others who dread the northern seasonality. Despite
clear skies and long views towards the Alaska Range, winters are that much harder near the
Arctic Circle, that much colder, darker, longer.
The university in Fairbanks is infamous for its high attrition rate, and as a teacher and a
student I would argue that the intense seasonality affects academic performance. After three
years, I’m not sure what affects classroom dynamics more. Is it fall semester’s slow slide into
solstice darkness? Or is it the freight train of light and antsyness that comes with late March
equinox—the cabin cabin fever that afflicts all when April’s mud marks our extended end of
winter while the rest of the world turns green with spring.
Come end of February, Scott Ledbetter of North Pole missed three weeks of class
consecutively to become one of several faculty-initiated withdrawls for the semester. I tried to
work with him. I even called him at home a few times, but in the end, we decided if he couldn’t
wake up for class, he was better off dropping than receiving a failing grade.
Alaska’s extreme seasonality

isa challenge, and for many, the absence

become a focus during winter. Today, my writing desk in Fairbanks includes a space-age light
box that sits in the comer, clinical and funky-looking. My artificial sun—$300 including
shipping—was purchased from the Homer-based Northern Therapies Inc. From September
through February, I try to get my money’s worth to the tune of 10,000 lux of full spectrum light
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for twenty minutes every day. I also try to exercise outside during daylight hours. Swimming is
good for the getting the heart rate up, but getting out in the sun is better (if it’s not too cold, too
gray, too dark already).

Like thousands across the Far North, I know now that I suffer from the clinical symptoms of
Seasonal Affective Disorder. For me the winter blues brings sleepiness as well as sleepy
pessimism, weight gain, and the immune deficiency that comes with chronically low levels of
blood-borne seritonen. They say that S.A.D. gets worse the more winters you suffer through it,
and for me, Y2K was the clincher. Fall of 1999 found me sick all the time and suffering
unhealthy heaviness of heart as well. After a car accident on black ice in mid-November, I cried
for two crazy weeks. A doctor diagnosed me with adrenal collapse; car accidents are a shock to
the system. By mid-December a mutual loss of libido and optimism led to a break- up with my
boyfriend of two years, and by mid-January I’d suffered several periods when I could not get out
of bed for days at a time. The aftershock of a car accident shouldn’t last that long.
Moving to Anchorage in desperation, I struggled through a semester of graduate classes
and spent five hundred dollars on acupuncture sessions. I spent more money on St. John’s Wort
herbs and restorative yoga classes, and by the middle of March, I was finally feeling closer to
normal. Come May a long-awaited puppy came my way—and with her the long-time sun, the
exhausted smiles of McCarthy summer. I was doing better, at least for a while, but then at the
end of August, I left my friends to move to Fairbanks for an MFA program, and by late
September I already felt trepidation about the coming winter.
In my first conference, Frank Soos, my writing adviser, gave me a lecture about living.
“If you’re going to do light therapy, start early. These months when we lose light the fastest are
when the light box matters most.” We also talked about the local trails and how to schedule time
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for daylight skiing. “Exercise is key; don’t skip meals.” I would not be the first graduate student
to struggle with seasonal affective issues. It might seem like a town full of strangers, but there
was a lot of good support.
By December of that first semester, I was still hanging in there pretty well, but when my
puppy went missing on the day before Winter Solstice I suffered an inconsolable setback. Her
name was Gemini—Gemmy for short—and her bright akita-husky spirit had been at my side for
nearly every minute since I picked her up at the Wasilla dog yard the previous May. She was my
ski-jo r partner, and she was good at it. She was also my family in that new town, and I was hers.
As a sled-dog raised in a kennel, she was petrified of all other humans, but bonded to me like
Superglue. I remember Thanksgiving dinner at the Community Hall in McCarthy; there were at
least half-a-dozen dogs playing in the yard, but little Gemmy had her nose pressed to the window
throughout the meal. She was more interested in watching her human mama eat than frolicking
with other dogs.
Given that level of attachment, it had seemed safe to let Gemmy run in the yard while I
hauled myself out of bed each morning. At eleven-months-old, she woke without fail at six—a
good three hours before December dawn. We were living in a cabin on a dirt cul-de-sac at least
500 meters through black spruce from the high-speed traffic on Ballaine Road. Every other day
she never left the yard. Every other day she was sitting on the porch ready to load in to the
Suburu for 7:30 yoga.
On the twentieth of December I fell back asleep and by the time my eyes reopened to the
gray of 9:30 a.m. dusk, Gemmy was nowhere to be found.
“Gemmy! Gemmy! Gemmmeeeeeee!”
While the gray dawn turned into the pink tones of a ten-thirty sunrise, I walked the frozen
slough that Gemmy and I had so often skied together. “Gemmy, Gemmy, Gemmmeeee!”
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I must have called her name three hundred times that day, but her bright muzzle never
appeared running through the bushes. At three o’clock when I called the animal shelter for the
third time the skies had returned to gray. No loose dogs picked up yet. At four o’clock they had a
body that matched the description.
After seeing Gemmy’s white face and perfect paws against the concrete floor of that
shelter’s metal incinerator I sobbed for five hours solid, and I almost crashed my own car on the
icy drive back to my desk at school. For days the sight of her white hairs on my clothing would
reinstigate the gasping tears alongside a violent self-hatred. She was just a baby dog, and I was a
failed dog Mama.
That Solstice, my grief became entangled with an intense revulsion for the Fairbanks winter
world. If only I’d woken up like I was supposed to. If only it weren’t so cold and dark I wouldn’t
have fallen back to sleep in the first place.

Lucky for me, I was flying down for Christmas with my family the next day. I’d borrowed a dog
kennel for the airplane even, and grades were due before I could get on the flight. The pile of
work forcefully dried my tears. Through that longest of nights I plodded through my final
research papers and punched numbers from my grade book into my calculator. At six a.m. I
threw a pile of clothes into a duffel and called a taxi.
In the back seat of the yellow car I realized I had no cash to pay the fare.
“Do you take credit cards or can I write a check maybe? My dog was killed this morning;
it’s been the day from hell... I guess that would be yesterday.”
“No way,” said the driver. “Where at?”
To my dismay, I didn’t know exactly. But that taxi driver did.
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“It was the weirdest thing,” he told me. “First ride of the morning.. .six a.m.. I was coming
down Ballaine and almost hit moose. And then I picked up my rider, and turned right around to
see a dead dog exactly where the moose had been. A white dog. It couldn’t have been three
minutes later.”
I was halfway to Seattle when I sat up in my airplane seat to consider the implication of the
taxi driver’s words. Gemmy was dead at ten minutes past six. My sleeping-in had made no
difference. If she was on the trail of a moose, I might not have stopped her even if I had been
awake at that god-awful hour.

Norwegian folklore speaks of winter Solstice as “the time when the world is hanging by nothing
but a thread.” Solstice is a time to be still, and to be wary. Solstice is a time to gather round the
hearth, to gather with close friends. In Norse mythology, Winter Solstice is when Odin makes his
Wild Hunt for new recruits into his hoard of souls. I’m not an overly superstitious person, but
when I reflect about my own string of Solstice nightmares I’m inclined to heed the ancient
warnings. December 22, 1992 I watched a wolf die in a trap. December 21, 1999 was the blow
out fight that led to the break of a two-year relationship; December 20, 2000 Gemmy was killed;
and December 19, 2001 Chris Richards died in a housefire. I’m not superstitious, but nowadays I
try to be off the roads and home with family before December 20th.
F. Scott Fitgerald once said, “The test of a first rate intelligence is the ability to hold two
opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and still retain the ability to function. One should,
for example, be able to see that things are hopeless and yet be determined to make them
otherwise.” I’m attracted to Fitzgerald’s tenacity, but I’m not sure I agree with him. Can an
intelligent person love winter and fear winter in the same sentence? Is it intelligent to determine
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that five hours of light at forty below Fahrenheit is conducive to sanity? Winter is fine if you can
allow yourself to hibernate. But starting your car at below zero day after day? Starting your day
three hours before sunrise? Didn’t someone also say that doing the same thing over and over
while expecting different results is the first sign of insanity? Didn’t Fitzgerald himself say,
“When people are taken out of their depths they lose their heads, no matter how charming a bluff
they may put up”? It ain’t for nothing the animals sleep here for seven months ayear. Even the
spruce trees are stunted in these parts.
My friend Kari Barnard, a third generation Alaskan, puts a new twist on the northern
sensibility: “Anyone who doesn’t belong in Alaska is not confused about it. If you belong in
Alaska you may be conflicted and confused, but if you don’t belong you will not be confused.”
And if you get tired of being confused, you can always return to Fitzgerald who eventually wrote
about his own crack-up: “Vitality shows in not only the ablity to persist but [also] the ability to
start over.”

According to the 1990 Census, Alaska experiences a ten percent rate of out-migration every year.
Twenty-eight percent of residents last less than five years. Even Kes Woodward admits to getting
tired of Fairbanks winter towards the end of it. “It’s hard this time of year,” he tells me in late
March. “I’m as worn down by the season as anyone. There’s a point every winter when I lose
faith in spring—I can tell myself rationally that the snow will go away. I can tell myself spring is
coming, but I can’t see it. That’s usually sometime in January; then sometime in February there’s
enough of a shift, not temperature really but light, a softening of the snow, a crisping of the
shadows. Suddenly I regain my faith. Suddenly I think winter is temporary, ephemeral. This is
going to go away.”
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In the weeks following my Solstice loss of 2000, the information from that taxi driver, plus
distance and my mother’s Christmas cheer made grieving for my lost Gemmy-dog bearable.
Come January however, I dreaded the thought of returning to the cabin that we’d shared. How
would I make it through another four months without her bright light at my side? From
Washington I called the University Residence Life office. “Do you have a single room?” I asked.
“Preferably south-facing?” I didn’t care how much it cost; I needed a change of scene.
The Wickersham dorm for seniors and graduate students had a single but not south facing.
The building sits in a wide-angled V with all public windows facing away from the southern
vistas. At night, from November through April, the campus snow plows scraped incessantly. “In
a real dark night of the soul, it is always three o’clock in the morning,” says Fitzgerald, and that
winter, the beep, beep, beep of machinery backing up woke me what seemed to be every single
wee hour.
Day and night alike, my window faced north towards the Woods Campus Center—a big
ugly boat of a building with concrete buttresses towards the bow, and three orange windows
protruding above like rigid sails. According to campus legend, engineers prefabricated that
student union building somewhere down south. The plan was to fill the commons with natural
light; unfortunately, they designed the building backwards, or else constructed it with their heads
in a northern blizzard. The sail-like features I saw from my dorm room were a late amendment,
added to the design to allow a few rays of natural sun into the cafeteria. Because those skylights
were made of mirrored glass, they also reflected the sun off the building and into my north-facing
window. Natural light reflected off manmade mirrors to cast shadows onto my institutional white
wall; come February, I wondered, does light twice-bent retain the therapeutic qualities of rays
cast directly from the sun?
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In my third year at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, I added a new pep-talk to my freshman
teaching repertoire. “The good part about 9:00 a.m. sunrise is you don’t have to wake up early to
enjoy the gorgeous colors of the dawn. The bad part is, if you wake up at all early, you’re going
to wake up in the dark four months a year.” One gray November morning, when the whole bunch
looked half-hibernated at 10:15 a.m. and none had read the assigned essay for discussion, I chided
from the front of the classroom. “What are you doing to keep yourselves healthy? Are you
eating right? Do you exercise? Are you sleeping? You know you have to feel well in order to
write well. You have to have healthy habits if you plan to survive as a student in this place.” I’m
not sure if my lecture was meant for them or for my own stressed-out inner student.
In November of 2002, northern Alaska suffered a series of earthquakes including one big
6.8 shake followed by hundreds of subtler aftershocks. At first, when I couldn’t sleep, I blamed it
on fear of tremors, but after several weeks, my fear was redirected at myself. After countless
three o’clock mornings and three gloomy weekends of tears on an exhausted couch, I went once
more to the Campus Health Center, this time to see the psychiatric nurse.
“I don’t think the St. John’s Wort is working. I don’t think the light box is enough.”
When the doctor handed me Celexa serotonin reuptake inhibitor samples, I was finally
ready to give them a try. I also signed up for cognitive behavioral counseling.

This year to kick off the personal essay assignment for my writing workshop I had my students
introduce themselves by doing a mapping exercise: “Draw a map of where you’re from. Include
something that fascinates you and something that you fear.” A twenty-something woman drew a
grove of stunted black spruce from her childhood home near Salcha. Sharing with the class she
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said, “I’m not scared of much, but sometimes I fear what winter does to other people.” Through
seminars on assigned readings we discussed themes of geographic determinism and then the
students wrote their own essay on place and identity. “Describe a place you know well, and then
reflect about how that place affects you.”
The assignment was open-ended, but at my desk I read repeatedly about rural Alaskan
winter. Sophia Costales from rainy Ketchikan wrote about taking crystal meth as a high school
student. Her thesis argued that the small-town northern setting plays a role in drug abuse:
“Nobody works in Ketchikan in the winter. There’s nowhere to go, nothing to do. And the rain
turns half the town to complete and total zombies.” Laura Stewart from Delta wrote about the
time her father had his leg amputated after freezing it along a trapline. He also lost the fingers on
both hands: “My family feared winter for a few years after that.” Annamarie from Bethel was
slightly more optimistic. Her Alaska included snow angels and sledding fun alongside accounts of
cabin fever. Her thesis proclaimed, “Although winter can be hard, it is beautiful if you make
yourself experience it.”

On the door to Kes Woodward’s studio is a postcard of an aspen forest filled with snow.
Between the colorful trunks lies a maze of crisp, dark shadows. The postcard is a reproduction of
his painting Alaska Spring. “It’s funny,” he says, “when people from Outside see my trees in the
snow they always think they’re winter paintings, but everybody up here knows they’re spring
paintings. In January, the light’s not strong enough to make shadows. Sure, there are pale,
amorphous shadows in the depths of winter, but they’re not something you distinctly notice.
Spring means the return of light strong enough to cast real shadows.”
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Light and shadow; shadow and light—I’m fascinated by the study in polarities that
happens inside the Fairbanks painting studio. And for Kes Woodward, attention to light and
darkness extends beyond the painting easel. Kes claims the intense seasonality is part of his
attraction to the state. “The thing that I have missed most when I’ve been away from Alaska is
the march of the seasons.” Like attention to a clock, attention to light is how he marks the seasons
of his life here in Alaska.
As a hunter and fisherman, Kes abides by young Annamarie’s rule of experiential therapy.
June is the month for dipnetting salmon in Chitina. In July the kings are running. August is for
caribou hunting; September is when the moose are legal. October is the time for spearing white
fish on the Chatanika. “The year is marked out in that way,” he says. “And the same thing
happens with light. I make note, physically make note on a little pad.”
Kes rises at five in the morning, and tries to make it to the Athletic Club by five-thirty. He
makes a note of the day when he can see light in the sky leaving the club. He makes a note of the
day when he can see light in the sky arriving. “That’s how I mark the passage of time. And I like
that these changes are as dramatic as they are. In temperate climates, seasonal changes are kind
of like watching the clock where you can’t really see the hands move. In Alaska you can see the
hands move.”
Kes Woodward is attuned to the Alaskan seasonality, but as far as artwork goes, there’s no
fluctuation in the effort. Quoting Chuck Close, he advises, “Inspiration is for amateurs;
professionals work.” Leaving his studio, I feel inspired not only by the paintings that brighten his
walls, but also by the artful way he leads his life. Alaska demands such a healthy attitude from
those of us who choose to make it home. If we are to live here and to keep living, we need ethics
of consistency and reverence. Attention to the daily light is a good place to begin.
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During Fairbanks’ deep winter, my own appreciation for light can become more like an
obsession. In late November, I crave sun like an addict craves her cigarettes. The eighth floor
English department has fabulous southern vistas, but my cubicle sits well away from any window.
The other day, I took the book I was reading to search out windows on the floors below our own,
and when my search proved fruitless, I pulled a chair from the Rural Student Services lounge and
tucked myself into the reach of someone else’s southern sunshine. When the owner of the office
returned, he was surprised to see me, but still nice: “Midwinter makes us all a little crazy way the
dark-hell up here.”
At my own McCarthy cabin seven hours south of Fairbanks, the windows are laid out to
achieve the optimum in view and solar radiation. I camped on my land for days before deciding
where each wall would face. Upstairs is a dormer that looks west to Fireweed Mountain and all
the way to the bright icefalls of Mount Blackburn. Next to my bed is a wooden opener that looks
east through the aspens to the long avalanche slopes on Porphyry Mountain. Through that
window, I can look from my pillow and the place where the sun rises above the winter ridgeline;
in summer I can call my friends tucked in the Kennicott shadows and brag about my lengthier
hours of sun. They have gravity-fed water from mountain streams for soaker hoses, but my little
garden receives the rays hours before theirs do.
Downstairs is my favorite window—a 4’x 6’ double-pane picture I bought as a second at
the Builder s Bargains out by Palmer. I call that one my MTV-—cable-free, mountain television
with a view that stretches sixty miles south and all the way to the Chugach Mountains. From that
vantage I can watch while the last yellow-orange tones of sunset settle into the blue-grey hue of
winter dusk; I can watch how the peak of Spirit Mountain points to the last light like an other
worldly finger.
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In the depths of December’s eighteen-hour night, I sometimes wonder if I will make it
through a lifetime in Alaska. On my mother’s shelf down south, there is a book of poems,

I

Am An Old Woman I Will Wear Purple. I know I will never be my mother, but as I grow older,
we do seem to become more similar each year. Lately, I’ve joined my Sunny mother in worrying
about my choices that do include a cave of deep cold and lengthy darkness. I wonder sometimes
if I will make it to old age here in Alaska. Can I pass the test of another ten years’ time, and will I
want to? At this point it’s hard to say where I will end up, but when I am an old woman I will
have known the pale hue of purple that coats the slopes of Porphyry Mountain in a February
twilight. When I am an old woman, I will have known light.
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The Silt Bath

In Alaska, the miles between two showers can be long, sometimes longer even to laundry.
fo lks' skin gets whiter than their socks. I wrote that once to a sister down south and warm.
Eleven months a year—and more days even—my skin lives beneath the scratch of wool and jean
and nylon. The layered weight makes walls against the cold and rain and sun. At the silt pond,
his tan begins just above the elbow; it spans for sixteen inches maybe from middle tricep down to
gnarled knuckle. His fingers, which have touched all over and inside me, are glazen now to gray.
They call the silts rock flour: the dust of stone that’s scoured by weight of ice and its abrasion. At
glacier’s edge the loess is now relifted by his hand, kneaded some, and smeared onto my
paleness, where this day’s sun will bake it to a crust.
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Beyond Sublime
So true is it, what I then say, that the Fraction o f Life can be increased in value
not so much by increasing your Numerator as by lessening your Denominator.
Thomas Carlyle

W hat does the word sublime mean today? Is it synonymous to

? Descriptive of fine

chocolate, gelato, or premium prime rib? For some, the ruins at Ground Zero are sublime; for my
little sister, Sublime is an LA surf band whose lead singer overdosed on heroin a few years back.
For literary critic Jaques Derrida, the sublime signified the plurality in language that keeps
meaning from ever achieving a fixed form. And for many, Alaska, too, is best described by this
slippery s-word. By skinniest of dictionary definitions, sublime means awe-inspiring, impressive,
but in its historical roots the word circumnavigates the globe of human aesthetics, and makes a
worthy sidetrip from my own coming-of-age odyssey.
In its earliest incarnation in the treatises of Greek philosopher Longinus, the sublime rested
securely in the heart of the orator. For Longinus, sublime referred to a quality of art (and only
art). He believed that certain men possessed “natural” ability to orate, a sublime potential to raise
the passions in listeners to an enthusiastic, even violent degree. A sublime oration would be
received equally by all men; to call something sublime implied an ability to please that somehow
transcended socially induced standards of taste. For Longinus, the test of sublimity was always in
its effect: a “certain perfection” of language that could throw an audience into transport. In this
Longinan sense, the sublime has its roots in the artist and its end in the reader. With time,
however, the scope of the term has expanded in application as well as meaning.
‘Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the ideas of pain and danger, ... whatever is in any
sort terrible ... or operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that is, it is
productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is capable of feeling.” These are the words of
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Edmund Burke, an eighteenth century aesthetic critic who bypassed the dictionary definition to
write his own Philosophical Enquiry Into the Origin o f Our Ideas o f the Sublime and Beautiful
(1757). What does it mean to call something beautiful, terrible or both? What is an object,
really, and can we ever perceive something apart from our own subjective notions?
Although Burke’s attempts to establish ubiquitous standards of taste read ridiculous to the
postmodern eye, his detailed exploration into aesthetic response is satisfying. Burke begins at the
beginning; he starts with an analysis of sensation. Is pain synonymous to the removal of pleasure?
Is pleasure synonymous to the removal of pain? Edmund Burke could "never persuade [himself]
that pleasure and pain are mere relations, which can only exist as they’re contrasted." His
discourse—and it is a discourse, as in discurrere: a scurrying back and forth between varying
ideas, a discourse that implies a conversation as distinct from any final or finite definition—
adopts instead the term delight to signify the “sensation which accompanies the removal of pain
or danger.”
Burke classifies pain and danger as sensations based directly in self-preservation, thereby
distinct from pleasure and enjoyment, sensations based more abstractly in society. For Burke,
beauty is a socially filtered phenomenon, whereas the sublime (with its association to fear) is
more rudimentary, more direct. The Burkean triggers of the sublime in nature are mountains,
ruins, and natural disasters. In many ways his treatise reads like an Alaskan primer. In Sections
H-XV, titled “Terror,” “Power,” “Vastness,” “Infinity,” and “Difficulty” he explores the
“Passions Caused By the Sublime” in vast and difficult detail.
Burke was a boy of the old school, but if you flip through any Alaska magazine today,
you’ll find the same passions promoting the Last Frontier. Alaska has powerful glaciers, infinite
mountains, vast tundra, terrifying grizzlies. The cruise ship industry subtracts difficulty from the
formula, but they still promote Alaska as sublime. The Kennicott Valley—with 16,000 foot Mt.
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Blackburn looming, the ruins of the copper mill, the rubble of the Kennicott Glacier, and an
annual flood or mudslide for good measure—would have made a perfect laboratory for Burke’s
aestheic experiments. Dozens of mountain junkies still pursue sublimity’s thrills in any given
summer. The Kennicott Valley deserves its own Sublime Ltd. tour company—if there’s not one
listed in the Yellow Pages already.
It's easy to poke fun at thrill-seeking tourons, but I, too, have used Burke's phrase, press
into fear or

,dangerto rationalize my adventures to Alaska and other ends of the civilized world.

“What’s the attraction?” my mom used to ask, in tones laden with her own fears “Why would an
educated woman want to spend the winter in an empty Alaskan mountain, or worse yet, a stormridden Bering Sea. Why would a woman want to travel alone to Laos, Guatemala, or India? What
are you trying to prove?” she asked on more than one occasion. With the sublimity of hindsight, I
can now better articulate the lung-stretching thrill of my twenty-something decade.
For me, the sublime was a sensation I associated with various airplane rides—and not only
the lofty transport, but also the promised delivery, the arrival into new territories of the unknown.
Like that first Alaska Air jet that dropped me in Dutch Harbor, that plane full of fishermen and
me, lifted from a snowbound Anchorage, over the January Chugach, and across the volcanoes of
Alaska Peninsula and the Aluetian Chain. Two hours on a jetliner above a winter Gulf of Alaska
that contained its own mountains of thirty-foot seas, white caps crashing into cliffs, shorelines
unapproachable and deadly.
For me the sensation of the sublime is that Alaska Air jet—and me—bumping down onto
the windy airstrip at Dutch Harbor, only to be whisked away a few hours later in a single-engine
Cessna headed towards an inlet of northwestern Alaska nowhere. The sublime is a Cessna with
floats landing on near-frozen saltwater, so I can throw my duffel into a skiff driven by a Samoan
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deckhand who would steer me to my final deliverance, the trawl trawl alley of a 120-foot catcher
boat that would be my home for the next three months of western Alaska winter.
The Bering Sea in winter is certainly sublime in the Burkean sense, or possibly beyond
sublime, since, according to Burke, for fear to be delightful, it should be experienced from a zone
of safety. Contemplating the infinite while remaining safe within the bounds of what's finite,
therein lies the delight of sublime emotion. But safety was only a passing sensation that first
winter aboard a poorly maintained fishing vessel. What was I trying to prove? What did
motivate me back then?
I suppose I would have said I needed the money. I would have recited daily and monthly
dollar amounts; four grand a month sounded like a lot fresh out of college, and there was
something noble about needing money in that way. “It’s good field experience. And it pays good.
I’m going to build my own place in the Wrangells one of these days.” Presumably, I was
motivated by the money, but part of me also thrived on the far away, fearsome quality of the
Bering. I loved the way it feels in your spine to do something truly outrageous; I loved the way it
feels to step in to a place unknown. I signed the contract. Sometimes I even paid for the
adventures.
The sublime of my memory is also a Thai Air 747 dropping me onto another planet named
New Delhi; an Ambassador ride through an ineffably exotic Indian night; an arrival, and then, the
next morning, a ticket in my palm for yet another departure. It was a military jet that time,
propelling me along the thread of the Indus River and into a red-rock Himalayan mystery. That
arrival was to a desert called Ladakh, an oasis town called Leh, and a boyfriend four hours late to
greet me. The Burkean sublime is the excited apprehension one feels while riding that airplane
between what's all new and what's still imagined. It's the helicopter dropping me on the beach at
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Puale Bay of Absolute Nowhere, the wind of the Shelikof Straits blowing, Kodiak Island looming
on the otherwise infinite Gulf of Alaska horizon.
After enough of these end-of-the-world dropoffs, a girl learns (or at least convinces
herself) that her worst fears are likely to be unwarranted. I learned to trust that the world would
feel familiar again after not so many hours. Not even the Bering Sea is really that terrifying once
you get used to it. Thousands of fish processors make their living out there every winter; most of
them are not particularly brave. The Indian sub-continent is absurdly hot, crowded and often
curious, but it’s still planet Earth. People drink tea and sleep; they live inside walls; they pray
more than anyone I know on this side of the ocean, but they’re still human. In most places you
can buy a Coca-Cola.
When it comes down to it, new places are rarely as unusual as you imagine they might be.
What's terrifying in the imagination is rarely so bad when it's in front of you. The object that
produces terror becomes assimilated by the common mind eventually. With time, the mind
develops a new scale against which to measure sensation; the mind becomes desensitized.
Sublime sensation happens in that waiting period, that extended arrival when the mystery pulls
like a magnet on your apprehension. It’s the anticipation of the unknown that serves like a highpowered microscope to multiply exponentially on the emotions.
Encountering the sublime is the exhilaration of feeling tiny, vulnerable, and
simultaneously immense, courageous. And the elation of “feeling tough” is what makes the fear
disappear into some bastardized form of pride. And no, I never considered myself arrogant, but it
was, in part, an egotism that kept me pushing beyond fears’ boundaries into the world’s so-called
frontiers. Encountering the sublime inflates the self while also providing an affirmation of
authenticity. While suspended on the emotional jetliner there’s no time for timidity—no space
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between the vertebrae for second-guessing. When the world out there (that Alaskan glacier or the
Indian alleyway) is strange and new, it feels real, and hence, you too feel real again.

“Astonishment,” says Burke, “is the effect of the sublime in its highest degree.” And, at first, for
many, Alaska can be astonishing. The Buddhists say mountains are mountains are mountains, but
in Alaska, the mind is forced to comprehend whole new scales of elevation and expanse. For
many, Alaska’s mountains include a vastness of dimension utterly unfamiliar. As a Park Ranger,
I used to query newcomers about their perceptions of our Wrangell-St.Elias summits. How far
away is that ice-covered mountain? And which, do you suppose, is the tallest in this vicinity?
From its base near Kennicott, the vegetated Mt. Donoho (7,000 elev.) looks taller than the
glaciated Mt. Blackburn (16,390 elev.) ice-covered and twenty-five miles distant. Once
recognized, the differences in elevation are obvious, but to the tourist fresh off the plane from
Israel or Indiana, three Alaska miles may as well be thirty; thirty miles might be a hundred.
Fear of the unknown also looms skyhigh in Alaska visitors* imaginations. Grizzly bears,
crevasses, subzero temperatures. Sometimes there's a visible glint in their eyes when they ask
about winter as if it were another planet. Edmund Burke says, “To make anything very terrible
obscurity seems in general to be necessary.” Sometimes it’s funny to watch how fears escalate
towards objects imagined and not yet seen. Rarely does a Park visitor appear scared after seeing
a bear on the trail. Afterwards their tone is proud; they have a story to tell, a photograph for the
album. It s the anticipation of unseen bears that terrifies. “When we can discern the magnitude of
danger, when our eye adjusts to the glean, a great deal of the apprehension vanishes,” says Burke.
And with the apprehension, the astonishment also wanes.
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Tourist perceptions are often shaped, at least somewhat, by the mighty dollar. After all,
they chose between Alaska and a trip to somewhere else. What if the mountains aren’t really that
impressive? What if the rivers are muddy and the banks littered with skeletons of soggy wood?
What if the coolest part is the silly pipeline that looks like a snake from an animated Jurassic Park
movie. I’ll never say that Alaska mountains are not astonishing, but mountains are mountains;
they spend a lot of time beneath the clouds. And there’s a lot more to the state than that distant
horizon. What about the bugs, blue tarps and six billion bog-stunted black spruce which nobody
with an ounce of taste has any business calling beautiful?
The alpine tundra

isbeautiful, especially when autumn turns its colors into a glor

holiday card, but to get to that tundra you often have to bushwack through ungodly amounts of
unsightly alder. Truth be told, there’s lots about Alaska that has no business being called
beautiful, but who’s going to write that on a glitzy, alpenglow postcard? A better bet is just to
call Alaska huge and let the neighbors back home fill in the gaps where the bogwater breeds
mosquitoes. If Alaska is not really all that beautiful, then at least promote yourself as brave. Tell
them about grizzly bears. Tell them about crevasse-laden glaciers. You don’t have to mention that
the bear was half the size of the postcard stamp and ran off as soon as you got the binocs on him.
You certainly don t have to mention that the best views were in the Park Service movie. Show
them the little book that came with your seventy-dollar bus ticket through the wilderness. Tell
them Alaska looked like that. Or follow the example of the Wrangell-St. Elias Map and Guide.
Focus on enormity. You have to see it to believe it. This is a land o f superlatives. The largest
National Park in the nation. The size o f seven Yellowstones. Focus on the hugeness, or better yet,
call the place sublime; let the neighbors back home decide exactly what that means.
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At the turn of the new millenium a pre-romantic notion of nature is difficult to entertain, but
spend some hours in the library stacks, and you’ll realize that such notions did exist to the tune of
sixteen recorded centuries. Mountains, turns out, were not always grand. James Howell described
his seventeenth century Pyrenes as “uncouth huge monstrous excrescences of Nature.” His travel
pal, John Evelyn, esteemed the Alps as “rubbish of the Earth.” It wasn’t until the turn of the
eighteenth century that John Dennis found himself appreciating the “altogether new and amazing”
qualities of “impending rocks” “roaring torrents” and “craggy clifts.” At that point in history his
response was novel, if not downright eccentric: “The sense of all this [danger and beauty]
produc’d different motions in me... a delightful Horrour, a terrible Joy. ... I was infinitely
pleas’d, I trembled.” Throw me off the precipice. Drown me in cold, crystal waters.
Wilderness is an acquired taste, and the American tradition is steeped in radically
conflicting concepts of nature and, especially, wild lands. For the Pilgrims of the Mayflower,
North America was predominantly profane-as in, just-plain-not-the-least-bit-romantic—
dangerous, scary, hellish. A place where wolves could get you (see little Red Robin Hood) and
savages as well (see Mary Rowlandson). The problem for early Americans was that cities
(Europe in the age of industrialism) were equally dread-ridden, and for a while there, we sought a
middle-ground: a pastoral Eden where nature was controlled and ordered, a place humans could
walk the fence between savagery (of the untouched frontier) and corruption (of the cities from
which they’d fled).
But even the pastures filled up eventually. The wild west beckoned. It was convenient,
really, when, towards the close of the eighteenth century, Wordsworth and others ushered in a
fully-fledged romantic notion of nature: the “howling wilderness” transformed to a place, which,
alongside fear, also evoked feelings of religious reverence. In a way, Emerson and Thoreau
democratized the British romantics, making transcendence available to anyone with an American
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backyard. And if the back yard gets boring, “Light out for the territory,” like the Huck Finns of
our psyche. Whatever you do, don’t let Aunt Sally corrupt you with her civilization.
Since I’m jumping all over the literary timeline, I might as well back up to the journals of
my namesake Captain Cook who so often receives acclamation for the “discovery of Alaska.”
The literature of explorers, sent off, as they were, on someone else’s bill, with a bunch of scared
and homy sailors to manage, certainly wasn’t going to be overly explicit about the details of
drama and/or the mundane-ness of distant shores. Regardless of what actually happened on the
new continent, the explorers were going to look good on paper, and Cook, in particular, is noted
for his tendency to cram new territories into his own preexisting Cartesian grid.
Everything was to be mapped—even if the map was inaccurate—and everything was to be
named—even if it had a name for centuries prior. By all means, explorers should not draw
attention to the fact that others, sailors and natives alike, might have actually beaten them to the
mark. The emptier a place, the better for the reputation. There’s no reason to acknowledge
assistance offered by that brown, hairless animal who fed the men and showed them the routes
upriver. Better to apply a clean, imperial order on the place. Discover it; map it; possess it.
Name the place for an uncle or the guy who writes the paycheck, and then head back across the
ocean to fill the museum and receive the rewards of courage and loud applause.
I don’t deny that Alaska of Captain Cook’s day was anything but astonishing. And
certainly there was a major pucker-factor involved with dropping anchors on such distant and
undecided shores. The great-great-great Uncle James was certainly a tough and fearless feller, but
he also colored everything he saw with his own imperial preconceptions. In many ways, he
explored the New World and saw what he expected he would see. And modern-day explorers
often do the same. With time—centuries and decades—sublime Alaska has lost some of its
ability to inspire.
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Wide-eyed tourists begin to seem a little silly behind their camcorders, not to mention
downright nosey. “What do you do in the winter?” ask eyes bulging with falsely romanticized or
else horrific notions about the rural Alaskan lifestyle. I know they want a glorified answer, but
sometimes I can’t help but tell them how it really is. Winter’s not so scary, not sparkling, not
even very exciting most days. Sometimes winter is just dark and dank, and once the puffed-tail
feathers of astonishment retract, once your ego shrinks back to its normal dress size, it’s harder to
maintain the momentum to persevere against the mundane and constant challenges.

“It gives me pleasure to see nature in these great though terrible scenes. It fills the mind with
grand ideas, and turns the souls in upon itself,” wrote Edmund Burke, in an early letter about a
flood he witnessed in Dublin. Reading his words, I easily recall my own first flood witnessed
along the McCarthy Creek that separates my cabin from the rest of town. After weeks of August
rain, I watched the “creek” swell into a torrential river. I watched the turmoil mud and silt
quadruple in width at depths unfathomable through the opaque turmoil. I stared for hours at the
boiling rapids. I marveled at spruce trees bobbing like twigs in a rain gutter. I watched the floodwater rise around the tires of a fourwheeler in minutes, and I watched my favorite mining-era
brothel drop from dry perch to creek bottom in one short afternoon.
Over a series of days the swollen river infected my very dreams, and when the footbridge
(nailed with a hammer propelled by own sore shoulder) gave way to the floodwater in one loud
snap, I too, felt my soul turn inside out. At first, the idea of my life entangled with natural forces
was enticing. I paid forty dollars per flight to fly across the creek and close up my cabin for the
season. I was a martyr to the creek’s unpredictable course, and afterwards, I was a proud witness.
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As we said around the bar, on the telephone, on the radio, the flood was truly astonishing. A
hundred year flood—absolutely!
Except the next year it flooded with equal magnitude, and then again, the following spring.
In the five years since that first cataclysm, I’ve witnessed three equally catastrophic events which
wiped out bridges and reshaped the entire floodplain. Four hundred-year floods in one decade;
during the last one, my new neighbors, soon to be stranded, hosted a rainy pizza party at
creekside. They reveled in the river’s glorious intensity. They hooted proudly when their bridge
to civilization snapped. I, meanwhile, sat beside a borrowed barrel stove and made bets about
whether their youthful enthusiasm would still be available when it came time to heave the next
batch of bridge logs.
A first flood is new and exciting; a second flood triggers a proud tinge of familiar awe, but
a third flood, a fourth flood, are, quite frankly, a big hassle. Who gives a damn about a six
million dollar view if you have to work that hard to actually sit upon the deck? Why did I build a
house way-the-hell-out-there? The ongoing challenge of actually living in a still-wild wilderness
erodes the glamourous edges off the dream, and after a while, it makes you wonder, is the
Burkean sublime a socialized preference? Are grand extremes a wealthy man’s appeal that
presume the relative ease and boredom of the upper classes?
When you have to be smiling at tourists first thing the next morning, a flood is just a flood,
nothing transcendent about it. A flood is one more thing to worry about before you fall into the
chasm of exhausted sleep. Once you’ve seen McCarthy Creek rage four times, the thrill snaps
alongside the hard-earned bridge; the novelty erodes like all those previous shores.
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Before Edmund Burke said anything about the beautiful or the sublime he said this: “The first
and simplest emotion which we discover in the human mind is Curiosity.. .whatever desire we
have for, whatever pleasure we take in novelty.” Two hundred years later, Wendell Berry, the
farmer-poet, wrote something different about Burke’s noun: “Novelty is a new kind of
loneliness.” Berry’s own treatise is called Healing: “Order is the only opportunity for rest. ...
Order is only the opportunity for rest.” Berry is not Burke, and order is not glamorous. There’s
nothing sublime about order.
Sometimes I wonder about myself, twelve years into this Alaskan experiment, and lately
restless to my very core. It’s ridiculous to feel so unsettled about my choices this late in the
game. I have an addition going on my cabin; I have a garden that finally grows, a community that
counts on me. Have I become bored by the endless chores that are rural Alaskan living? What if
my real problem is boredom? And what if my real fear of leaving Alaska is also boredom? My
mother always said, “To be bored” is synonymous with “to be boring,” but that doesn’t mean I
don’t feel the restlessness.
Novelty and boredom. Boredom and novelty. It’s not just mountain junkies who feel the
craving and the resistance. Novelty’s what fuels the stock market. Novelty’s what sells tickets at
the cinemas. Novelty sells that new palm pilot, that new sportscar. Acceleration rhymes with
exhilaration, and no one wants to miss their exit to transcendence, especially if it only costs a few
hundred bucks in bi-monthly installments.
In the centuries since Edmund Burke, the sublime has been coopted by a gazillion dollar
entertainment industry. Beauty

isin large part passe these days. Thrill is the na

Watch it on the big screen; experience Survival on your living room couch; head west with your
channel clicker; surely ESPN has a high-speed racetrack to circumnavigate. Or get off the couch,
and race your five-speed stick shift to the arcade, the rock gym, the roller coaster. Surf to
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cheaptickets.com and catapult towards the world’s next ten last-great-places. Buy a ticket to the
Kennicott Valley, or better yet, commit yourself. Purchase ten acres at the end of the world and
know, as I do, that the end of the world will always be there. Like those Indians of New Delhi
would often say, “It’s the same-same, but different. ” Same-same but different.

There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream,
The earth, and every common sight
To me did seem
Apparell'd in celestial light,
The glory and the freshness of a dream.
It is not now as it hath been of yore;
Turn wheresoe'er I may,
By night or day,
The things which I have seen I now can see no more.
Judging by his Intimations o f Immortality, William Wordsworth might have attributed my
present ruminations to old-fashioned middle age. It doesn’t matter when you live, or where; each
person gets a finite quota of celestial light to call her own. Or possibly, the whole notion of
transcendence is hocus-pocus. Isn’t that what the midlife crisis is all about? A recognition of the
telescoping tendencies of youthful perception? A realization that the grandiosity we self
imported was really a form self-importance?
Last spring I returned to my Spruce Point alma mater of Alaska overwintering,
presumably because I wanted to write about it better. In my memory, the cabin was a shining
hermitage. Chop wood, haul water. The place was half-way to heaven or to Zen. That’s what I
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told myself. But in my latest arrival, Spruce Point was a just a rotting cabin in the middle of
absolute nowhere. Who had I been I kidding? Living in dank walls, with tarpaper for a floor,
and hardly a window to let in already meager winter sun? What was I trying to prove?
Even the waterhole, that nirvana of a Nizina spring, was just some gurgling bubbles in an
eddy of the stark riverbar. Granted, my most recent return to Spruce Point took place on a warm
spring day, without the benefit of crystalline hoar frost. There was no February mood lighting, no
wolf in a trap, no glacier adventures. The place had had a few more years to rot into the rocky
riverbar. But could it have changed that much? Could it be that “the glory and the freshness of a
dream” was “not now as it hath been of yore”?
Skiing the miles back home from Spruce Point to McCarthy, I felt empty and old. It was as
if I’d scraped away layers of wallpaper which, for a decade, had unknowingly brightened my
memories of what was just a backcountry ramshackle. Skiing home that time I was just skiing,
and the trail was long. There was a quiet beauty that came when the sky turned amber with
sunset. But, mostly there was just the trail, just skiing. Skiing and skiing and thoughts. Maybe
the Alaska bliss I remember wav just a stage in my development; maybe I’d suffered from a post
adolescent frenzy that made me judge things to be more grand than they actually were. Maybe
I’d deluded myself into feeling huge and shining.

After the romantics came the Victorians, and with them Thomas Carlyle, his Silly Professor
Teufelsdrockh and the Sartus Resartus clothes theory. “Nay, unless my Algebra deceive me,
Unity itself, divided by Zero will give

Infity”. Emptiness doesn’t dissolve by ch

numbers. There are two ways to change the value of your perception. You can increase the
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numerator or you can decrease the denominator. Divide yourself by smaller numbers and thus
reach towards the infinite.
Immanuel Kant rejected the notion of the Burkean sublime way back in 1790. His Critique
o f Judgment begins with the common definition of his time: “The sublime is anything that is
absolutely large—large beyond all comparison.” Kant begins by echoing Burke, claiming that
“nature is sublime in those of its appearances whose intuition carries with it the idea of infinity,”
but early in his argument Kant scoffs that such a thing could be. His revised definition is a
Kantian koan: Sublime is what even to be able to think proves that the mind has a power
surpassing any standard o f sense. Read that one three time fast, and twist the mind along with
the tongue. What he’s getting at is the role of imagination in such declarations. We call nature
sublime, because by doing so we elevate our imagination to the point that it experiences its own
sublimity. “If in judging nature aesthetically we call it sublime, we do so not because nature
arouses fear, but because it calls forth our strength...to regard as small the [objects] of our
[human] concerns.

We call nature sublime, because the act of imagining infinitudes elevates

ourselves above the finite boundaries of the mundane.

In one of its most contemporary usages, sublime refers to things made ridiculous through
hyperbole. In this definition, the elevated and the noble are reduced to hype. “Hyperbole is vital
to Americans belief in themselves, says art critic Tate Britain. And scale is often a component
in America s ideal of itself. In effort to make egoistic claim to the tallest mountains, the widest
plains, the longest rivers, Americans can inflate reality to the point where things are made
ridiculous through hyperbole. Scholars of the American Sublime period of art history frequently
point out the American urge towards gigantism. And occasionally they also talk about the
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inevitable corollary—gigantic disappointment. Whether we boast about the Grand Canyon, or
boast about the grandest skyscraper, boasting is frequently the operative verb in the American
sensibility, and visiting the real thing (that real Grand Canyon, that real Alaska) can be a letdown.
Like that movie, rarely as good as the preview, reality can have a hard time living up to
expectations. Reality can have a hard time making a gal feel real.
I never would have called my twenty-something self a boaster, but certainly I found ways
to name drop my adventures in front of my father’s buddies or my Seattle cocktail friends. When
speaking of the Bering Sea, I’d use a calculated modesty, but I could see what was happening
behind my listeners’ eyes. “The money was good,” I’d add, in case they thought that I was crazy.
In my retellings, I was not only fearless, but also pragmatic. “Spruce Point was thirty miles from
McCarthy, and four miles through the woods to our nearest trapping neighbor. Once I skied solo
for twenty-eight miles in one shot.” I was not only tough, but pious. In addition to adventure, I
had unrivaled solitude beneath my belt. In the background my dad grinned proudly.

A few years ago, during a family visit, my little sister left her journal out on the kitchen table. I
probably should have avoided the private territory, but I’ve never been good about setting
boundaries. Within the pages I read about myself. “Nancy doesn’t tell stories like she used to. She
doesn’t seem excited about her adventures any more. There’s so many silences in her
conversations now.” My sister worried that I might be depressive, and probably she was right. A
dozen seven-month winters consecutive can wreak havoc on the serotonen, but I don’t think
that’s the whole story.
With a few barfly exceptions, most hardcore Alaskans keep relatively quiet about their
lives. The real adventures rarely get told, or else you have to drag them out of folks. What’s up
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with that? What feeds those silences? Do oldtimers become callous towards their lives, or does
too much sublimity extinguish the sacred flame? Are rural Alaskans just tired all the time?
In his survey of human aesthetics, Edmund Burke acknowledges one more possibility—a
middle ground between pleasure and pain—a response he calls “indifference.” For Burke, like
many, the word has derogatory connotations. The Buddhists, however, have another word for
what s essentially the same sensation. They call indifference equanimity. Buddhist equanimity is
a neutralattitude—no resistance to pain, no craving for pleasure. And yes, it sounds austere, but
in hisown way, same, same but different, the monk on the meditation pillow enters a world
transformed by his perceptions, and equanimity may well be an antidote to judgment and
boredom alike.

For those who would see directly into essential nature, the idea of the sacred is a
delusion and an obstruction: it diverts us from seeing what is before our eye:
plain thusness. Roots, stems, and branches are all equally scratchy. No
hierarchy, no equality. No occult and esoteric, no gifted kids and slow achievers.
No wild and tame, no bound or free, no natural and artificial

This thusness, is

the nature of the nature of nature.
Thus spoke the American Buddhist writer Gary Snyder. There’s nothing sublime about
thusness; no transcendence through extremes. For Snyder, even the idea of the sacred is a
delusion. The quest for a pain-pleasure quotient is less important than sitting with the patience
this world requires.
My own favorite Buddhist teachings came from a German monk named Stardust who
taught sitting meditation at a gompa in the Himalayan Mountains of Ladakh. To arrive at the
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rented farmhouse, I joined a dozen other travelers for a four-hour bus ride through the mountain
desert. We walked along a handmade stone wall before entering a grove of apricot and walnut
trees. A glacial stream turned a prayer wheel while bony cows grazed on a tiny plot of irrigated
meadow. The temple was a mud-walled farmhouse and the meditation room had a floor of mud
as well, no light except our candles. Mostly the monk reminded us what a gift it was to eat, and
what a chore to sit in stillness and in silence. The place was stark; his dharma talks were minimal
my journal from those days includes just three brief notes.

Buddhism According to Stardust
1) Don’t believe your thoughts.
2) Never meditate for any reward.
3) Don’t take yourself too seriously.

Stardust, the monk, never did tell us his real name, and afterwards, I wondered if we got our
seventy bucks worth of suggested donation.

Alaskan writer Carolyn Servid lives in a house on the water and directs the Sitka Symposium for
Human Values and the Written Word. In a small way, she works hard to help the world; her
writing offers a vision of Alaska void of extremes. “In Alaska, I sought the meter of that greater
rhythm to define what was possible and show me limitations... .1 wanted tolerance to ground my
desire, respect to ground my fear. I wanted to be able to find again and again that quiet within.”
Servid’s desires for Alaska were humble enough, but still unattainable. She found “that faith
came not as readily to a willful mind as to a receptive heart. Faith was nurtured by unexpected
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moments—when a certain slant of light showed me a familiar grove of trees as I’d never seen
them before.”
What does the sublime have to do with coming of age at the end-of-the-road? In the new
millennium, there’s a public radio that delivers the whole world (with all its terror) to your
Alaskan doorstep. If there’s a kind of solace that comes with knowing you’re less a part of the
problem, there’s also the sinking feeling that comes from knowing you’re not part of the solution
either.
After twelve years chasing its various highs, I can tell you that the Alaska sublime is
ultimately imagined and potentially disappointing. Even Alaska becomes familiar. Even Alaska,
can start to feel small. In McCarthy, half the cabins have their windows boarded up by folks who
have given up on their frontier dream. And yes, on occasion, it feels like you’re participating in a
visionary process, forging a new community in a new age, but just as often, it’s feels all the same.
Same-same, but different.

We began this treatise with the words of Longinus who believed that the sublime rested in the
heart of the orator. I, too, am a kind of orator. In my Ranger slideshows I used offer an
introduction to the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park’s significance. At first I always used a tone
of awe when sharing the statistics of immensity:
We like to call our park, America’s Mountain Kingdom. Home to nine of the
sixteen tallest peaks, and many of America’s largest glaciers, the Wrangell-St.
Elias is truly a kingdom of mountain wilderness. As the largest National Park in
the nation, Wrangell-St. Elias encompasses 13.2 million acres and shares a
border with Kluane Provincial Park, the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge, the
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Alsek-Tatneshenie Wild and Scenic River Corridor and eventually the Glacier
Bay National Park back in Alaska’s panhandle. Recognized by the United
Nations as a World Heritage Site, these five reserves encompass twenty-five
million acres and represent the largest piece of formally preserved wilderness on
the planet.
Later I added an additional disclaimer for those visitors: “I know that sounds immense; I know
that sounds vast, possibly even infinite, but in the scale of this tiny planet our Wrangell-St. Elias
wilderness is just a postage stamp of rock and ice.” Alaska is also just a place like any other
place. It will startle you if you let it.
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Riverman

I was with a man made of river once. His love was water. I was the space behind the rock he
eddied into. The cabin where we made love sat just meters from the bank of Alaska’s Copper
River. He purchased the place—we called it chalet—for less than it was worth, because everyone
knows those types of rivers reclaim their acreage eventually. The floodwaters, the shifting
channels—that man with soul of water did not live in fear of the eventual.
In winter, we could ski from his door to the shoreline in minutes flat—doggies bounding
beside us. In November the river formed its own obstacles between the ice shelves. Each day a
new cascade of green, cold water moved through the otherwise still winter. Even the air was
warmer there—steam rising off open water to make a difference I could feel on the skin of my
upper lip. Sun rays refracted through steam vapors, light through ice crystals blinding to the eye
so all we could do was listen and look down. The slush, like platelets, congealing and releasing
with the flow. Once I watched his eyes freeze onto that river’s motion and crystallize as one. And
once, in January, I watched them both freeze solid across their surface.
In the river country, where that man lived, the mountains are far away across a tableland of
frozen tundra, caribou and brown bears denning. When clouds are absent, the paired summits of
the Wrangells look like an old married couple watching over from the distance. The river is his
sweat, her tears. In the long-wintered land, work and sorrow do not end and smiles too become
inspired by the flow. Mergansers ride the icy riffles in early fall. Sometimes a Harlequin appears
and his hands too, travel unseen surfaces on midwinter guitars.
In summers, day after day he’d spend with air and rubber the only barrier between his feet
and that flow. Silts caressed the vessel like angels singing—or swimming with delicate,
dampened wings. His arms were one with lyrical oars, and his ears one with the song of summer.
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That lover’s name was David, a word that means “beloved” in Hebrew, but nobody told me that
until I too washed out like debris far from the daily shore
Maybe you think this is metaphor, or maybe a sexual story, the nonsense of womanly
nostalgia. But it was afterwards, in the stillness, when I knew his blood itself was made of river.
It was afterwards, when his breath slowed and his mind drifted into the other world of dreams,
that I too floated into that ether—our lives no more than a vessel of bouyant silk. I’ll swear today
upon that voyage—swear to the Beloved. And, in the end, it’s also metaphor. No woman charts
her way into a riverman’s dreams. In the end, it’s only story. I was with a man made of river
once. His love was water. I was the space behind the rock he eddied into.
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Siltwater

O n the day after the attack on the World Trade Center I was dipping salmon along the Copper
River at Chitina. I came to the Copper River because, for me, Chitina has become synonymous
with salmon, because driving home from meetings at the Federal Building in Anchorage, Chitina
is on the way. Lately my summers as a Park Ranger in McCarthy have become too busy for much
in the way of salmon fishing. I only have a case of sockeye canned up so far—nothing in the
freezer—and so I come to the Copper River in mid-September because the silvers should be
running. From the dark aisles of the Chitina Trading Post, Betty, the sleepy cashier, confirms,
“Sure, the silvers should be running; I don’t know how hard.” On September 12th, 2001 I went to
the Copper River for silver salmon, but I was looking for something more.
At Chitina, the Copper River rushes downstream towards Cordova with undeniable liquid
violence. From the steep cliff of my dipnet perch, the river is an icy ogre writhing at a meter’s
distance beneath me. Glacial silts boil in the turbid water, and gusts dart up the surface like
missiles as the infamous Chitina winds pummel through the mile-wide fluvial confluence. Even
in my carefully chosen back-eddy, a constant tumult pulls at my ten-foot aluminum pole. One
minute, the river grabs my net north towards the Wrangell volcanoes, then, next minute,
something shifts, and the downstream current seizes my net and threatens to drag my own life
into the icy water. So far, for me, the Copper River has been a benevolent monster only, but still,
standing in proximity to its force pulls part of me back in terror.

I was sleeping at Lila s place in Anchorage when news of the suicide bombings came in across
her morning radio. Lila had been at her boyfriend’s the night before; she forgot to leave the key
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I was sleeping at Lila’s place in Anchorage when news of the suicide bombings came in across
her morning radio. Lila had been at her boyfriend’s the night before; she forgot to leave the key
out like she promised, and so, at eleven p.m. with a good Glenn Highway driving headache, I
broke in to her familiar urban homestead, climbed up on the old Schwinn to squeeze through the
one left-open window and straight into my familiar guest bed. In the morning, before grasping the
full gravity of the news, Lila and I laughed about my antics from the night before. The attack on
New York did not seem real as broadcast across her little radio. Later, I would feel my own jolt of
terror when an unauthorized jet entered the restricted Anchorage airspace, and we evacuated our
Park Education Specialists meeting in false alarm. Then again, that night with Lila, I watched the
towers collapse on the backroom tv, and the whole event seemed more surreal than real, more like
a stupid action movie than the world that we know and live in.

April, my red-haired friend at Spirit Mountain Art gallery back in Chitina, calls me suicidal for
choosing to dipnet where I do. Usually cheerful, she scolded me this morning when I told her
where I was headed.
“Towards the bridge, to Howard’s spot. It’s the only place I have a permit for. Plus,
Howard’s nets are there, convenient and awaiting.”
“I hate that spot,” said April, forehead scrunching as she spewed out the words. “It’s too
dangerous. You shouldn’t go there alone. But, I won’t there go with you. Not to that spot.”
I respect April’s concerns for my safety. Like Howard himself, she is a neighbor who
feels more like family than friend. But living as she does in Chitina, April’s freezer is no doubt
full already. My freezer is empty, and this September, dipnetting alone is my only opportunity
for dipnetting at all. This September, dipnetting alone is something I know I need to do.
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For many of us from McCarthy, dipnetting the Copper River is more like religion than
sport, or even subsistence harvest. The long scramble up slate outcrops, over downed spruce and
willow, the long scramble upriver and then the short scramble down to the cliffs at river’s edge,
these passages have become ritualized for me. I count on the Copper River to take me away from
my day-to-day, to dwarf my human worries and return me to a larger self. Alone, at river’s edge,
a visceral fear for my own breathing body is part of the ritual’s renewing process.
Parking my Suburu behind the bushes, strapping my backpack and grabbing the old rusty
spike to pull myself up the slate cliffs, I am more exhilarated than afraid. On the most exposed
comer of the trail, I smile to see cliff swallow holes abundant within the sage and juniper
outcrops. The last birds flew south weeks ago, but the bluffs remain alive with evidence of their
summer homes. Beneath the burrows, perfectly concentric half-circles are carved into the silts
like hieroglyphics, and I remember when my friend Jurgen first discovered this natural pattern on
a busy fishing day. At first he thought the grooves to be the work of swallows hovering outside
their holes, but I argued that the wing-span was too wide, the circles too repeatedly symmetrical
for a nervous bird. I hypothesized that the natural artwork was formed by one violent sweep of a
predator’s larger wingspan. Years ago I watched a peregrine execute the dive-bomb maneuver to
earn murre chicks for an oily meal. Earlier that morning we’d watched the fighter-jet wings of
falcons soaring above the Kotsina. The thought of predatory moments had me shuddering until
Jurgen discovered a sagebrush root swinging back and forth in perfect pendulum. Yes, of course,
another feature shaped by the ever-present Chitina winds.
Today, on the day after the attacks on Manhattan, I marvel again at this simplest detail of
wild Alaska before passing beyond the bluffs and onto the forested trail. The route to Howard’s
hole picks it way through prickly rose and highbush cranberry, and my fingers are bloodied by
berry juice within a few minutes of walking. Halfway out I become greedy for the river, lose the
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proper path and head down towards the water a hundred meters early, forcing myself to pick my
way up through the steep brush to the trail’s requirement of greater hiking patience.
When I do reach the right spot, two dipnets stashed behind a gnarled spruce tree serve as
welcoming assurance. Seeing the pile of weathered netting makes me feel part of a wild,
renegade family. Above the fishing hole on the hillside, is a flat spot between two spruce just
large enough to pitch a tent. I have slept there while Howard dipped through the night, and I have
dipped while others slept. Upstream a few meter, is a big eddy tucked into the slate where my
friend Elizabeth and I once tied off a raft to the butt end of spruce log. We floated down from
where river meets the road, pulled in to fill coolers with the bright torpedo bodies of salmon, and
then continued down to our friends waiting at the bridge below.
This is our hallowed fishing hole, shared by a clan of friends in our McCarthy, Alaska
community. On the stepstone above the main dipping hole, blood from former salmon harvests
stains the slate. Tiny roe sacs cling dessicated to the stone, a reminder of summer’s abundance:
fresh sockeye on bonfire coals, garden salads and rhubarb pies.
On the day after the attack on America I come to the Copper River because I crave the
experience of wild natural abundance. Last night I made the mistake of listening too closely to
Dan Rather and all our other media Godlords. Last night I watched too many times repeatedly the
fatal crashes into those famous walls of concrete, steel and glass. “Our world will never be the
same,” said Rather, again and again and again.
Today I want to feel the crash of salmon slamming into my dipnet. I want to witness that
unchanged life force: spawn-driven fishes swimming upstream against the colossal current.
Today I need to feel the fear of siltwater swirling near to my lonesome boots. Today I need to be
belittled by huge mountains and unending wind.
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The Copper River is the most powerful thing I know here in the Wrangell Mountains. In my
imagination, just like in April’s, I can picture a slipped foot, an accidental fall and the near
certainty of river death. The drownings happen every year. The silt fills up your clothes;
hypothermia steals the life from your bloodstream in minutes.
In my Ranger slideshows back home in Kennecott, I tell visitors from all over the world
about this mighty watershed and the many glaciers that melt to feed it. The Copper is not the
longest, nor most voluminous river in Alaska, but it is the biggest workhorse of any river in our
region. The Copper River is Alaska’s machine of erosion and transport, the only river to breach
these hundred miles of Chugach Mountains. The river corridor predates the Chugach Mountains,
and due to countless the grinding glaciers of the Wrangell-St. Elias Range, the Copper carries
more sediment than any river in Alaska. The glacial meltwater collected within the confines of a
Mason jar reveals silt piled to the centimeter level in the bottom of a quart. In my summer
slideshows I hold the settled-out liquid up to the projector’s light so visitors can observe the
remarkable volume of suspended sediment.
Sixty-thousand cubic feet per second is a minimum flow rate of this glacial river in
summer months. Sometimes discharge peaks above 200,000 cfs, and within that constant moving
body, thousands of cubic feet of silts float suspended by water in any given instant.
Two springs ago, a few miles upstream where the Cheslachina joins the Copper, I sat in
the arm of a river guide named David who was just then no longer my lover. I was crying for
what we could not be. He in turn was counting calmly.
Look at the river,” he said. “One-one-thousand, two-one-thousand. Sixty thousand, onetwenty-thousand, one-eighty-thousand, two-forty-thousand.”
In less than twenty seconds the spring Copper conveyed a million cubic feet of siltwater;
cubic miles of eroded mountain transported by river in any given year. On the day after the attack
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on the New York, I estimate the minutes it would take for the Copper River to carry away the city
blocks of dust and rubble now lying in lower Manhattan.

A month ago, in early August, I dipnetted the Copper River with my girlfriend Kris Rueter who
will be married in Manhattan this coming October. We called the fishing trip our bachelorette
party; the river affirming the abundance of love to come in her new life. In two-and-half-hours
“Kritter” and I pulled up twenty-eight sockeye—plus one beautiful chinook. Three times the
gleeful bride-to-be dipped two salmon in one three foot diameter net. Three double dips, and
countless times I looked downstream to see green fins emerging multiply from the gray-green
surface of the river.
At the end of our bridal harvest—exhausted and elated—we fried fat pink filets on a twoburner camp stove, minutes from dipnet to skillet. I yelled a prayer of gratitude into the
Wrangellia winds: “Praise the Lord and Bless the Mighty River.” I come to the Copper River to
feel that resilient thrill.
My friend Kris Rueter is marrying Sam Gregory, a criminal defense lawyer who works in
a Brooklyn office building and has a summer place up on the ridge above historic Kennicott. Kris
and Sam met here in Alaska, but now they’ll live back East for most of the year. That’s been the
plan anyway. A dozen of us from McCarthy purchased tickets to the big wedding already. The
hand-crafted invitation is propped proudly on the windowsill back at my cabin. Kris is a printmaker extraordinaire; she sells her work now in that faraway Manhattan enclave that supports our
nation’s artists. Our McCarthy family is so proud of Kris. On the invitation her rendition of the
lower Manhattan’s skyline sits juxtaposed against the handsome ridgeline of our local Fireweed
Mountain. In her version, the twin towers stand tall as the cityscape’s bi-pinnacled summit.
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On the day after the attack on Manhattan, I feel horrible for Kris and Sam, for their
neighbors whom I have met, and all the ones I haven’t. I imagine the fear that resides thick in
their bellies this morning. Thousands of human lives and a culture’s very skyline have been
destroyed. From my perch above the river I look upstream to the familiar mountain skyline and
try to imagine how such an event would affect my still innocent psyche. An explosive eruption of
massive Mount Wrangell is my only reference point for comparison and contrast. We watch the
still-active volcano blow steam each autumn. Scientists confirm that it could happen: ash flow
slurries filling the river for miles; bridges and town flushed out along its shores. How would it
feel to lose our beloved landmark in an act of horrific—yet natural—destruction? How would it
feel the same? How would it feel different? A volcanic eruption is horrible, but it does not
intend to horrify. A volcano is powerful, but it’s not power hungry.

Two summers ago I rafted the lower Copper River under the influence of the river guide David’s
lyrical oars. We floated away from the volcanic Wrangells and down through the Chugach
Mountains. We floated down past green O’Brian Creek, down through the Woods Canyon, past
Haley Creek, past Uranatina, down past Dewey Creek, past Tiekel. That raft trip was paid for by
Jerry and Harriet who own a home and business right across the river from the Manhattan in
Hoboken, New Jersey. During our days along the river, the couple spoke proudly of their vista
onto the skyline (now forever infamous). Harry and Jerry, we called that pair, with huge
affection. Despite Jerry’s nearly paralyzing fear of bears, the couple shared a copious sense of
humor.
Together we floated down past Dewey Creek, past Teikel, past Tasnuna. We floated
through what they call the Big Room, down through the no man’s land of Baird Canyon and
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grizzly-lined Abercrombie Rapids. We floated, down, through and out into the mountain
amphitheater of Miles Lake—its miles and miles of calving glaciers.
On the last day of our July float trip, I sat with Harry and Jerry across the Copper River
from the Childs Glacier near Cordova, and together we celebrated our independence as wild river
pirates. Captain David drummed a salutation to the wall of calving glacier while building-sized
icebergs collapsed and exploded in to multi-storied splashes of river water. Harry applauded
involuntarily as tsunami waves of aftershock swelled across the Copper to crash into the shoreline
at our feet. Jerry hooted and hollered, and all of us felt real small.

The calving activity at Childs Glacier scares many boaters into early departures from the river at
the Million Dollar Bridge, but our guide, David, waited until late day and then braved the passage
beneath the 400-foot wall of glacial ice. We waited in anticipation—holding our breath
involuntarily as we floated the mile-long stretch of river that passes beneath the frozen massif.
We floated and waited until half way down we heard the crack let loose. We waited and then we
watched as a quarter-mile-slab of iceberg collapsed a few hundred meters from our rafts. We
watched an explosion of water I’ll not forget for as long as I live on this planet.
In an album back home at my cabin, I have a photograph of the fear within that fearless
river guide s face—his brows raised, his eyeballs bulging, his teeth exposed in a crazy grin. As
he scrambled to align our boats to safety, David’s fear was mixed with thrill, and then
exhilaration—an aftermath of ice cubes tinkling the tubes of our still-worthy rubber vessels. In
the photo, Harry and Jerry are yelping with glee while their hands remain gripped to the raft ropes
in horror. Today I remember collapsing walls of glacial ice and contemplate the fine line between
horror and exhilaration.
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Yesterday, watching the World Trade Center towers give way and then explode again and
again on Lila’s television, I felt a thrill that was similar but also utterly different. The terror we
felt in those rafts so near the glacier was also terrific. From my perch on the cliff, I feel the
opaque river tugging at my dipnet and think about Jerry in New Jersey. On our trip down the
lower Copper, the factory owner could not sleep for fear of the wild mountain night. Tonight,
most certainly, his insomnia returns.

On the day after the attack on America, I leave Chitina without any salmon in my backpack. My
memories of rafting adventure and salmon abundance become joined with this day’s request for
patience and for faith. Walking the trail back to the road, I feel the pack’s emptiness against the
small of my back. I feel the cold air against my skin and watch one, lone fishwheel stutter in mid
air as wind competes with water in vehement velocity.
On the banks of the Copper River, the wind of change blow through almost every minute
of every day. Soon the gray silts will settle into the gentler green stream of winter. At my safe
cabin in McCarthy, a fairy-ring of autumn aspens are celebrating the season of death to come. In
Alaska, we live surrounded by natural forces—sometimes dangerous, but never malevolent—that
keep us humble in our lives. That nature is so resilient. Those aspen leaves will survive their
eight-month winter to explode green in my eyes next spring. The Copper will melt into its
unsayable silty power, and the salmon will swim like missiles against the almighty water. I dip
my net full for this world.

